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Executive Summary
New Jersey Municipal Land Use Law (MLUL)
defines a Master Plan as “composite of one or more
written or graphic proposals for the development
of the municipality.” A Master Plan presents a
general statement for the desirable long-range and
comprehensive physical development policy of a
community by designating appropriate uses for
private land and the general location and extent of
all necessary public improvements and facilities.
It can function as a guide for future physical and
economic growth of a community through the
overall development policy. In fact, the Master Plan
serves as the foundation and basis for the zoning
ordinance, which plays a significant role in shaping
and controlling development and redevelopment
opportunities in the municipality. As per the MLUL,

a Land Use Plan and a Circulation Plan are two
discrete elements, however, they are inextricably
linked together and discussing them together ensures
wholistic planning. This interplay was identified in
the 2019 Master Plan Reexamination Report, which
recommended creation of a combined land use and
circulation plan.
This combined land use and circulation plan builds
upon the 2019 Reexamination Plan and the 2019
Bike & Pedestrian Master Plan. Additionally, this plan
was developed through extensive public outreach
and consultation with the Town’s various boards and
subcommittees. The following section delineates the
layout of the document.

Plan Organization:
Introduction and Background discusses the reasons for the Unified Land Use and Circulation approach and how the
Plan should be used by the Town to guide future development.
Community Engagement discusses how the public input from the recent planning processes have influenced the ULUC
and how the outreach was expanded to include a targeted outreach effort.
Vision Statement and Goals and Objectives reiterates the set of goals and objectives from the 2019 Reexamination
Report along with an overall vision statement for the Town that establishes the guiding principles behind the ULUC.
Implementation Matrix provides recommendations for the Town in an accessible way to ensure that the Town is able to
understand the recommendations and plan for each recommendation to be implemented according to its urgency and
timeline.
Existing Conditions reviews the present land use and circulation conditions with an outlook for the potential for new
development and public improvements.
Community Form Analysis assesses the potential for growth and development and the subsequent impact on the
transportation system.
Community Form Plan is rooted in the goals and objectives and is guided by the results of the Community Form
Analysis. It sets forth recommendations to adopt development regulations, redevelopment, circulation improvements,
design guidelines, etc. that will help guide the Town’s future to improve the vibrancy of downtown Westfield and the quality
of life of all residents.
Storm Resiliency, Smart Growth, Environmental Sustainability discusses smart growth, storm resiliency and
environmental sustainability to ensure that the Town plans for resiliency for increasing intensity of extreme weather events
and can ensure that new growth is developed in a sustainable fashion.
Appendices
10
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INTRODUCTION AND
BACKGROUND
Why Make a Plan?

the creation of a ULUC Plan for Westfield given the
potential for downtown redevelopment.

To keep Westfield on a path towards success in all
aspects of quality of life - from appropriate land use;
to quality transportation for pedestrians, bicyclists,
transit users, and motorists; and to strategic
economic growth in the downtown and commercial
areas – a guiding Master Plan should be written
and adopted by the Town. This Unified Land Use
and Circulation (ULUC) Plan gives all these factors
attention and lays out a plan for Westfield’s future.

The existing conditions in Westfield, detailed in the
2019 Re-Examination Report, highlight the important
development trends that have occurred since the
last time that the Town comprehensively updated its
Land Use element. These trends, further amplified
by the Covid-19 pandemic, highlight the opportunity
that Westfield has to create a plan that views land
use and circulation wholistically to ensure that future
growth and investments reflect the character and
desire of the Town's residents. The recommendations
that come from this unified approach will help steer
land use to high quality development with public
space, circulation and multi-modal improvements that
support increases in density and meet the demand
for high quality living that current and future residents
desire.

Westfield’s Future. Plan It. Live It. Love It.

The Municipal Land Use Law (MLUL) requires a
Land Use Plan element, of which it shall provide
the rational basis and justification for municipal
regulations. As N.J.S.A. 40:55D-62 of the MLUL
states, the zoning ordinance or any amendment
or revision of the ordinance shall be substantially
consistent with the Land Use Plan Element of the
Master Plan. A Master Plan is intended to guide
the development and use of land throughout a
municipality that best promotes the public health,
safety and welfare. While a Circulation Element
is considered a discretionary element of a Master
Plan, the relationship between the use of land
and the character of circulation patterns within a
municipality necessitates that these two elements be
guided jointly. This interplay between land use and
circulation patterns was identified in the 2019 Master
Plan Re-examination Report, which recommended

This document serves as an important long-range
planning tool for the Town of Westfield, building upon
the Town’s recently adopted planning documents
including the 2019 Master Plan Reexamination
Report and the 2019 Bike & Pedestrian Master Plan.
This Plan reiterates the community vision established
in the Re-exmination Report and acts as an action
plan for how to achieve that vision, a guiding
document for the Governing Body and Planning
Board for the next 10+ years.

Introduction And Background
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Authority

The Town of Westfield last adopted its Master Plan in
2002, amending the Land Use Element in 2004 and
2005, conducting a Master Plan Reexamination Report
in 2009, again amending the Land Use Element in
2009 and in 2018. The Town has a Housing Element
and Fair Share Plan, last adopted in 2018. The Town
recently adopted a Comprehensive Re-examination
Report in 2019.
New Jersey statutes, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40:55D28, grants municipal planning boards the ability to
adopt a master plan. The Municipal Land Use Law
(MLUL) requires that zoning ordinances adopted by
the municipality must reflect the master plan, and the
plan must be reexamined or updated every 10 years. A
municipality's Master Plan is intended to be a guiding
document that details a community vision for which
the governing body attempts to implement over the life
of the Plan.
This 2021 Unified Land Use and Circulation Plan is
a unique approach to meet the requirements of the
MLUL; one that is supported by the State of New Jersey.
Guidance on how to link land use and circulation in a
municipal Master Plan is detailed in the New Jersey
Department of Transportation (NJDOT) 2006 Mobility
and Community Form report. Utilizing this unified land
use and circulation approach represents the most
logical option to fulfill the requirements of the MLUL.

Planning Process

This Unified Land Use and Circulation Elment is the
product of a robust public outreach process (explained
in more detail in the Community Engagement section
of this report). In addition to this, an extensive review of
planning materials was conducted. Plans and studies
prepared by the Town of Westfield and reviewed as
part of this Unified Land Use and Circulation Plan
effort include:
• 1999 Downtown Westfield Improvement Plan
• 2002 Master Plan
• 2004 Land Use Plan
• 2005 Land Use Plan
• 2009 Master Plan Reexamination Report
• 2009 Land Use Element and 2013,
2014, and 2018 Amendments
• 2009 Land Use Task Force Report
• 2013, 2014, 2016, 2018 Housing
Elements and Fair Share Plans
• 2013 Complete Streets Initiative
• 2017 Downtown Task Force Report
• Land Development Regulations Amendments
• 2019 Parks and Recreation Master Plan
• 2019 North Avenue Walkable
Community Workshop Report
• 2019 Bike Walk Westfield Plan
• 2019 Master Plan Reexamination Report
The planning process effort of the ULUC included
consultation from the following boards and subcommittees:
• ULUC Steering Committee
• Westfield Green Team
• Planning Board
• Downtown Westfield Corporation
• Access and Inclusivity Committee
• Board of Education
• Historic Preservation Commission
• Housing Commission
• Recreation Commission
• Senior Advisory Committee
• Tree Preservation Commission
• Union County Transportation Advisory Board

12
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A Unified Approach

In municipal Master Plans across New Jersey,
the inter-related planning topics of Land Use and
Circulation have been traditionally addressed within
separate Master Plan Elements. However, Land Use
and Transportation are inextricably linked together:
• Each land use generates unique traffic
impacts and parking demands.
• Location of land uses in relationship
to each other also influences how
transportation is used. For example, people
may be more apt to walk, bike, or drive
depending on a variety of conditions.
• A well-planned community is more
transit supportive and sustainable,
developing at densities and in proximity
to service where residents or employees
will use public transportation.
Changing the way in which we discuss land use
and transportation issues – together instead
of separately – ensures wholistic planning and
creates a mechanism to use data and processes
for determining future growth strategies. Creating
a Unified Land Use and Circulation (ULUC) Plan
enables a process where land use and transportation
professionals are encouraged to work collaboratively
to identify a single set of goals, objectives, and
actions that will capitalize upon Westfield’s transitfriendly location and future redevelopment projects.
This ULUC looks at a buildout scenario in Westfield
with a particular interest in how future development
may affect traffic circulation. This approach allows the
Town of Westfield to assess and coordinate land use
decisions simultaneously with potential impacts to the
transportation network.
The ULUC team based its model through guidance
from the 2006 Mobility and Community Form report
to take into account not just how development
would impact mobility but the types of activities such
as public spaces and destinations impact where
people want to go and how they get there. These
models helped to establish maximum development
intensities in areas where this growth could be most
accommodated. Development projections help to
guide decisions about linking public improvements
such as plazas, community spaces, etc. with
increases in densities and improvements to mobility.

Why a Unified Land Use
and Circulation Element for
Westfield?

The 2019 Westfield Master Plan Reexamination
Report’s public outreach process highlighted land
use and transportation related concerns, such as
observed through-traffic along East Broad Street,
North Avenue, and South Avenue in the Central
Business District. New activity in downtown
Westfield is generally approved of by residents, and
the intention of creating a Unified Land Use and
Circulation element for the Town is to take a wholistic
approach to planning that elevates the focus from
singular parcels and intersections to a system of
relationships between the use of land and space and
the ability to create places and neighborhoods that
are enjoyable and enhance the human experience.
Westfield’s existing community form, a vibrant
downtown with access to bus and rail - surrounded
by residential neighborhoods within walking distance,
provides a unique opportunity to consider both land
use and transportation together in a single document.
This existing form influences how residents utilize the
Town’s transportation system. Understanding how this
relationship is currently functioning and projecting how
it could function in the future is imperative towards
creating more sustainable, high quality development
that activates space and the desire of people to want
to be in a place. These places will range from higher
densities in the downtown towards quiet residential
neighborhoods.
A ULUC will project a future community form that
will allow not just the governing body but property
owners to make investments that reflect the desire
of the Town to create and enhance places that
meet residents' social and economic needs across
the development spectrum. These needs will be
met through seeing the integration of land use and
circulation as necessary to achieve public spaces
composed of plazas, sidewalks, parks and streets that
enhance the public realm. The end result is a future
Westfield that reflects the vision set out by the Town in
this document.

Executive Summary
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How to Use This Plan

The Unified Land Use and Circulation Plan is a
guiding document for multi-disciplinary planning and
investment in the Town of Westfield for the future.
The plan is built on prior planning efforts and
initiatives, existing conditions, and buildout scenarios.
These building scenarios will allow the Town to
determine how future development will impact
Westfield. The future modeling can be updated
as different developments arise and changes in
behavior, particularly in a post-Covid world, may
potentially impact changes in development patterns.

• Recommendation states the
recommendation.
• Responsible Party or Partner identifies
the Town entities or other agencies that
will have a role in implementation.
• Timeframe estimates the amount of time to
implement the item. It is categorized as either
short (1-2 years), medium (2 to 5 years), long
(5-10+ years), or ongoing (continuous).
• “Check off” box is a blank box for the Planning
Board to “check off” the recommendation
once completed. The Planning Board is also
encouraged to provide a date of completion.

The plan contains recommendations based on
the findings of the build-out and traffic modeling
that are intended to guide new development in a
way that achieves maximum benefit for the Town
of Westfield. These recommendations were made
taking the wholistic approach of this document in
mind. Recommendations resulting from this plan
are included in a checklist format at the end of the
ULUC Plan. These recommendation checklists are
designed for the purpose of “checking off” or tracking
recommendations over the next 10-year period as a
way to measure progress. Each recommendation is
supplemented with four features:

Plan Implementation
Recommendation

Responsible Party

Timeframe

Check Off
Box

Year
Completed

Town and/or
partner

Short
Medium
Long
Ongoing

p

insert year

Recommendation Category
1

14

Element Recommendation

Executive Summary

Source: NJDOT, 2006.
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
The Unified Land Use and Circulation Plan of
the Town’s Master Plan cannot be written, nor
recommendations made without input from the
people who live, work, and visit Westfield. Without
public input, this document will not accurately
represent the wants and needs of Westfield
residents. Throughout the ULUC process, the Town
and its sub-consultants, H2M, WSP, Susan Blickstein
LLC & THA Consulting, Inc. (the “ULUC Team”),
worked diligently to obtain ideas, opinions, feedback,
and record concerns using the community outreach
results from the 2019 Master Plan Re-examination
Report process, results from the 2019 Bike &
Pedestrian Master Plan process, and additional
targeted outreach. This collaborative approach
provides valuable insight into the community and the
Town’s target areas.
The following section describes the community
outreach process in the development of this Unified
Land Use and Circulation Plan.

Steering Committee

At the launch of the project, a Steering Committee
comprised of Town of Westfield professionals, local
officials, community leaders and the ULUC Team
was formed to frame the outline for development of
the Unified Land Use and Circulation Plan. Steering
Committee members include:

16
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Elected Officials

• Mayor Shelley Brindle
• Councilwoman Linda Habgood

Town Staff & Representatives from
Boards and Committees

• Michael Ash, Chair, Planning Board
• Maria Boyes, Chair, Historic
Preservation Commission
• Frank Fusaro, Vice Chair,
Board of Adjustment
• Robert Zuckerman, Director, Downtown
Westfield Corporation
• Liz Jeffery, Economic Development Advisor
• Amy Root, Board of Education
Vice President
• Alan Trembulak, Esq., Planning
Board Attorney
• James Gildea, Town Administrator
• Donald Sammet, Town Planner
• Michael La Place, Planning Board
• Anastasia Harrison, Planning Board
• Asima Jansveld, Planning Board

Engagement from Previous Plans

The Unified Land Use and Circulation Plan is guided by
the 2019 Re-examination Report. The Re-examination
Report team received extensive feedback on the topics
of land use, downtown redevelopment, circulation,
historic preservation, sustainability and economic
development. This feedback was received through
an extensive public outreach effort that included
community workshops and an online survey where
over 780 residents participated generating almost
67,000 responses and over 4,500 comments. The
ULUC Plan has its foundation in the Re-examination
Report’s recommendations.
Survey results from the 2019 Bike Walk Westfield Plan
also significantly influenced the recommendations
that are included in the ULUC Plan. The findings from
the Bike Walk Plan helped to influence how the land
use policies were recommended and how circulation
recommendations would improve mobility throughout
the Town of Westfield.

Targeted Outreach

During the public outreach process for the ULUC Plan,
the consulting team met with various landowners to
discuss immediate and long-term plans to develop
their properties. The development of these parcels
would impact the function and built environment of the
downtown. These meetings included discussions of
future development trends, appropriate development
for downtown Westfield and how the pandemic could
affect future development. These discussions helped
to inform the projected build-out and traffic modeling
and added an extra layer of outreach that builds off
of the public engagement efforts that helped to shape
this Plan.
The ULUC Planning team in coordination with the
Downtown Westfield Corporation met for a Virtual
Town Hall on August 13, 2020 to discuss the major
land use and circulation issues affecting downtown
Westfield. During this event, there was extensive
discussion about different policies that the Town could
enact that would help to improve the downtown as
it meets the economic challenges of a Covid- and
post-Covid economic environment. This led to further
discussion of how the Town could set itself up to thrive
in this post-Covid world by enacting land use and
transportation policies that address the challenges
brought on by changes in consumer behavior.

Community Engagement
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VISION STATEMENT,
GUIDING PRINCIPLES &
OVERALL GOALS
The Municipal Land Use Law requires that a master
plan include a “statement of objectives, principles,
assumptions, policies, and standards upon which the
constituent proposal for the physical, economic and
social development of the municipality are based.” The
2002 Master Plan expressed these statements as a
set of goals and objectives, with certain amendments
made through adoption of the 2009 Land Use Element.
Throughout 2019, the Planning Board implemented
an extensive public participation plan encouraging
community involvement in the preparation of a Master
Plan Reexamination Report. Through input obtained
via a Master Plan Reexamination Steering Committee,
online engagement, public workshops, and focus
groups, the Town Planning Board determined that an
update to the Goals and Objectives section contained
within the Master Plan was appropriate, and that a
vision statement and series of guiding principles be
included within the Master Plan, along with an updated
series of goals and objectives.
The following Town Vision, Guiding Principles, and
Goals and Objectives serve as a guide to land use
policy in the Town of Westfield and replace the Goals
and Objectives Section of the 2002 Master Plan as
amended in 2009.
Town Vision

The Town of Westfield, celebrated its 300th anniversary
in 2020. It is a vibrant community with a small-town
feel, which is inclusive of all residents, supports new
and established businesses, and encourages quality
and sustainable development. The Town is inclusive of
all residents, supports all businesses, and encourages
18

quality and sustainable development. Westfield is a
place where residents of all ages, incomes, cultures
and creeds are welcome in the community and have
the opportunity to thrive.
Westfield will be a model of carefully managed
development, providing a range of housing options for
all current and prospective residents within walking
distance to the downtown, maintain high-quality
stable single-family neighborhoods and abundant
recreational and cultural opportunities.
Downtown Westfield serves as the heartbeat of the
community’s commercial and social activities. It
continues to be envisioned as a pedestrian-oriented
and mixed-use center; it will offer a variety of housing
choices, retail environments, and traditional and
non-traditional office employment opportunities. New
development will preserve and celebrate the Town's
history and architecture and provide housing and
destinations for shopping and services, all within
an environment of tree-lined streets, pedestrian
parks, and plazas. Westfield cherishes its heritage,
while taking full advantage of new technologies and
innovations. A visually enhanced streetscape with
wide sidewalks, pedestrian and bike facilities will
provide safe connectivity throughout downtown, on
North and South Avenue, and provide linkages to its
neighborhoods.
Convenient public and alternative forms of
transportation will exist and the Town will strive to
be a model for energy efficiency and environmental
sustainability in its policies.

Vision Statement, Guiding Principles & Overall Goals

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

1

As we grow, we will strive
to preserve the attributes
of our unique, hometown
character and community
identity, the beauty of
our natural environment,
and the strengths of our
neighborhoods, while
lessening the adverse effects
of growth.

4

2

We will retain the best
qualities of a small town and
respects its heritage, while
embracing the opportunities
that new technologies,
programs and concepts in
urban design provide.

5

We will maintain and enhance
the historic and human
orientation of our Downtown as
the center of our community.

We will continue to support
vibrant concentrations of retail,
office, service, residential
and recreational activity in
Downtown.

We will promote citizens and
institutions that value cultural
diversity and seeks ways to
promote involvement from all
cultural groups.

We realize that architectural
and land use design is
fundamental to our identity. As
Westfield progresses into the
future, special attention will be
given to promoting high quality
residential and commercial
development that reflects
aesthetic excellence.

7

10

We will preserve our singlefamily neighborhoods while
providing housing choices
that will allow people to age in
place.

8

3

We value open space and
parks as an integral part of
our community’s hometown
feel and will take advantage
of opportunities for its
enhancement and expansion.

6

We will maintain a strong
and diverse economy and to
provide a business climate
that retains and attracts locally
owned companies, as well
as internationally recognized
corporations.

9

We will commit to sustainable
practices that promote social
equity, environmental health
and economic prosperity.

11 12

The long-term economic
well-being of the Town is
fundamental to its future.
Therefore, we will encourage
a variety of employment
opportunities, and promote
unique local businesses.

We will promote a Multi Modal
Transportation Network
(roadways, bikeways,
walkways and public
transportation) that are safe,
accessible, which emphasize
local and regional connections
while considering neighborhood
impacts.

19

and erosion control measures; and

Overall Goals & Objectives
As per the Municipal Land Use Law, a master plan
must include a “statement of objectives, principles,
assumptions, policies, and standards upon which the
constituent proposal for the physical, economic and
social development of the municipality are based.”
The 2019 Master Plan Re-examination Report
recommended a new set of Goals and Objectives.
The Goals and Objectives recommended in the Reexamination Report were adopted by the Planning
Board with minor revisions on March 2, 2020. Those
amended Goals and Objectives are restated here.

1. To provide adequate light, air and open space
by establishing, administering and enforcing
bulk, density and design standards that are
appropriate for the various zones and uses in
the community.   
2. To preserve and protect the suburban character
of existing residential neighborhoods through:

f. Appropriate regulations to protect and/
or replace trees/woodland impacted
by development projects; and
g. Proactive and sustainable measures
to mitigate the acceleration and
impact of climate change.

4. To provide adequate municipal open space for
a variety of active and passive recreational uses
by:
a. Maintaining the present amount of open
space available to Town residents, and
by providing at least 8 acres of municipal
open space per 1,000 persons in the
community as land becomes available;
b. Making improvements that encourage
the use of and improve the access to
passive open space areas; and
c. Adopt the recommendations of the
2019 Parks Master Plan.

5. To maintain and enhance the viability of the
various business districts by:

a. Encouraging an appropriate mix of land uses
that will complement one another and meet
the retail and service needs of the Town;

a. Zone designations based upon existing
neighborhood patterns and according
to the environmental requirements for
the respective residential uses;

b. Promoting a desirable visual environment
and preserving the small-town atmosphere
in the business districts;

b. Bulk, density and design standards that
are appropriate for various dwelling
types and not overly intensive in relation
to the lot(s) on which a dwelling is
situated in their respective zones;

c. Providing or requiring the provision of
sufficient numbers of parking and loading
spaces in the appropriate locations to serve
the needs of the general public;

c. Discouraging through traffic in residential
areas whenever possible;

d. Promoting a desirable pedestrian environment
in the downtown business district;

d. Regulations to preserve and enhance visual
appearance of residential neighborhoods; and

e. Discouraging automobile-only oriented
development in the central business
district, including "strip malls'; and

e. Discouraging demolition of older housing
units that contribute to the Town's
community character and rehabilitate
such homes, when feasible.

3. To minimize the environmental impact resulting
from development through:
a. Appropriate regulations to encourage green
building design in all new construction;

f. Offering placemaking opportunities, including
public art, open space, pedestrian nodes,
and community gathering spaces.

6. To provide a safe and efficient transportation
system that also encourages mobility by all
modes.

b. Appropriate regulations that discourage
disturbance of steep slopes and vegetation;
c. Appropriate regulations that discourage
unnecessary development in wetlands
and flood hazard areas;
d. Implementation of best practices in
stormwater management;
e. Appropriate regulations to ensure
implementation of current soil conservation

20
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a. Improving transit service on the New Jersey
Transit Raritan Valley Line serving Westfield;
b. Identifying and addressing
roadway safety issues;
c. Promoting traffic calming in key locations to
discourage speeding and cut-through traffic;
d. Minimizing traffic congestion and providing for
safe and convenient access to properties;
e. Developing and maintaining walking and biking

routes that enhance connectivity to Westfield's
facilities and other key locations in Town; and
f. Improving pedestrian safety at
signalized intersections and other
areas of safety concern.

d. Encouraging the adaptive reuse of
older historic buildings; and
e. Educating the public about the process and
benefits of historic preservation designation.

7. To eliminate areas of conflict or incompatibility
in land use or zoning between Westfield and
adjacent municipalities by:
a. Rezoning where appropriate, those
areas that conflict with the use or zoning
of adjacent municipalities; and

12.To promote the conservation of energy and the
recycling of recyclable materials through:
a. Appropriate regulations that require
recycling of recyclable materials;

b. Encouraging green infrastructure in site
design, energy efficient design, and
sustainable building practices; and

b. Encouraging the buffer/separation of
incompatible uses and/or zones

8. To provide a wide range of housing types
and densities in a manner that maintains and
is compatible with the predominant existing
development pattern of single family detached
dwelling units through:

a. Various zone districts that permit single-family
detached, two-family and single-family attached,
and multi-family dwellings where appropriate;

c. Encouraging reduced carbon footprints through
alternative fuel vehicle infrastructure and
promoting alternative modes of transportation
to minimize automobile travel.

13. To address underutilized or vacant sites,
encourage redevelopment or rehabilitation where
properties meet those standards set forth in the
Local Redevelopment and Housing Law.

b. Density standards that reflect existing
neighborhood conditions, where
appropriate, as well as the needs of
various housing types; and
c. Rezoning in appropriate locations, for mixed use
or residential uses, establishing densities within
walking distance of the CBD-Central Business
District and NJ Transit railroad stations.

9. To address the need of affordable housing for
the local and regional population of low- and
moderate-income persons by establishing
various zone districts that encourage the
provision of affordable housing, where
appropriate.
10. To address the need for senior citizen housing
through:
a. Zone districts that encourage the development
of housing units that are designed to meet
the particular needs of senior citizens.

11. To promote the conservation of the various
historical sites, structures and districts in
Westfield by:
a. Identifying the various historic sites,
structures and districts that exist;

b. Establishing appropriate regulations for the
preservation of historic sites and structures;
c. Establishing appropriate regulations that
encourage development and redevelopment in
historic districts to be compatible with existing
historic structures and sites in the district;

Vision Statement, Guiding Principles & Overall Goals
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Further, the Town pledged to complete a Natural
Resources Inventory when feasible to identify
and assess the extent of our natural resources
and to link natural resource management
protection to carrying capacity analysis, land use
and open space planning.

Sustainable Land Use Pledge
On June 9, 2020 the Town of Westfield adopted the
Sustainable Land Use Pledge (Resolution #1272020). The following seven land use principles will
help guide future Master Plan Elements and updates
to the Town’s land use regulations, natural resource
protection, and other ordinances:
1. Regional Cooperation. The Town pledged to
reach out to administrations of our neighboring
municipalities concerning land use decisions,
and to take into consideration regional impacts
when making land use decisions.
2. Transportation Choices. The Town pledged to
create transportation choices with a Complete
Streets approach by considering all modes of
transportation, including walking, biking, transit
and automobiles, when planning transportation
projects and reviewing development
applications. The Town will reevaluate their
parking with the goal of limiting the amount
of required parking spaces, promoting
shared parking and other innovative parking
alternatives, and encouraging structured parking
alternatives where appropriate.
3. Natural Resource Protection. The Town
pledged to take action to protect the natural
resources of the State for environmental,
recreation, and agricultural value, avoiding or
mitigating negative impacts to these resources.
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4. Mix of Land Uses. The Town pledged to
use their zoning power to allow for a mix of
residential, retail, commercial, recreational and
other land use types in areas that make the
most sense for their municipality and the region,
particularly in the downtown and town center
areas.
5. Housing Options. The Town pledged, through
the use of their zoning and revenue generating
powers, to foster a diverse mix of housing types
and locations, including single- and multi-family,
for-sale and rental options, to meet the needs of
all people at a range of income levels.
6. Green Design. The Town pledged to
incorporate the principles of green design and
renewable energy generation into municipal
buildings to the extent feasible and when our site
plan and subdivision requirements for updating
residential and commercial buildings.
7. Municipal Facilities Siting. The Town pledged,
to the extent feasible, to take into consideration
factors such as walkability, bikability, greater
access to public transit, proximity to other landuse types, and open space when locating new or
relocated municipal facilities.
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Study Area

As part of the Town’s Master Plan document, the
Unified Land Use and Circulation Plan discusses
Town-wide land use and transportation issues. The
2019 Re-examination effort indicated the public’s
strong desire to focus on the Town’s land use
and transportation issues. These issues included
residential demolitions and their effect on changing
the character of single-family residential districts
throughout Westfield. This issue greatly affects the
land use of the Town as about 70% of land area in
the Town is dedicated to single-family residential use.
Additionally, single-family units, both attached and
detached, account for over 80% of all housing units in
Westfield based on data from the 2018 HEFSP.
The major trend affecting Westfield's residential
neighborhoods is the tearing down of older singlefamily homes and replacing the existing home with
a new home that is often much larger than the one
it replaced. In some cases, developers are able to
subdivide the property into two lots conforming to
the existing zoning code. This issue was previously
discussed in the 2002 Master Plan, and the 2009
and 2019 Re-Examination Reports. During the 2019
Report, survey respondents indicated the lack of
approval of this type of development with nearly onethird (31%) being very unsatisfied with the teardowns.
As a result, the 2019 Re-Examination recommended
that the Town review its bulk standards in the
residential zones to continue to address this issue.
Recommendations for the Town's residential zones
can be found in the Community Form Plan chapter.

Live
The ongoing effects of the pandemic coupled with
the aging of the Millennial generation will likely
further the migration of households from urban
cores to suburban cores. Places that are poised to
perform the best in the coming years will be able
to provide walkable, urban-type downtowns with
quality open spaces and excellent school districts.
Westfield perfectly encapsulates these qualities with
its existing “good bones” such as the downtown
area, suburban lifestyle in close proximity to mass
transit and New York City, quality architecture and
thriving arts community.
Work
Many office workers have adapted to working
remotely during the pandemic. Post-pandemic, it
is likely that the need for physical office space will
reduce and that smaller-scale offices that provide
quality work spaces with high-end amenities will be
in greater demand. Similar to the suburban mall,
suburban office parks located far away from the
residential neighborhoods are likely to be hurt most
by this changing work pattern, while office spaces
in downtown and mixed-use areas that are tied into
an all-inclusive, downtown fabric with surrounding
amenities will quickly rebound.
Play
The COVID-19 pandemic has shown that preexisting trend to shop away from large shopping
malls and regional shopping centers will continue
at an accelerated rate while downtown commercial
districts that can provide a greater experience
have a better chance of surviving. It is likely that
more retail shops and downtowns will become
places that offer experiences versus goods,
and more development will offer a mixture of
housing and retail to satisfy consumer demand
for locations that provide a variety of housing and
convenient shopping with multimodal transportation
connections.

Land use policies also focused on development
activity in downtown Westfield with the recent
multifamily developments aimed to take advantage
of the mass transit system. The mass transit system
in Westfield was a major priority for residents,
particularly the desire for one-seat ride service to
Manhattan. From a Town-wide perspective, the
Re-examination Report indicated a strong desire for
the Town to take a wholistic approach towards its
transportation issues.

the Town to encourage the redevelopment of existing
buildings/areas around the downtown, with almost half
(48%) strongly encouraging redevelopment.

In addition to Town-wide discussions of these issues,
a particular focus was on Downtown Westfield.
The downtown in Westfield is very important to
the residents and is a major draw. 70% of survey
respondents indicated it as one of the main reasons
for moving to Westfield. The downtown was also a
major focus when it came to new development in
Westfield. About 87% of survey respondents wanted

Discussion of the downtown involves the types of
development that currently exist with a look towards
future development. Survey responses indicated
Westfield residents’ willingness to accept new
development, whether the development take the
form of office, retail or mixed-use, with its favorability
at 65%. In addition, ¾ of respondents said the
Town should encourage or strongly encourage
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redevelopment, attraction of major employers (high
tech), while restoring Westfield’s older homes.
Redevelopment in the downtown is needed in order
to keep the area competitive with surrounding areas
that are attempting to meet the changing retail
and housing markets. In the past decade, the way
Americans shop has drastically changed. The rise
of e-commerce, delivery services, and direct-toconsumer brands has given consumers more choices
than ever in how and where they shop. It is up to
communities with downtowns to adapt and plan for
the new generation of downtown dwellers, workers
and shoppers. Ensuring a successful central business
district means creating live-work-play environments
that balance retail, housing and office. A quality
downtown is one factor that attracts new residents to
move into a community, for this 24/7 type experience.
Municipalities across New Jersey such as Morristown,
Somerville and Cranford have seen their populations
rebound in the past decade because their downtowns
provide amenities and live-work-play qualities that
attract residents and visitors.

building, mixed-use developments work to create
pedestrian friendly environments with uninterrupted
pedestrian connections and public amenities. Mixeduse developments are a vital part of any community’s
downtown and commercial corridors.Downtown
Westfield has had first hand experience with these
changes to retail and mixed-use development. On the
one hand, stand-alone, large retail stores such as the
Lord and Taylor property have shut down while other
areas of downtown Westfield have been successful
in attracting new retailers. This is evidenced by
businesses such as Warby Parker, Atlantic Health,
and Bareburger recently opening locations in
Westfield. Since the start of the pandemic, the
housing market in town indicates that demand for
relocating to Westfield is very high, and efforts at
redevelopment should be viewed as maintaining
Westfield’s sense of history while looking to the
current and future demands for creating a balance of
residential growth, retail (both experiential and typical
retail), entertainment and high-end commercial office
space.

Even prior to the pandemic, the most in-demand
suburban developments were those built around
transit hubs, both rail and bus. The COVID-19
pandemic has simply exacerbated the ongoing
decline of regional retail centers such as suburban
malls and strip commercial retail. As a response to
this trend, developers and public officials are looking
to redevelop these locations into more mixed-use
developments with a smaller retail footprint and more
residential units to support the retail in a growing age
of e-commerce.

New development in the downtown area, through
changes to land use policies, is going to have an
impact on mobility throughout the Town. Mobility,
especially in the downtown area, was a popular topic
of conversation based on the survey responses. Many
residents commented on the Town’s walkability and
pedestrian-oriented downtown. 63% of respondents
felt that Westfield should improve mobility throughout
the town by improving biking and walking conditions,
while 59% of survey respondents said that the Town
should work to add more parking in the Downtown as
a way to improve mobility.

New Jersey already has plenty of examples of this
occurring. The pre-1960s era Monmouth Mall in
Eatontown is being transformed into a “live, work,
play” shopping mecca with a mix of apartments,
shopping, dining, entertainment uses, and medical
office space. Similar trends to recreate the typical
“Main Street” feel are happening across the country.
One reason for this trend is the growing desire to
create more walkable and pedestrian-oriented places.
Recent demographic and market trends have pushed
the need and desire for smaller scale housing units
in suburban locations with downtown amenities,
but within close proximity to and convenient access
to major employment centers. Developers and
property owners are also interested in mixed-use
developments as they help to increase the number of
revenue streams while building sites that people want
to go to. In addition to combining uses in the same
24

As new development occurs, the Town should
understand the relationship to circulation and
explore opportunities to expand mobility through
providing additional mobility options and increasing
connectivity and safety. The process for this plan
included a collaborative effort by jointly analyzing
the effects that downtown redevelopment would
have on the transportation system as discussed
in the Community Form Analysis chapter. New
development will provide significant opportunities to
improve mobility through investments in the Town's
streetscape and public spaces with a focus on
providing multimodal options for new residents and
workers that improve quality of life and vibrancy in
Westfield. These changes and investments will help to
capture the demand for high quality living and working
units. Recommendations to help guide these changes
can be found in the Community Form Plan chapter.
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Workshare

Create Places of Interest

Public Square

Multimodal

Public Art
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IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX
The Unified Land Use and Circulation Plan is a
guiding document for multi-disciplinary planning and
investment in the Town of Westfield for the future.
Throught the document, the Plan made
recommendations based on the findings of the
build-out and traffic modeling that are intended to
guide new development in a way that achieves
maximum benefit for the Town of Westfield.
These recommendations were made taking
the holistic approach of this document in mind.
Recommendations resulting from this plan
are summarized into a checklist format as an
implementation matrix for the Town to follow.
These recommendation checklists are designed
for the purpose of “checking off” or tracking
recommendations over the next 10-year period as a
way to measure progress. Each recommendation is
supplemented with four features:
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Implementation Matrix

• Recommendation states the
recommendation.
• Responsible Party or Partner identifies
the Town entities or other agencies that
will have a role in implementation.
• Timeframe estimates the amount of time to
implement the item. It is categorized as either
short (1-2 years), medium (2 to 5 years), long
(5-10+ years), or ongoing (continuous).
• “Check off” box is a blank box for the Planning
Board to “check off” the recommendation
once completed. The Planning Board is also
encouraged to provide a date of completion.

Unified Land Use and Circulation Plan
Year
Timeframe Completed Completed

Recommendation

Implementing Party

1

Increase the the maximum building height in the CBD
zone from 40 to 55 feet and from 3 to 4 stories with a
minimum 10-foot step back from the property line for
the fourth floor.

Town Planner,
Planning Board, Town
Council

Short to
Medium

2

Explore the possibility for greater heights and number
of stories for redevelopment sites.

Town Planner,
Planning Board,
Redevelopment
Consultants, Town
Council

Short

Consider potential design guidelines for
redevelopment projects along the rail line as
discussed in Community Form Plan.

Town Planner,
Planning Board,
Redevelopment
Consultants, Town
Council

Short

Land Use

3

4

Consider changing the front yard set back regulation
for GB-2 zone to allow for development to be located
closer to the right-of-way.

Town Planner,
Planning Board

Medium

5

Consider amending the set back regulation for
GB-2 zone to create an environment that provides
a consistent streetscape and promotes pedestrian
activity.

Town Planner,
Planning Board

Medium

6

Utilize the arts and creative placemaking principles
to complement new development in downtown
Westfield.

Town Planner,
Downtown Westfield
Corporation

Short to
Long

7

Explore utilizing streetscape improvements
that reflect the street typology for the specific
redevelopment site as discussed in the Roadway,
Streetscape and Public Realm Design Guidelines
section.

Town Planner,
Planning Board,
Redevelopment
Consultants, Town
Council

Short

Explore the opportunity to create public spaces as
part of redevelopment efforts.

Town Planner,
Planning Board,
Redevelopment
Consultants, Town
Council

Short

Encourage design standards that require building
articulation to provide visual interest and discourage
monotony.

Town Planner,
Planning Board,
Redevelopment
Consultants, Town
Council

Short

Explore the implementation of ground floor retail uses
at appropriate redevelopment locations.

Town Planner,
Planning Board,
Redevelopment
Consultants, Town
Council

Short

Encourage office uses as a part of downtown
redevelopment in appropriate locations.

Town Planner,
Planning Board,
Redevelopment
Consultants, Town
Council

Short

8

9

10

11

Implementation Matrix
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Unified Land Use and Circulation Plan
Recommendation
12

Consider use of the powers contained within
the Local Redevelopment and Housing Law to
encourage appropriate redevelopment of the
properties at corner of Ferris Place and Prospect
Street known as Block 2504, Lots 12, 13, and 14.

Implementing Party

Year
Timeframe Completed Completed

Town Planner,
Planning Board, Town
Council

Medium

13

Consider allowing supportive veteran's housing at
appropriate locations.

Town Planner,
Planning Board, Town
Council

Medium

14

Consider use of Local Redevelopment and Housing
Law for the Central Avenue business corridor.

Town Planner,
Planning Board, Town
Council

Medium

15

Explore opportunities for the use of Local
Redevelopment and Housing Law for areas outside
of the downtown.

Town Planner,
Planning Board, Town
Council

Medium
to Long

16

Review establishing design standards for residential
zones through the provisions on page 74 intended to
address the scale of proposed residential buildings.

Town Planner,
Planning Board

Medium
to Long

17

Consider rezoning 800 Kimball Avenue from RS-12
to RS-10.

Town Planner,
Planning Board, Town
Council

Short to
Medium

18

Consider rezoning 512 Alden Avenue from RS-12 to
RS-8.

Town Planner,
Planning Board, Town
Council

Short to
Medium

19

Explore changing the current zoning for Block 3902,
Lots 5, 6, and 7 from RS-12 to a zone that allows for
multi-family use.

Town Planner,
Planning Board, Town
Council

Medium

20

Consider rezoning 400 West Broad, 331 West Broad,
549 South Avenue West, 533 South Avenue West,
335 Waterson Street, and 523 South Avenue West
from GB-1 to CBD zone.

Town Planner,
Planning Board, Town
Council

Short to
Medium

21

Explore the potential to allow for ground floor office
uses in the CBD zone at appropriate locations on the
fringe of the downtown area.

Town Planner,
Planning Board, Town
Council

Medium

22

Adopt changes to the Town's affordable housing plan
as detailed on page 78.

Town Planner,
Planning Board, Town
Council

Short

23

Rezone properties located at 121 and 125 East
Grove Street from the O-1 zone to the RM-6D zone.

Town Planner,
Planning Board, Town
Council

Short to
Medium

Circulation
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24

Coordinate with Union County/NJDOT to complete
gaps in the sidewalk network along priority corridors,
as identified in the BikeWalk Westfield Plan.

Town Engineer, Union
County, NJDOT

Medium

25

Coordinate with Union County/NJDOT to implement
pedestrian crossing improvements along priority
corridors, as identified in the BikeWalk Westfield
Plan.

Town Engineer, Union
County, NJDOT

Medium

Implementation Matrix

Unified Land Use and Circulation Plan
Recommendation
26

Further implementation of a town-wide bicycle
network by advancing critical links in the Bicycle
Network Plan outlined in the BikeWalk Westfield
Plan, including:
* Summit Ave & Boulevard
* E. Broad St (CR 509) and Central Ave (CR 613)
* Prospect St and Scotch Plains Ave

Implementing Party

Year
Timeframe Completed Completed

Town Planner, Town
Engineer, Town
Council, Public Works,
Union County

Short to
Medium

Town Planner,
Town Engineer, NJ
TRANSIT, Private
Developer

Short

Provide amenities such as bench and/or shelter at
bus stops with higher ridership including:
* North Ave EB at Hillcrest Ave;
* North Ave EB at Tuttle Parkway; and
* South Ave WB between Summit Ave and Westfield
Ave.

Town Engineer, Town
Planner, NJ TRANSIT

Medium

Install sidewalk near bus stops that currently lack
pedestrian access, including along:
* North Ave at Euclid Ave
* South Ave at Livingston St
* E. Broad St between Wells St and Wynchview Dr
* Springfield Ave at Unami Terrace
* Brightwood Ave at Embree Crescent.

Town Engineer,
Town Planner, Union
County, NJDOT

Short

Coordinate with NJ TRANSIT to evaluate ridership
at existing courtesy stops along E. Broad and S.
Avenue for Route 59 bus and formalize stops with
measurable ridership.

Town Planner, Town
Council, NJ TRANSIT

Short

Investigate the feasibility of bringing shared mobility
services such as bikeshare and carshare to
Westfield.

Town Planner, Town
Council, Private
Developers, Private
Service Providers

Short

32

Investigate the feasibility of introducing a local jitney/
shuttle service that would provide an alternative
travel option in and near the downtown area.

Town Planner, Private
Developers, EZ Ride
TMA

Short

33

Coordinate with Union County/NJDOT to implement
safety-related improvements at the intersections of
Central Ave with South Ave (CR 610) and North Ave
(NJ 28).

Town Planner,
Planning Board, Town
Council, Downtown
Westfield Corporation

Short to
Medium

34

Conduct a detailed study of the area around the
Westfield traffic circle to investigate feasible options
for improving circulation and safety for all travel
modes in this area.

Town Engineer, Union
County, NJDOT

Short

35

Coordinate with NJDOT/Union County to review and
update traffic signal timings throughout Town.

Town Engineer, Union
County, NJDOT

Medium

36

Upgrade traffic signals town-wide to include
pedestrian countdown heads with automatic WALK
signals.

Town Engineer, Union
County, NJDOT

Medium

37

Coordinate with Union County to advance Signal
Warrant Analysis at two intersections along E. Broad
St (CR 509): Prospect St and E. Chestnut St.

Town Planner, Town
Engineer, Union
County

Short

27

28

29

30

31

Investigate new bicycle/pedestrian connection
between the Lord & Taylor site and Westfield train
station.

Implementation Matrix
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Unified Land Use and Circulation Plan
Recommendation
38

Coordinate with NJDOT to evaluate the feasibility
of implementing a road diet on North Ave (NJ 28)
between E. Broad St and Elmer St.
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Implementing Party

Year
Timeframe Completed Completed

Town Engineer,
Town Planner, Town
Council, NJDOT

Medium

Conduct further study of potential options for a road
diet on South Ave (CR 610) between Central Ave
(CR 613) and the traffic circle, including widening
the northern sidewalk, adding parking, and/or adding
bike facilities. Coordinate with Union County to
implement the preferred section.

Town Engineer,
Town Planner, Town
Council, Union County

Short

40

Conduct feasibility study of creating a new roadway
and/or pedestrian connection across the NJ
TRANSIT line in the vicinity of Euclid Ave.

Town Planner, Town
Engineer, Town
Council

Medium

41

Review the Union County Truck Mobility study and
incorporate recommendations as applicable and
appropriate.

Town Planner, Town
Engineer, Union
County

Medium

Parking
42

Amend existing parking requirements for the CBD
zone to relect the recommended ratios found in
Appendix B.

Town Planner,
Planning Board,
Town Council

Short to
Medium

43

Consider developing a database for availability
of private parking facilities to coordinate and
administer shared parking in the CBD.

Town Planner

Medium
to Long

44

Consider adopting a Payment in Lieu of Parking
(PILOP) program.

Town Council

Medium
to Long

45

Adopt an ordinance requiring new development of
a certain size to provide bicycle parking, both shortand long-term.

Town Council

Medium
to Long

Town Planner, Town
Council

Ongoing

Sustainability
46

47

Identify additional locations to implement public
Levels 2 or 3 charging stations around Town.

Town Planner,
Planning Board

Medium

48

Continue to ensure adequate amount of green
spaces as well as tree and other vegetative cover.

Town Planner,
Planning Board

Ongoing

49

Implement water conservation tactics in the event of
extreme drought.

Town Council

Ongoing

50

Ensure that there remains adequate space for the
deposit of snow in the event of a winter storm.

Town Council, DPW

Ongoing

51

Adhere to most up-to-date building codes to ensure
the highest quality of construction.

Planning Board,
Town Council

Short

52

Maintain an active tree inventory that includes an
assessment of tree conditions and a prioritization list
for trees that should be remove given their potential
to cause damage to utilities and structures in a high
wind event.

Shade Tree
Commission

Ongoing

Where feasible, consider moving utilities
underground.

Town Council, DPW

Ongoing

53

30

Continually monitor the number of EV charging
stations installed from the Town's EV charging
station ordinance and adjust the required number of
charging stations to meet future demand.

Implementation Matrix

Unified Land Use and Circulation Plan
Recommendation

Implementing Party

Year
Timeframe Completed Completed

54

Ensure that all critical facilities have backup
generators.

DPW, Town Planner,
School District

Short

55

Work with the school district to ensure that the
Beadleston High School/Westlake School building
would experience minimal damage during a flooding
event.

Town Planner, School
District

Short

Work with Union County to ensure that the Lamberts
Mill Road bridge will withstand an extreme weather
event.

Town Engineer, DPW
Union County

Short

56

Implementation Matrix
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
LAND USE
TOWN-WIDE
Given Westfield’s central location in the greater New
York City region, it is unsurprising that the Town’s
land use breakdown shows it with very little vacant
space. The Existing Land Use map and the Land
Use graphic highlight the residential character of
the community. The most dominant type of land use
town-wide outside of the downtown area is singleand two-family residential with multi-family residential
developments dispersed throughout the Town in
small pockets. Area used for single-family residential
represents nearly 70% of the total area of Westfield.
Land area used for multi-family developments
accounts for roughly 5% of total area, which is nearly
even with several other land use types. These multifamily developments are generally low-rise garden
apartments that provide rental options for Westfield
residents. Single-family residential uses range from
smaller, single-story homes on 6,000 square foot
lots to larger, spacious homes on lots that are nearly
one-acre in area. Smaller homes are typically located
closer to the center of Town with larger lots located
along the northern section of Town. These various
types of housing units allow for a diversity of home
values affordable to a spectrum of household income
levels.
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Existing Conditions

The character of Westfield’s single-family
residential districts has been undergoing significant
change in recent years. This issue was identified
extensively in the 2019 Re-examination Report with
Westfield residents taking significant issue with
recent developments in residential zones. These
developments include the tearing down of older,
smaller single-family homes to be replaced by much
larger homes and the subdivision of larger lots into
several smaller lots. 52% of survey respondents were
very unsatisfied with the recent development changes
of large lot subdivisions into multiple single-family lots
in residential neighborhoods.

These changes have significant impacts beyond
the character of the existing neighborhoods as the
affordability of homes in Westfield is also greatly
impacted. The Town should review its lot coverage
regulations and other bulk regulations to ensure that
new development keeps in scale with the surrounding
uses.
Land dedicated to commercial uses accounts for
about 5% of total land area in Westfield. Commercial
uses extend east and west of the immediate
downtown area on North and South Avenues with
South Avenue containing some industrial uses on
the very eastern edge of Town along the Garwood
border. On the western edge of the Town near the
Scotch Plains border, there are more auto-oriented
commercial uses. While many of these uses are in
good condition, the Town should monitor this area
closely as it serves a gateway to the downtown area
from points westward. Central Avenue has many
commercial uses that help to continue the mixeduse/commercial aspects of the downtown Westfield
area. There are additional commercial/service uses
located in the Town that are primarily concentrated in
the far northeastern part of the Town and in the very
southern end of Town. These commercial uses are

consistent with the existing commercial uses located
across the municipal boundaries with Clark and
Springfield.
The Town also has a significant amount of open
space and recreational land for residents. These land
use types combined account for 11% of the total area
in Town. Echo Lake and Echo Lake Country Club
encompass a significant portion of the open space
that exists in the northern part of the Town along the
border with Mountainside. Tamaques Park in the
southern part of the Town is the largest area of open
space that exists in the part of the Town. Throughout
Westfield, there are pockets of smaller athletic fields,
especially around the schools. Brookside Park and
Brightwood Park near the border with Scotch Plains
Township represent other larger areas of open space
for Town residents. The 2019 Parks and Recreation
Master Plan indicated a need for more and improved
athletic fields in Westfield including the use of
artificial turf fields to allow greater use by the Town’s
youth and high school sports teams. Other potential
improvements for recreation and open space uses
from the Plan included expansion of trails and
greater, more diverse programming.

Existing Conditions
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DOWNTOWN
Downtown Westfield is almost fully developed with
very little “vacant” land available for development.
Land use in the downtown area consists primarily
of commercial/service uses ranging from clothing
retail to beauty salons to full-service restaurants. The
downtown also provides for medical and professional
offices and the Westfield Fire Department. These
uses occupy buildings ranging from single- to threestories and a majority of the buildings contain “active”
ground floor uses with less “active” uses, such as
residential or office, on the second and third floors.
The most active area of downtown encompasses the
roughly eight blocks directly north of the Westfield
station. These blocks provide for the most consistent
level of foot traffic that helps to sustain downtown
businesses and provide the vibrancy that residents
and visitors come to Downtown to experience. Lot
sizes in this area tend to be rather small, which gives
each building its own unique character while limiting
the area that each individual commercial use can
encompass. What is unique to Westfield is that the
Town currently owns several large surface parking lots
located in the center of its downtown. As discussed

in the 2019 Re-examination Report, the Town should
utilize transit-oriented development principles to
enhance the economic vitality of downtown Westfield.
The Town has taken the initial steps of doing so by
designating several downtown sites as Areas in Need
of Redevelopment and the entire downtown as a
Rehabilitation Area. Greater discussions of these
regulatory changes and how the Town can guide future
redevelopment and rehabilitation will be discussed in
the subsequent chapters of this Plan.
West of Broad Street, land uses transition from the
core to a traditional auto-oriented suburban land use
pattern. For example, north of the Raritan Valley line
is the Lord and Taylor department store building. This
land use is characteristic of auto-oriented shopping
centers where the use is located on a very large parcel
with a higher percentage of the land area dedicated
to large parking lots. Similarly, south of the train
tracks is the Wells Fargo office building, that is typical
of the suburban office park with parking located at
ground-level but underneath the columned building.
Characteristic of this auto dependent land use, parking
dominates the site, and is unlike the vibrant, walkable
experience that is more evident east of Broad Street.

Existing Conditions
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Existing Conditions

South of the train station, there are a mix of land uses
along the corridor ranging from auto- to pedestrianoriented. For instance, there is a strip shopping plaza
where the commercial uses are set back from the
roadway and accommodate parking in front. A gas
station and an auto repair shop located on the north
side of South Avenue (County Route 610) further
suggests this is a more auto-oriented corridor when
compared to the northern side of the Westfield train
station. The southern side of South Avenue, however,
has land uses that are more consistent with a traditional
downtown - storefronts at street-level that “activate”
the street, interspersed with some ground-floor office,
and with residential or office above. These commercial
buildings also line the street front and are supported
by on-street parking. This existing land use pattern
is expanding further west, where the construction of
thirty (30) new dwelling units with 7,000 square feet
of commercial use on the ground floor will occupy the
Pan-Am site, formerly an auto-oriented laundromat
with parking in the front.
On the periphery of Downtown to the northeast, there
are two blocks of former large single-family homes on
lots ranging from 56’x164’ to 70’x150’ that have largely
been converted to professional offices. This edge of
the Downtown, in many ways, acts as a buffer between
the higher intensity uses of Downtown, especially the
few blocks just north of the Westfield Train Station,
and surrounding residential land uses.

Zoning
Town-wide

The zoning districts in the Town of Westfield provide
for a wide range of land uses under the Town’s
zoning ordinance. Zoning districts range from the
Central Business District that covers much of the
downtown area to residential zones that require
minimum lot sizes of one-half acre. Westfield's
zoning ordinance includes several overlay zones and
affordable housing zones that require inclusionary
development that sets aside a certain percentage of
residential units to be made affordable to low-, very
low- and moderate-income households. These zones
are in addition to the Town's mandatory development
fee ordinance and an inclusionary zoning ordinance
that combined are intended for the Town to meet
its affordable housing obligation in accordance with
its 2018 Housing Element and Fair Share Plan.
The zoning district regulations highlight the dense
suburban nature that is characteristic of Westfield. As

mentioned in the Town-Wide Land Use section, the
Zoning Map shows the amount of land in Westfield
that is zoned for residential uses. The current Zoning
Map in Westfield has twenty-two different residential
zones that include the following:
• Three residential transit-oriented development
(TOD) zones (NA-AH, NS-AMFH, WBSAMFH). Each of the three transit-oriented
development districts are located within
walking distance of the Westfield train station
and have an affordable housing set-aside
component to their zoning regulations.
» NA-AH North Avenue Affordable Housing
Transit Oriented Development Zone: the
intent of the zone is to provide affordable
housing to meet the Town’s fair share
obligation by requiring at least 20% of all
the units to be rented at rates affordable to
very low-, low- and moderate-income
households. This zone has bulk and use
standards that are based on TOD principles.
» NS-AMFH New Street Affordable Housing
Transit Oriented Development Zone:
refer to Downtown Zoning section for a
greater description of the zone.
» WBS-AMFH West Broad Street Affordable
Housing Transit Oriented Development
Zone: refer to Downtown Zoning section
for a greater description of the zone.

• Two elderly and senior citizen
housing zones (RA-1, RA-4)
» RA-1 Housing for Elderly Multi-family
Residence District: the intent of the
zone is to provide multifamily housing for
elderly residents. The maximum density
of the district is 10 dwelling units per acre
and a minimum lot size of one acre.
» RA-4 Senior Citizens Housing Residence
District: the intent of the zone is to provide
multifamily housing for elderly residents at
rates affordable to low- and moderate-income
senior households. The maximum density
of the district is 16 dwelling units per acre
and a minimum lot size of five acres.

• Two garden apartment districts (RA-2, RA-3)
» RA-2 Garden Apartment District: The
intent of the zone is to provide housing
units in garden apartment-style housing
developments. These are low-rise multifamily
developments that can’t exceed two stories
or 30 feet in height. The maximum density
of the district is 13 dwelling units per acre
and a minimum lot size of two acres.
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» RA-3 Garden Apartment District: The intent
of the zone is to provide housing units in
garden apartment-style housing developments.
These are low-rise multifamily developments
that can’t exceed two and one-half stories or
35 feet in height. The maximum density of
the district is 18 dwelling units per acre and a
minimum lot size of 15,000 square feet.

• Three multi-family and townhouse
districts (RA-5A, RA-5B, RA-5C)
» RA-5A Multi-Family Residence District: The
intent of the zone is to provide multi-family and
attached townhouse residential developments
as defined in the Town’s land use ordinance.
This district allows slightly greater densities
than either garden apartment district with a
maximum density of twenty dwelling units
per acre. Buildings in this district are allowed
three habitable floors and 47 feet in height
for buildings with a pitched roof and 40 feet
for buildings with a flat roof. The minimum
tract area for this district is 5 acres.
» RA-5B Multi-Family Residence District:
The intent of the zone is to provide multifamily and attached townhouse residential
developments. This district allows for lower
density attached residential types at eight
dwelling units per acre. Buildings in this
district are allowed two habitable floors
and a maximum of 35 feet in height.
» RA-5C Multi-Family Residence District: The
intent of the zone is to provide only multi-family
residential units in the form of condominium
units and four affordable rental units. This
district requires that 15% of all units being
rented at rates affordable to low-, very-low, and
moderate-income households. The maximum
gross density on the site is 16.5 dwelling units
per acre. The minimum lot area is 60,000
square feet and the maximum habitable floors
is three and a maximum height of 33.5 feet.

• Five single-family residential districts with
minimum lot sizes ranging from under onequarter acre to one-half acre. Residential
zones requiring a minimum lot size of
less than one-quarter acre comprise a
significant percentage of the total area zoned
in Westfield for single-family residential.
There are six residential zones that require
less than one-quarter acre lots:
» RS-6 Single-Family Residence District: The
intent of the zone is to provide single-family
residences in detached single-family housing
units. The minimum lot size for this zone is 6,000
square feet and 7,200 square feet for corner
lots. The principal building has a maximum

permitted height of 32 feet and 2.5 stories.
» RM-6 Single-Family and Two-Family
Residence District: The intent of the zone is
to provide single-family residential detached
structures and two-family residential detached
structures. The minimum lot size for single-family
units is 6,000 square feet and 7,200 square feet
for corner lots. For two-family units, it is 8,000
square feet and 8,400 square feet for corner
lots. The principal building has a maximum
permitted height of 32 feet and 2.5 stories.
» RM-6D Single-Family and Two-Family
Residence District: The RM-6D zone has the
same use and bulk standards as the RM-6 zone
with the addition of duplexes being allowed. For
duplexes, the minimum lot size is 4,000 square
feet and 4,800 square feet for corner lots.
» RM-8 Single-Family and Two-Family
Residence District: The intent of the
zone is to provide single-family and twofamily residential detached structures.
The minimum lot size is 8,000 square feet
and 8,400 square feet for corner lots. The
principal building has a maximum permitted
height of 32 feet and 2.5 stories.
» RS-8 Single-Family Residence District:
The intent of the zone is to provide singlefamily residences in detached single-family
housing units. The minimum lot size is 8,000
square feet and 8,400 square feet for corner
lots. The principal building has a maximum
permitted height of 32 feet and 2.5 stories.

• The three zones that require minimum lot
sizes between one-quarter and one-third
acre (RM-12, RS-10, RS-12) comprise
a similar amount of area as the onequarter acre residential zones.
» RM-12 Single-Family and Two-Family
Residence District: The intent of the zone is to
provide single-family and two-family residential
detached structures. The minimum lot size is
12,000 square feet and 12,360 square feet
for corner lots. The principal building has a
maximum height of 32 feet and 2.5 stories.
» RS-10 Single-Family Residence District:
The intent of the zone is to provide singlefamily residential detached structures. The
minimum lot size is 10,000 square feet.
» RS-12 Single-Family Residence District:
The intent of the zone is to provide singlefamily residential detached structures. The
minimum lot size is 12,000 square feet.
The principal building has a maximum
height of 32.75 feet and 2.5 stories.

• The residential zones that require minimum
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lot sizes of at least one-third acre lots (RS16, RS-24, RS-40) are located at either
the very southern end of the Town or the
very northern parts of the Town.
» RS-16 Single-Family Residence District:
The intent of the zone is to provide singlefamily residential detached structures. The
minimum lot size is 16,000 square feet.
The principal building has a maximum
height of 33.5 feet and 2.5 stories.
» RS-24 Single-Family Residence District:
The intent of the zone is to provide singlefamily residential detached structures. The
minimum lot size is 24,000 square feet.
The principal building has a maximum
height of 33.5 feet and 2.5 stories.
» RS-40 Single-Family Residence District:
The intent of the zone is to provide singlefamily residential detached structures. The
minimum lot size is 40,000 square feet.
The principal building has a maximum
height of 33.5 feet and 2.5 stories.

In addition to the CBD and the various residential
zones, the Town has zoning districts that allow for a
variety of commercial, professional and office uses.
The Town’s commercial districts include the small
commercial district that is located along the border
with Clark Township and Scotch Plains Township in
the southern part of the Town as well as the small
commercial district that is on the Town’s eastern
border with Garwood Borough. The intent of the
Commercial District is to allow limited industrial and
manufacturing uses as well as retail and wholesale
uses, personal and business services, and business,
administrative and professional offices. The C
Commercial District is the only zoning district in the
Town that allows for light industrial and manufacturing
uses. The minimum tract area for this zone is one
acre and buildings are not allowed to exceed forty
feet in height or two stories. The Professional Office
districts (P-1 and P-2) are located partially within the
downtown area and just outside of the downtown.
These districts are primarily to allow for professional
offices for licensed professionals that are located
in formerly large, single-family homes. The zoning
regulations for these districts require that the exterior
of the building continue to retain their residential
characteristics. Residential uses and some personal
services are allowed in these zones upon compliance
with specific criteria.
The Town has two Office Business districts with
one (O-1) located off of Central Avenue just outside
of the downtown and the other (O-2) located in
40
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the northeastern corner of the Town. Both zones
are intended for business, professional and
administrative offices. These zoning regulations
result in more traditional suburban office buildings
with large square footage and surrounding surface
parking lots.
The Town also has three General Business Districts
(GB-1, GB-2, GB-3) that allow for a wide range of
commercial uses with the potential for mixed-use
buildings that include residential units. The General
Business zoning districts are concentrated mainly in
Westfield’s downtown area and just outside of it. A
larger discussion of the specific regulations and the
differences between the districts is included in the
following Downtown Zoning section.

Downtown

Zoning in Downtown Westfield, which encompasses
the Town’s Special Improvement District (SID), is
primarily zoned as Central Business District (CBD),
General Business Zones (GB-1, GB-2, GB-3) and
two residential transit-oriented development zone
(WBS-AMFH, NS-AMFH). These various zones
provide for different uses, densities, setbacks among
several other regulations common with zoning
practices. These differences will be discussed in
greater detail below.
A common regulation throughout all of these zones,
with the exception of the NS-AMFH zone is that
no building is permitted to exceed three stories
or forty (40) feet in height. In order to balance the
Town's desire to maintain the historic character of
the Downtown while allowing it adapt with emerging
trends in land use and for downtowns, the height and
other regulations should be examined for updates.
Central Business District (CBD)

The Town’s CBD District regulates the “core” of
downtown, encompassing several blocks around
the Westfield train station. It is here that residents
and visitors are most likely to dine, shop and find
other forms of entertainment. In this district, the
Town permits land uses including restaurants,
administrative and professional offices, retail services
and residential dwelling units on the second and
third floors. In order to create a pedestrian-oriented
downtown environment, the Town prohibits uses
such as gas stations, autobody shops, drive-through
restaurants, warehouses among several other uses
that are more auto-oriented or require larger tracts of
land. No side yards are required in this district as a
way to promote walkability and create continuity.

General Business Zones (GB-1, GB-2 AND GB-3)

The Downtown’s three General Business Zones
(GB-1, GB-2, GB-3) largely make up the remainder
of Westfield’s SID. These zones, particularly the
GB-1 Zone, are very similar to the CBD zone, in
their regulations for both density and uses. The
GB-1 Zone is located just north of the CBD along
Elm Street in the SID and is almost identical to the
CBD Zone regarding bulk standards - it does not
require a minimum front yard setback and principal
buildings can be built without side yard setbacks. The
two zones showcase differences in their permitted
uses, where the GB-1 Zone permits dance and
music studios, gymnastics and martial arts studios.
The GB-1 zone also permits accessory parking
areas which can be located on a different lot from
the principal use. Residential uses are permitted on
the second and third floors above a commercial or
professional office use on the ground floor.
The GB-2 and GB-3 Zones allow for similar uses but
at less allowable density than the GB-1 and allow
more auto-oriented uses. The GB-2 Zone is located
on the western section of the SID west of Broad
Street while the GB-3 Zone is primarily along Elmer
Street. The GB-2 Zone requires a minimum front
yard setback of at least fifteen (15) feet and the GB-3
requires a minimum front yard setback of at least forty
(40) feet. Unlike the GB-1 zone which has no side
yard requirements, the GB-2 zone require two side
yards. Wholesale commercial establishments are
permitted in the GB-2 Zone, while uses such as gas
stations and car washes are permitted as conditional
uses. Additionally, auto body repair shops are also
permitted as conditional uses. The GB-2 Zone
prohibits residential use of any kind.
The GB-3 Zone permits similar uses to what is
allowed in the GB-2 zone but also permits residential
uses. Residential dwelling units are allowed on the
second and third floors above a ground floor nonresidential use. What separates the GB-3 Zone from
the zones discussed above, is that it also permits
detached single-family and two-family dwelling units.
GB-3 zone requires two side yards. The GB-3 and
RM-8 are the only two zones in the SID that permit
detached residential dwelling units.
West Broad Street Affordable Multi-Family Housing
Transit Oriented Development District (WBS-AMFH)

The West Broad Street Affordable Multi-Family
Housing Transit Oriented Development District
(WBS-AMFH) is discussed further in the Affordable
Housing section.

New Street Affordable Multi-Family Housing Transit
Oriented Development District (NS-AMFH)

The New Street Affordable Multi-Family Housing
Transit Oriented Development District (NS-AMFH) is
dicussed further in the Affordable Housing section.
Residential Zone (RM-8)

The RM-8 Zone comprises of two large parcels in the
northern portion of the SID. This is a residential zone
that permits single-family and two-family residential
uses along with public parks. In this zone, public and
private non-profit schools are permitted as conditional
uses. In the SID, the two large parcels include a
public park and the Westfield Board of Education
building. Despite the RM-8 Zone being a residential
zone, the uses in the SID are not residential and
complement the other uses in the SID.
Professional Office Zones (P-1 AND P-2)

The P-1 and P-2 Professional Office Districts are both
located just outside of Westfield’s downtown area.
The purpose of these zones is to allow for licensed
professional offices such as law offices, accountants,
engineers, etc. while also providing a buffer between
the downtown and the residential zones located
further outside of the downtown. The office uses
in these zone districts are located on properties
that contain single-family dwelling strcutures that
have subsequently been converted. Single-family
residential structures continue to be permitted in the
zones. Additionally, residential uses are allowed on
the second and/or third floors of the same structure
containing a ground floor professional office use. The
P-1 Professional Office District is located just to the
north east of the SID primarily along Saint Paul Street,
East Broad Street and South Euclid Avenue. The P-2
Professional Office District is located just south of the
SID and predominantly covers Westfield Avenue from
the SID to Park Street. The major difference between
the P-1 and P-2 zones is that two-family residential
uses in a single-residential structure are permitted in
the P-2 zone but not in the P-1 zone.
Office Zones (O-1)

The O-1 Zone comprises about ten parcels along East
Grove Street just off of Central Avenue. This is a small
district that is located several blocks south of the SID.
The purpose of the zone is to allow administrative
and professional offices as well as businesses. The
structures in the O-1 Office Zone are larger office
buildings that do not resemble single-family residential
structures that are located in the P-1 and P-2 Zones.
This zone also includes the Westfield Indoor Tennis
Club. Several of the uses in this zone are becoming
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outdated and the Town may want to consider rezoning
or redeveloping portions of this area to meet several
of the Town's goals. Properties located at 121 and
125 East Grove Street are in the O-1 zone but are
residential dwellings. They should be removed from
the zone and instead included in the neighboring RM6D zone district.
Commercial Zone (C)

Affordable Housing

The Town of Westfield has utilized its zoning in order
to meet its affordable housing obligation that was
settled through its 2018 Housing Element and Fair
Share Plan. The inclusionary zoning tactics include
three transit-oriented development zones, seven
overlay zone districts that have affordable housing unit
set-asides and two inclusionary multi-family zones.

The C Zone comprises three large parcels on South
Avenue that are near the border with the Borough of
Fanwood. This District is designed to contain limited
industrial and manufacturing uses. This is the only
zone in the Town of Westfield that allows intense uses
such as manufacturing and warehousing.

The Three residential transit-oriented development
(TOD) zones (NA-AH, NS-AMFH, WBS-AMFH). Each
of the three transit-oriented development districts are
located within walking distance of the Westfield train
station and have an affordable housing set-aside
component to their zoning regulations.

Historic Preservation

NA-AH North Avenue Affordable Housing Transit
Oriented Development Zone

In addition to the existing zoning districts, the Town
has an Historic Preservation Ordinance that regulates
standards for an application to demolish an historic
landmark. Westfield has numerous historic properties,
historic landmarks and historic districts throughout
the Town that help to preserve Westfield's history.
Previous Master Plans have recommended an
expansion of historic designation to help preserve the
Town's history.

The intent of the zone is to provide affordable housing
to meet the Town’s fair share obligation by requiring
at least 20% of all the units to be rented at rates
affordable to very low-, low- and moderate-income
households. This zone has bulk and use standards
that are based on TOD principles.

NS-AMFH New Street Affordable Housing Transit
Oriented Development Zone

The New Street Affordable Multi-Family Housing
Transit Oriented Development District (NS-AMFH)
makes up a small area adjacent to the SID. The zone
is located at the intersection of Central and South
Avenues. Adopted in May of 2015, it was included in
Westfield’s zone regulations primarily to provide for an
inclusionary multifamily development to help the Town
meet its Fair Share Affordable Housing obligations.
The Town allows the development’s decorative towers
and turrets to exceed the average 37-foot building
height limit and restricts the number of stories to four.
This zone complements other existing zones near
downtown, as the density is similar and largely in
line with several of the surrounding uses in the CBD
and GB-1 Zone. It also complements the Town’s
existing development pattern that is largely built
around the Westfield Train Station. By allowing for
more residential dwelling units, there will be more
residents living in the Downtown that will use stores
and restaurants in Downtown Westfield and commute
by train or bus.

WBS-AMFH West Broad Street Affordable Housing
Transit Oriented Development Zone

The West Broad Street Affordable Multi-Family
Housing Transit Oriented Development District (WBSAMFH) makes up the small remaining area of the SID.
The zone is located at the intersection of West Broad
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Street and Rahway Avenue. Adopted in November
of 2015, it was included in Westfield’s zone
regulations primarily to provide for an inclusionary
multifamily development to help the Town meet
its Fair Share Affordable Housing obligations. The
Town allows the development’s decorative towers
and turrets to exceed the 40-foot height limit but
restricts the number of stories to three. This zone
complements other existing zones near downtown,
as the density is similar and largely in line with
several of the surrounding uses in the GB-1 Zone. It
also complements the Town’s existing development
pattern that is largely built around the Westfield Train
Station. By allowing for more residential dwelling
units, there will be more residents living in the
Downtown that will use stores and restaurants in
Downtown Westfield and commute by train or bus.
The Town has seven overlay zone districts that
were created to meet the Town’s affordable housing
obligations.
• GB1-AHO Affordable Housing Overlay
District: the district is designed to enable
property within the Overlay district to be
developed with stand-alone multi-family
residential development as an alternative
to the underlying zone district development
standards. Multi-family residences require
an affordable housing set-aside of 15% of
units being rented at rates affordable to low-,
very low- and moderate-income households.
The maximum allowable density under
the overlay district is 25 dwelling units per
acre. The parcels that are included in this
overlay district are: 3002-3, 3002-4, 30065, 3006-6, 3006-7, 3006-8, 3006-9.
• GB2-AHO Affordable Housing Overlay
District: the district is designed to enable
property within the Overlay district to be
developed with stand-alone multi-family
residential development as an alternative
to the underlying zone district development
standards. Multi-family residences require
an affordable housing set-aside of 15% of
units being rented at rates affordable to low-,
very low- and moderate-income households.
The maximum allowable density under the
overlay district is 25 dwelling units per acre.
The parcels that are included in this overlay
district are several parcels along North
Avenue East and South Avenue East.
• GB3-AHO Affordable Housing Overlay
District: the district is designed to enable
property within the Overlay district to be

developed with stand-alone multi-family
residential development as an alternative to the
underlying zone district development standards.
Multi-family residences require an affordable
housing set-aside of 15% of units being rented
at rates affordable to low-, very low- and
moderate-income households. The maximum
allowable density under the overlay district is
25 dwelling units per acre. The parcels that
are included in this overlay district are: 32041, 3204-2.01, 3204-3, 3204-4, 3204-5, 3207-2,
3207-3, 3207-5, 3207-6, 3207-7, 3208-2.
• C-AHO Affordable Housing Overlay
District: the district is designed to enable
property within the Overlay district to be
developed with stand-alone multi-family
residential development as an alternative
to the underlying zone district development
standards. Multi-family residences require an
affordable housing set-aside of 15% of units
being rented at rates affordable to low-, very
low- and moderate-income households. The
maximum allowable density under the overlay
district is 30 dwelling units per acre. The parcel
that is included in this overlay district is Lot
3307-3 (461-469 South Avenue East).
• SW-AHO Affordable Housing Overlay
District: the district is designed to enable
property within the Overlay district to be
developed with stand-alone multi-family
residential or ground floor retail development
as an alternative to the underlying zone district
development standards. Multi-family residences
require an affordable housing set-aside of 15%
of units being rented at rates affordable to low-,
very low- and moderate-income households.
The maximum allowable density under the
overlay district is 37.77 dwelling units per acre
for the North Subzone and 25 dwelling units
per acre for the South Subzone. The parcels
that are included in this overlay district are:
3307-1, 3307-2, 4004-17, 4005-3, 4005-4.
• PA-AHO Affordable Housing Overlay District:
the district is designed to enable property
within the Overlay district to be developed
with multi-family residential development
above first floor retail as an alternative to
the underlying zone district development
standards. Multi-family residences require an
affordable housing set-aside of 15% of units
being rented at rates affordable to low-, very
low- and moderate-income households. The
maximum allowable density under the overlay
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district is 25 dwelling units per acre. The
parcels that are included in this overlay district
are: 3002-5, 3002-6, 3002-12, 3002-13.
• RP-AHO Affordable Housing Overlay
District: the district is designed to enable
property within the Overlay district to be
developed with stand-alone multi-family
residential development in the form of
quadplexes and duplexes as an alternative
to the underlying zone district development
standards. In accordance with the settlement
agreement, a payment of $110,000 into the
Town’s affordable housing trust fund in lieu of
construction of affordable housing units shall
be made. The maximum allowable density
under the overlay district is 10 dwelling units
per acre. The parcels that are included in this
overlay district are: 3007-3, 3007-4, 3007-5.
In addition to the affordable housing overlay zones
and the three transit-oriented development affordable
housing zones, the Town includes two Multi-Family
Residence Districts with an affordable housing set
aside component.
RA-5A Multi-Family Residence District

The intent of the zone is to provide multi-family and
attached townhouse residential developments as
defined in the Town’s land use ordinance. This district
requires at least 26 of the units developed on the site
to be sold or rented at rates affordable to low-, very
low-, and moderate-income households. This district
allows slightly greater densities than either garden
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apartment district with a maximum density of twenty
dwelling units per acre. Buildings in this district are
allowed three habitable floors and 47 feet in height
for buildings with a pitched roof and 40 feet for
buildings with a flat roof. The minimum tract area for
this district is 5 acres.
RA-5C Multi-Family Residence District

The intent of the zone is to provide only multi-family
residential units in the form of condominium units and
four affordable rental units. This district requires that
15% of all units being rented at rates affordable to
low-, very low-, and moderate-income households.
The maximum gross density on the site is 16.5
dwelling units per acre. The minimum lot area is
60,000 square feet and the maximum habitable floors
is three and a maximum height of 33.5 feet.

Roadway Network
Westfield’s roadway network is composed of a
hierarchy of roads serving both local and regional
traffic. This section describes the various types of
streets within the network and how they function
from both a traffic circulation and roadway safety
perspective.

Functional Classification

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
categorizes all roads by functional classification,
which is the systematic organization of roadways and
streets into separate groups based on their intended
service function. These classifications help planners,
engineers, and local officials understand each
road’s overall purpose within the street hierarchy. It’s
important to note that municipalities can advocate
to change the functional class of a roadway if travel
patterns or a community’s needs point to the need
for such a change. The functional classification of
roadways in Westfield is shown in the Roadway
Classification Map with the major categories
described below.
Principal Arterials

Urban arterial roads typically serve the largest traffic
volumes within and through urban areas. They are
normally divided into major or principal arterial roads
and minor arterial roads. Within the town limits,
both NJ Route 28 and Central Avenue (CR 613)
are identified as Principal Arterial Streets. NJ Route
28 is the major east-west route through Westfield
and is paired with CR 610 to form North and South

Avenues within the town limits. Central Avenue, in
combination with Mountain Avenue (also CR 613),
provides a major north-south regional connection
between U.S. Route 22 and the Garden State
Parkway. While U.S. Route 22 is also considered
a Principal Arterial, it only barely touches the far
northwest corner of town and does not provide a local
transportation function.
Minor Arterials

Minor arterials connect to and enhance Principal
Arterial Roads to provide moderate length trips at
a lower level of mobility than the principal arterials.
Mountain Avenue (CR 613), E. Broad Street (CR
509), Lamberts Mill Road (CR 606), and Springfield
Avenue (CR 509) are classified as Minor Arterial
Roads. In addition, the segments of North and South
Avenue that are under County jurisdiction (as CR
610) are listed as Minor Arterials.
Major Collectors

Suburban collector roads provide service and
traffic circulation within residential, commercial
and industrial areas and differ from arterials in that
collectors enter and exit residential neighborhoods,
distributing trips from arterials to destinations. West
Broad Street, Rahway Avenue, and portions of
Elm Street, Prospect Street, Brightwood Avenue,
and Center Street are classified as Major Collector
Roads.
Local Streets

The remaining roads in Westfield are considered
local streets and serve to provide direct access to
adjacent lands and the other road classifications.
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Street Characteristics
Characteristics of the existing street network can
influence both circulation and safety patterns, as well
as inform recommendations for improvements. The
following section provides a high-level overview of
existing speed limits, street widths, and traffic control
devices for roadways in Westfield. Additional detail
and mapping are provided in Chapter 5 of the Town’s
adopted Bike Walk Westfield Bicycle and Pedestrian
Plan.
Posted Speed Limits

Most streets in Westfield have a 25 mile per hour
speed limit. Exceptions include portions of State and
County routes that provide for regional travel between
Westfield and neighboring communities, which have
posted speed limits up to 35 mph. These include the
entirety of Lamberts Mill Road (CR 606) along with
portions of Central Avenue, East Broad Street, North
Avenue, South Avenue, and Springfield Avenue.
Roadway Widths

Roadway widths, which are typically measured from
curb to curb, play a crucial role in circulation planning.
In developed communities such as Westfield,
roadway widths are often constrained by existing
land uses, and thus overall community objectives
and modal prioritization must be considered when
allocating space to different modes of travel. Most
local/residential roadways in Westfield have a curb to
curb width of 24-31 feet, while collectors and arterials
such as Rahway Avenue, West Broad Street, and the
western portion of North Avenue have curb to curb
widths ranging from 32 to 36 feet. The widest roads
vary between 37 and 48 feet and include Central
Avenue, East Broad Street, South Avenue, Elm
Street, and the eastern portion of North Avenue.

Traffic Control Devices

Traffic control devices play an essential role in
shaping a community’s multimodal circulation
patterns, and when planned and designed properly,
can also contribute to enhanced roadway safety.
There are 20 signalized intersections within the Town
limits, with most located in the downtown area and
along higher-speed, higher-volume County or State
routes. One exception is the signal at the intersection
of Dudley Avenue and Elm Street, which is under
local jurisdiction. In addition, at the time this plan was
being prepared, the Town was working with Union
County to add traffic signals at the Rahway Avenue/
Lamberts Mill Road (CR 606) and Scotch Plains
Road/W. Broad Street (CR 509) intersections.
Outside of the signalized intersections, the Town
has numerous stop-controlled intersections. This
includes eight intersections with all-way stop signs
and many neighborhood intersections with stop
signs in one direction. The Town also uses two
traffic control devices that are specifically aimed
at supporting pedestrian circulation and safety.
Pedestrian-actuated rectangular rapid flashing
beacons (RRFBs) further improve the visibility of
the crossing by combining signage with flashing
amber LED lights to encourage motorists to stop
for pedestrians. Pedestrian hybrid beacons (PHBs)
are closer in operation to a full traffic signal because
they require motorists to stop when the red beacon
is displayed, thus allowing pedestrians a protected
crossing phase. Design guidance recommends
locating PHBs at least a short distance away from
intersections so as not to confuse side-street drivers.
The Town currently has nearly half a dozen RRFBs
locations scattered throughout Town, along with two
PHBs which are located on Central Avenue (about
150 feet east of Clover Street) and along North
Avenue between Charles and Clark Streets.
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Traffic Circulation
Westfield’s 2019 Master Plan Reexamination
Report included a thorough reevaluation of the
Town’s previous 2002 Circulation Plan. Existing
and future multimodal transportation needs are
discussed and detailed in the circulation chapter
of the reexamination report. As with many thriving
communities, congestion is often present along major
roadways and at various times of the day. While the
safe and efficient movement of motorists is important,
the safe mobility of non-motorized users including
pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit users must also
be prioritized, particularly in the downtown area. For
this reason, the Reexamination Report identifies
downtown Westfield as a “destination” rather than
a “through point” for traffic. This plan echoes the
Reexamination’s approach that pedestrian mobility
should be prioritized both within the downtown
but also through the Town limits, which will help
encourage non-vehicular trips and reduce reliance
on personal vehicles – particularly for short trips.
However, this plan also recognizes that a significant

Figure 1: Existing Traffic Conditions Map
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volume of regional traffic will continue traveling
through the downtown due to a lack of alternative
routes. Thus, the prioritization approach needs to be
coupled with an understanding that traffic delays may
occur at certain locations, particularly during peak
travel periods.
As part of the planning effort, the project team
developed a traffic model of the downtown area
to better understand current traffic patterns and
operations. The Existing Traffic Conditions Map
shows results from the traffic model for major
downtown intersections during peak travel periods.
Of all the downtown intersections, two were identified
as having the most delay for motorists:
• North Avenue (NJ 28/CR 610) and
East Broad Street (CR 509)
• South Avenue (NJ 28/CR 610) and
NJ 28 (i.e. Westfield circle)
More details on the downtown traffic model
methodology and results are provided in Appendix
A.
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Roadway Safety
Along with issues related to circulation and
congestion, roadway safety is a critical concern to
Westfield residents. As stated in the Master Plan
Reexamination, mobility and safety must work in
conjunction with each other for the system to function
properly. To this end, the project team reviewed
town-wide crash data obtained from NJDOT’s Safety
Voyager database to identify high crash locations
across all modes of travel. This analysis supplements
the work conducted for the Bike Walk Westfield
Plan, which focused solely on bicycle and pedestrian
crashes.
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A total of 3,329 crashes occurred in Westfield
between 2013 and 2017, which was the most recent
year with a complete set of data available. This total
includes 105 bicycle/pedestrian crashes. As shown
in Crash Summary Chart 1, there was a general
declining trend of crashes from year to year with 815
in 2013 and 584 in 2017. This coincided with a similar
decrease in the number of bicyclist and pedestrian
crashes over the same time period.
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Central Avenue
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The Crash Severity Map shows the location of all
3,329 crashes along with severe crashes including
fatalities and incapacitating injuries. Overall, there
were nine crashes resulting in incapacitation and four
fatalities during the five-year period. Crash Summary
Chart 2 breaks down the crashes by severity, with
80% of the total crashes resulted in property damage,
15% in a complaint of pain, and 4% in moderate
459
injury. Crashes involving vulnerable users – bicyclists
and15pedestrians
–5 represented
a 96disproportionate
33
26
14
4
4
6
2
2
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Crashes, particularly the most severe crashes, were
concentrated along Westfield’s major corridors:
Rahway Avenue, Central Avenue, East Broad Street,
Mountain Avenue, North Avenue, and South Avenue.
Crashes along Central Avenue included two of the
bicyclist/pedestrian crashes resulting in incapacitation,
one vehicular crash resulting in incapacitation, and one
vehicular crash resulting in a fatality. Crashes along
Prospect Street included one vehicular incapacitation
and one bicyclist/pedestrian fatality. The following
table summarizes the number of crashes along each
corridor.
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Bicyclist and pedestrian crashes were concentrated
in downtown Westfield, which features the highest
pedestrian volumes. Pedestrian crashes were more
likely than cyclist crashes to occur in the downtown and
were concentrated within approximately 500 feet of the
Westfield train station along South Avenue, Central
Avenue, Mountain Avenue, and East Broad Street.
Further from the center of Westfield, Rahway Avenue
also had multiple pedestrian crashes. Corridors with
multiple cyclist crashes include South Avenue, North
Avenue, Mountain Avenue, and East Broad Street.

High Crash Intersections

Using the geocoded crash location data from NJDOT’s
Safety Voyager database, specific intersections with
multiple crashes (hotspots) were identified. Most
hotspots are located in downtown Westfield, with
outliers at Rahway Avenue at Lamberts Mill Road,
Lawrence Avenue at Dudley Avenue, and Broad Street
at Springfield Avenue. Several signalized intersections
in downtown Westfield were identified as crash
hotspots including North Avenue at Central Avenue,
South Avenue at Central Avenue, Broad Street at
Mountain Avenue, and Broad Street at South Avenue.
The following locations represent significant crash
hotspots. A map of these identified crash hotspots is
shown in Crash Hotspot Map.

Intersection

Total
Crashes

Cyclist
Crashes

Pedestrian
Crashes

North Ave at
Central Ave

121

2

1

South Ave at
Central Ave

95

0

0

Broad St at
Mountain Ave

73

0

1

South Ave at
Broad St

69

1

0

North Ave at
Broad St

54

1

3

Central Ave at
Park St

40

0

1

Broad St at
Springfield Ave

38

1

0

Rahway Ave at
Lamberst Mill Rd

33

0

0

Lawrence Ave at
Dudley Ave

30

0

0

Broad St at Euclid
Ave

22

0

0

Broad St at Elm St

20

0

1
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Bicycle & Pedestrian Conditions

Biking and walking are desirable means of travel in
a transit-dependent, densely populated community
such as Westfield. Data has shown that active
transportation modes such as walking and biking
provide positive health, psychological, social, and
economic benefits. Public outreach has indicated that
Westfield residents are very interested in improving
the comfort and safety of active transportation modes.
In the 2019 Master Plan Reexamination, only half of
Westfield survey respondents felt walking in Westfield
was safe, and only 14% of respondents said the same
about biking. Survey comments related to biking cited
frequent conflicts between cyclists and automobiles,
especially within the downtown, as well as a lack of
bicycle infrastructure (bike lanes and bike share).
Additionally, through outreach conducted for the 2019
Bike Walk Westfield Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan,
76% of survey respondents indicated bicycle and
pedestrian safety as an important or very important
issue to them.

The purpose of the Pedestrian Crossing Assessment
was to inventory existing pedestrian crossing
locations and identify significant gaps in crossing
opportunities (greater than 600 feet). Results showed
major gaps between crossings along Broad Street,
Central Avenue, Mountain Avenue, North Avenue, and
South Avenue. The location of existing sidewalks and
crossing locations are shown in the Pedestrian Facility
Assessment Map.

Existing conditions related to biking and walking were
recently analyzed and documented in the Town’s
adopted Bike Walk Westfield plan. This section
provides a brief summary of the conclusions and
outcomes from that plan. Analysis and documentation
of existing conditions related to Westfield’s streetscape
and public realm are discussed in the Community
Form Plan section of this plan.
Pedestrian Conditions

The pedestrian facility assessment section of the Bike
Walk Westfield plan consisted of two components,
both a Sidewalk Gap Assessment and a Pedestrian
Crossing Assessment. Both of these analyses are
important because inadequate sidewalk and crossing
facilities may force pedestrians to walk in the roadway,
walk across roads at unsafe locations, or avoid walking
altogether.
The purpose of the Sidewalk Gap Assessment was to
identify roadways lacking sidewalks or other missing
links for sidewalk connectivity. Of the 231 miles of
roadway in Westfield, it was found that 120 miles have
sidewalk on both sides, 38 miles have sidewalk on
one side, and 73 miles lack sidewalks entirely. The
sidewalk network is nearly complete in the downtown
area but has gaps and missing segments along major
roads and in residential neighborhoods further from
the core.
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Bicycle Conditions

The bicycle facility assessment section of the Bike
Walk Westfield plan included an inventory of existing
bike facilities and evaluation of the Town’s roadway
network for bicycling safety and comfort. In terms of
existing facilities, Westfield has several off-road trails
located in parks such as Tamaques and Mindowaskin
but currently lacks any designated on-road bicycle
facilities. Limited bicycle parking is provided at
several locations including Memorial Pool, Westfield
Memorial Library, the Westfield train station, and the
commercial downtown area.
As part of the plan, a town-wide Bicycle Level of
Traffic Stress (LTS) analysis was conducted. LTS
determines a cyclist’s expected comfort along a given
roadway using variables including volume, speed
and width. A score between 1 and 4 is assigned to
the roadway with LTS 1 indicating comfortable biking
for most roadway users, including children and the
elderly, while LTS 4 indicates comfortable biking
conditions for only the most experienced riders. The
LTS Map shows the results for Westfield’s roadway
network.

Most local roadways within Westfield are classified
as LTS 1 due to low traffic volumes and speeds.
Roads including Rahway Avenue, Prospect Avenue,
and portions of North Avenue, Mountain Avenue,
West Broad Street, and Elm Street were classified
as LTS 2 due to higher volumes, speeds, and more
frequent turning movements. At the other end of the
scale, most roads under County and State jurisdiction
were classified as LTS 3 and 4, including Central
Avenue, Lambert Mill Road, and portions of North
Avenue, South Avenue, and East Broad Street.
These relatively high-stress corridors serve to isolate
residential communities from one another and create
difficulties for those wishing to bike to downtown or
to schools and other destinations located throughout
Westfield.
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Public Transit

The Town of Westfield is served by multiple forms
of public transit with connections to adjacent
municipalities as well as regional destinations both
within and beyond New Jersey. As identified in the
Master Plan Reexamination, a significant share
of Westfield residents (22.3%) commute to work
by public transportation and nearly 90% of these
public transit commuters work out of state (primarily
New York City). As such, advocating for enhanced
regional transit service was cited by residents as
one of the highest priorities in the 2019 Master Plan
Reexamination. While the COVID-19 pandemic has
had dramatic negative impacts on transit ridership
across the country, this long-term and forwardthinking plan operates under the assumption that
much of the ridership loss will be regained once the
pandemic subsides.
Rail Service

NJ TRANSIT provides rail service through Westfield
via the Raritan Valley Line, which connects New
York and Newark with suburbs in Middlesex, Union,
Somerset, and Hunterdon Counties. Westfield
Station is the highest use station along the Raritan
Valley Line and, as of 2018, had the 19th highest
ridership in New Jersey with 2,722 average weekday
passengers. A one-seat ride to New York City’s
Penn Station is available along the Raritan Valley
Line during off-peak hours, but during peak hours,
travelers must transfer trains at Newark Penn
Station. These transfers require a greater amount of
time, and energy, in addition to potential difficulties
finding a seat on an already crowded train. The 2019
Reexamination Report strongly recommends the
Town continue to advocate for a one-seat ride and
outlines critical factors to be addressed including
station capacity at New York Penn Station, rail
capacity under the Hudson River, and a shortage of
qualified locomotive engineers.

• Route 66 travels along U.S. 22 in
Springfield and Mountainside with some
trips continuing along Springfield Avenue
in Westfield to Union County College.
• Route 113 provides express bus service along
NJ 28 and North Avenue through Westfield,
traveling east to Elizabeth and Hillside
before continuing, along the New Jersey
Turnpike, to New York's Port Authority.
Data showing the number of passengers embarking
and disembarking at bus stops throughout the town
was obtained from NJ TRANSIT. As shown on Bus
Map, the highest ridership bus stop in Westfield is along
Route 113 at North Avenue and Elm Street, which is
directly in front of the train station. This stop had 432
daily riders in the eastbound direction and 238 in the
westbound direction. Other Route 113 stops along
North Avenue also cater to a substantial number of
passengers including eastbound South Euclid Avenue
with 55 passengers, eastbound Clark Street with 54
passengers, westbound South Euclid Avenue with 49
passengers, and eastbound Crossway Place with 48
passengers daily. The most frequented stops along
Route 59 include Elm Street near East Broad Street
and South Avenue at Westfield Avenue. Both stops
are in the downtown area and accommodate over 40
passengers each day.

Bus Service

Westfield is also served by multiple NJ TRANSIT
bus routes including Routes 59 (Plainfield-Newark),
66 (Mountainside-Newark), and 113 (Dunellen-New
York). Existing bus routes are shown in Bus Map and
described below:
• Route 59 travels along South Avenue to
East Broad Street before traveling northwest
along Elm Street into Scotch Plains. Some
trips along the route also serve Union County
College in Cranford by traveling north along
East Broad Street to Springfield Avenue.
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Parking

Parking is a long-standing issue for Westfield that
impacts both the transportation system and land use/
development patterns. One of the major parking
issues cited by Westfield residents during the master
plan re-examination process was related to parking
permits. Issues cited include the length of the waitlist
for commuter permits, the lack of available parking on
residential streets due to commuters and high school
students using the spaces during the day, the need for
overnight parking in the downtown for residents, and
the need for more affordable employee permits.

• Approximately 358 on-street spaces, including
both metered and permitted spaces.
• Approximately 1,519 parking spaces within
the lots, including commuter permits,
daily permits and metered spaces:
» 684 commuter parking spaces in
Lots 3 and 6 (commuter)
» 199 employee parking spaces
in Lot 8 (employee)
» 636 public parking spaces for patrons

Along with the parking inventory, THA Consulting, Inc.
conducted observations and utilization counts in June
of 2019 to determine average parking occupancy
demand. Based on their analysis, the overall peak
parking demand for on-street and off-street was
1,551 spaces or 83% occupancy, which occurred at
12:00 PM. This was split as follows:
• Peak on-street parking demand
was 268 spaces or 75% occupancy,
which occurred at 2:00 PM.
• Peak off-street parking demand in the public
lots was 1,296 spaces or 85% occupancy,
which occurred at 12:00 PM.

As part of the 2019 Re-examination Report, THA
Consulting, Inc. developed a Parking Plan Element.
In addition to obtaining input directly from Westfield
citizens and stakeholders regarding downtown
parking, the plan included an inventory of existing onstreet and off-street parking supply, payment types,
time limits, and enforcement hours in downtown.
Westfield Township’s existing parking supply includes
public parking spaces on 11 different streets in the
downtown area and eight lots. Payment methods for
these spaces and lots consist of both meters and pay
stations. As of 2019, there were approximately 1,877
public parking spaces within the downtown, split as
follows:

In terms of parking management, various parking
functions are performed by a Parking Division of the
Police Department under the direction of the Parking
Division Director. The Parking Division Director is also
responsible for handling some of the traffic bureau
responsibilities within the Division as well. Further
detail on the existing inventory, occupancy analysis,
and other parking characteristics in Westfield is
provided in the Parking Element.
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COMMUNITY FORM ANALYSIS

The Community Form Analysis chapter is intended
to assess downtown Westfield's potential for
development. The analysis involved a review of
the existing incentives and designations and other
factors that may make redevelopment of existing
parcels more likely. This is intended to inform the
Town of where development is most appropriate and
how this development can be guided to provide the
greatest public benefit.

Opportunity Areas
The existing conditions in the Town of Westfield
provide for several opportunity areas for development
in the downtown area. The two major factors that
allow for major development are the redevelopment
designations of the Town’s municipal parking lots,
the Rialto Theater property, and the Lord and Taylor
property, which consists of a larger parcel and a
number of smaller parcels in common ownership.
The municipal parking lots and the Lord and Taylor
property are particularly suitable for development
given the redevelopment designation and the
characteristics of the parcels. These are some of the
largest parcels in the whole Town, which don’t require
developers to acquire several parcels to consolidate
them into a larger development.
Common ownership of parcels in the downtown
makes it easier to assemble several adjacent
properties to make a project feasible, while diverse
ownership makes property assemblage and thus
development difficult. Currently, property owners
60
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already own several smaller adjacent parcels,
making redevelopment of the properties more likely.
This is the case in several areas of the downtown,
which could help make redevelopment of these
smaller parcels easier. There is potential in the
downtown area for development projects to combine
the designated redevelopment project with adjacent
parcels to create a more attractive development.
Designated Redevelopment Areas

The New Jersey Local Redevelopment and Housing
Law (LRHL) grants New Jersey's municipalities the
authority to designate areas in need of rehabilitation
or in need of redevelopment given that they meet
specific statutory criteria. The LRHL also provides a
process for the preparation and implementation of
redevelopment plans for designated areas.
On June 30, 2020 the Town Council passed
Resolution 145-2020 to designate as an Area in
Need of Redevelopment the Town’s eight (8) existing
municipal parking lots. There is potential for various
types of development that can occur on the parking
lots based on the size and configuration of these
designated municipal parking lots. For example,
Parking Lot #3, located just south of the Westfield
train station along South Avenue, contains an area
of approximately 4.3 acres and is the largest in size.
In addition to the acreage, the parcel's rectangular
shape and proximity to the Westfield train station
generates the potential for high quality transitoriented development. The other municipal lot along
the train line, Parking Lot #2, is also a large parcel

Redevelopment is a process to rebuild or
restore an area in a measurable state of decline,
disinvestment, or abandonment. Redevelopment
may be publicly or privately initiated but is
commonly recognized as the process governed by
the Local Redevelopment and Housing Law and
undertaken in accordance with a redevelopment
plan adopted by the municipality. If used correctly,
it can transform an underutilized or distressed area
into an economically viable and productive part of
the community.
Rehabilitation is an undertaking, by means of
extensive repair, reconstruction or renovation of
existing structures, with or without the introduction
of new construction or the enlargement of existing
structures, in any area that has been determined
to be in need of rehabilitation or redevelopment,
to eliminate substandard structural or housing
conditions and arrest the deterioration of the area.
of about 2.8 acres, which gives the parcel great
potential to be redeveloped in a way that can provide
significant public benefit to the Town. The benefits
of this parcel are its location being next to the train
station and could help fill in the gaps of storefronts/
restaurants that currently exist on North Avenue
West. This parcel could have significant potential
for a mixed-use development. In a similar way, Lot
#7, an irregular shaped parcel along Lenox Avenue,
North Avenue West and Central Avenue presents an
infill development opportunity. Lots #1, 4, 5 and 6 are
located further away from the train station on smaller
and somewhat irregularly shaped parcels also have
infill development opportunity.
On August 11, 2020 the Town Council passed
Resolution 180-2020 and Resolution 181-2020
to designate the Lord & Taylor and Rialto sites,
respectively, as "Areas in Need of Redevelopment".

Similar to the municipal parking lot sites, these areas
provide significant opportunities for redevelopment.
In particular, the Lord and Taylor site is ripe for
redevelopment as it contains large parcels located
adjacent to the traditional downtown along the rail
line. This could allow for greater heights and densities
if the redevelopment study provides the appropriate
design guidelines.
In addition to the designated redevelopment areas,
the Town has also delineated both the downtown
area and the entire Town as Areas in Need of
Rehabilitation. On May 12, 2020, the Council passed
Resolution 108-2020 to designate the Downtown SID
as a Rehabilitation Area, and on October 13, 2020
the Coucil passed Resolution 225-2020 to designated
the entire Town as a Rehabilitation Area.
The rehabilitation designation can spur development
within Westfield by allowing the Town to develop
a redevelopment plan for areas within the
Rehabilitation Areas, which in turn enables the
Five-Year Tax Exemption and Abatement Law.
The potential for short-term tax abatements may
encourage property owners to rehabilitate and
reinvest in their properties.
Properties in Common Ownership

Adjacent properties in common ownership create a
potential for grouping parcels together and creating
a large single tract for development. This coupled
with instances of such lots sharing a property line
with one of the designated municipal lots create
significant redevelopment opportunities, particularly
in instances where said parcels contain vacant or
under-utilized buildings. However, such initiatives
should be undertaken with consideration to the
historic character of the CBD. Preservation of existing
historically significant structures is of paramount
importance.
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Buildout Analysis and Traffic Model
The ULUC team conducted a buildout analysis for
downtown Westfield to project potential development
that could occur under a development scenario that
included the existing and potential redevelopment
designations and assumptive regulatory changes to
support development at higher heights and densities.
A buildout analysis is a planning tool used to estimate
the amount of development that can occur in a
specified area according to existing or proposed land
development regulations. This exercise provides an
understanding of the potential future growth that can
occur and can influence local policy decisions such as
housing, economic development, and transportation,
which in turn helps local decision makers to make
more informed decisions.
The buildout analysis was conducted for downtown
Westfield to project a potential pattern of future
growth, especially considering the feedback from the
community, which included a need for redevelopment
in the downtown while being cognizant of the
area’s traffic and parking conditions. A development
scenario was prepared taking into consideration the
development constraints and existing character, to
project the maximum feasible projected development
that may potentially occur over the ten-year time
frame of the ULUC and as a result an estimated
number of added residents and employees. This was
conducted as an academic exercise to examine the
potential and is not a recommendation as it projects
theoretical further growth.

The buildout took into consideration recently
approved developments, such as The Parker (439
West Broad St); The Bentley (501 South Ave West);
409 Westfield Avenue (adjacent to “Roots Building”);
Former Jolly Trolley (411 North Ave West); Flatiron
Building (44 Elm St); 226 North Avenue West; 333
Central Avenue; Elite Properties (421-429, 418-448
South Ave W; 338 Windsor Ave), and Savannah
Condos (111 Prospect St). Savannah Condos is not
a recently approved development, but that it is the
most recent development to occur in the downtown
study area and is unlikely to change. Additionally, the
scenario included redevelopment sites and properties
in common ownership along with the input received
at the developer/landowner meetings. The intent was
to depict how development could affect the downtown
as a whole and particularly different areas of the
downtown. The intent was not to analyze how every
individual development could specifically impact the
area.
A higher than likely scenario was considered to
analyze the maximum buildout, the intention of which
was to provide the Town with a reasonable idea of
what could happen rather than what will happen.
Therefore, assumptions were made with slightly
higher heights and densities than currently allowed,
particularly for the redevelopment areas along the rail
line. Given the type of residential development that
may occur in the area, an assumption was made that
household size would be smaller than the average
household size in the Town.

Decreased use of the Town's Parking Lots during Covid-19 highlights the potential for appropriate redevelopment
that can positively impact downtown Westfield's built environment.
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Based upon Westfield’s consistent ranking as one
of the top downtowns in the State that fits the live/
work/play profile, the several trends in commercial
office space in suburban downtowns1 coupled with
the feedback received from the residents during the
public outreach regarding the desire to have high
quality office space in the downtown, the buildout
analysis calculations included significant office space.
As mentioned in the introduction section, traditionally
the Land Use Plan and Circulation Plan Element
have been addressed as two discrete Master Plan
elements and there is very little connection between
the two. In contrast, this ULUC addresses land
use and transportation wholistically as they are
inextricably linked together. To that end, the project
team developed a traffic model of the downtown
area to test how the hypothetical maximum buildout
development scenario could potentially impact traffic
and circulation patterns in and near Westfield’s
downtown. The extent of the study area included
where all the future development was anticipated
in the downtown area along with North Avenue
(CR 610) and South Avenue (NJ 28) which carry
significant traffic to and from the downtown.

a guide but should not be interpreted as a firm
threshold or part of a regulatory process. Moreover,
context is important when evaluating results and
the road’s level of service should be weighed
against other community goals such as creating
more walkable spaces, dedicating more public open
space, and improving mobility for other modes of
transportation. For example, increased traffic in
a downtown environment should be viewed more
favorably than on a regional highway because it
lowers speeds, thereby facilitating a more pedestrian
friendly environment and increased visibility for local
businesses.
From a planning perspective, by adopting a more
conservative approach a Town can determine the
appropriateness of the amount of development and
be prepared to take action to mitigate any perceived
impacts of development. For reference, the buildout
analysis and traffic models can be found in Appendix
A of the Plan.

The team tested three scenarios: existing conditions
(2020), future no-build (2031), and future build
(2031). The build-out scenario’s developable
footprint was used as a basis for traffic analysis.
Please note that the future build scenario traffic
analysis is an academic exercise and the results
from the downtown traffic model can be used as
1
CBRE. Summer 2017. "The Mighty UrbanSuburban Submarket".
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COMMUNITY FORM PLAN

What is a Community Form Plan?

Source: NJDOT, 2006

Community Form
NJDOT defines community form as:
"the physical shape and patterns of development that
make up the built environment. The basic ingredients of
community form are much like a set of building blocks
arranged on a game board. Housing, offices, shops,
schools, public buildings, parks, plazas, industry,
warehouses, hospitals -- are all located, or will need to
be located in spaces largely defined by the municipal
street system."
NJDOT. October 2006. Mobility and Community Form.
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Community Form Plan

A community form plan aims to address the built
environment wholistically through analyzing and
making recommendations for the types of buildings,
spaces and uses that are to make up a municipality
while taking into account the street system and
the relationship between the uses, densities and
the street network. The Plan is rooted in the goals
and objectives set out earlier in this document
and guided by the results of the Community Form
Analysis chapter. The following sections make
recommendations and guidelines for Westfield's built
form in its entirety from its streetscape to its buildings
and public spaces with the intention to enhance
Westfield's character and guide growth in a way that
puts its people first and creates a community that
residents of today and tomorrow can be proud of.

Downtown Form
Downtown Westfield is the center and metaphoric
heart of the community. Existing conditions in the
downtown indicate a vibrant mixed-use development
and an existing streetscape that enables a positive
pedestrian and multi-modal experience. The
current success of downtown Westfield, despite the
challenges brought on by the Covid-19 pandemic,
provides significant opportunities for redevelopment
and infill development that have attracted the
attention of real estate developers. The Town’s
decision to designate its municipal parking lots
scattered around the downtown area and the site of
Lord and Taylor department store as Areas in Need
of Redevelopment will contribute meaningfully as to
how this development will occur. The existing statutes
for redevelopment and the ability of the Town to
control its own zoning will enable Westfield to guide
development in the downtown along a path that
contributes to future success while maintaining its
historic character and what residents and visitors love
about Westfield.
This Community Form Plan is intended to provide
a framework for how potential design guidelines
can be developed by the Town both through future
redevelopment plans and the existing zoning code.
This plan was developed based off of the results
of the buildout analysis and the results of the

outreach efforts that were made during the 2019
Re-examination planning process and community
stakeholder outreach. The results of the buildout
analysis and the subsequent traffic analysis indicates
that downtown Westfield has the capacity to grow
to contain mixed use residential and commercial
uses, both office and retail. However, how that
development takes place and the way that potential
adverse impacts are addressed will be the result of
the guidelines that the Town establishes for this new
development.
The Community Form Plan is broken down into
different downtown sub-areas as each of these subareas have their own unique characteristics that
contribute to the vibrancy of downtown Westfield.
The existing conditions in these sub-areas warrant
the need to treat them with their own unique potential
for new development and how that development
should be guided given those existing conditions and
projections. Overall principles such as improvements
to the public realm, allowable densities and uses and
streetscape improvements are discussed in each of
these sections. Greater discussion of these goals can
be found in other chapters of the ULUC Plan.
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South Avenue

The South Avenue sub-area, encompassing
downtown Westfield, is located to the south of
the trainline. Parking Lot #3 is the largest parcel
in the sub-area. The rail line and the traffic circle
on South Avenue form a natural barrier thereby
cutting off South Avenue from the rest of the CBD.
Parking Lot #3 is a designated Redevelopment
Area proposed to potentially contain a mixeduse development. This site could potentially
see increased building heights and number of
habitable stories that are larger than the rest
of downtown Westfield because of its location
immediately adjacent to the rail line.
Because of this potential, there should be design
guidelines to ensure that any redevelopment of the
site is appropriate with the character of downtown
Westfield. For example, upper floors may be
subject to greater setback requirements than lower
floors. The Town may wish to break up larger
redevelopments in areas such as South Avenue
into several smaller buildings or have developers
utilize a demise line as shown in the image above.
This design tactic helps to break up the facade of the
larger building. Parking areas should be screened
by either liner buildings that have active ground floor
uses or other landscaping that help shield the view
from pedestrians. Ingress and egress into the parking
areas of these new developments should also be
constructed in a way that minimizes the potential
for conflict with downtown pedestrians. These
design techniques will help to ensure that downtown
Westfield remains a vibrant, pedestrian friendly area.

Cranford

Crossing.

Source:

NJDOT

Any redevelopment of the South Avenue parking lot
should include some kind of enhanced public space
to tie the redevelopment to the train station and help
improve connectivity between the north and south
sides of the train line. This would provide a significant
public benefit and help to transform this area of
downtown Westfield. An additional public space in
this area would also contribute to pedestrian safety
by providing transit users adequate space as they
wait to cross South Avenue. Additional streetscape
changes are discussed in the Roadway, Streetscape
and Roadway, Streetscape, and Public Realm
Guidelines section of the ULUC Plan.

Bethesda Row, Bethesda, MD. Source: Streetworks
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Lord and Taylor

Similar to the South Avenue area, the Lord and Taylor
area appears to be isolated from the rest of the
downtown due to the presence of the rail line. This
part of downtown Westfield contains the Lord and
Taylor site, a large parcel located adjacent to the train
line and additional smaller parcels that have all been
designated as a redevelopment area. Redevelopment
of this parcel would replace an existing large, singleuse building that is reminiscent of auto dependent
suburban development into a more pedestrian
friendly development that will act as an extension of
the downtown core area.
The location and characteristic of the site presents
the opportunity for the redevelopment site to have
heights and number of habitable floors that exceed
the rest of downtown Westfield. In exchange for
allowing increased heights and floors, greater design
guidelines are needed to ensure that development
is consistent with the existing character of downtown
Westfield. Additional setbacks for upper floors may
be needed. Because the Lord and Taylor parcel is a
very large parcel -- with lot frontage of around 1,000
feet -- the Town should work with the redeveloper to
encourage architectural designs that help to break up
the massing of new buildings on the site.
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It is suggested that uses in this area differ from
uses in the traditional downtown core area. It may
be appropriate for only office or residential uses
to be located in this area of downtown Westfield.
Development should also attempt to limit potential
conflicts with pedestrians, particularly along North
Avenue.
Because of its location away from the downtown
core area, it is not recommended to require public
space in a redevelopment plan. There may be space
accessible to residents of any new development, but
it should not be viewed in the same way as public
space located adjacent to the Town’s train stations.
A public benefit for this area may include providing
additional parking spaces so visitors to the downtown
can park in this area and walk to the main retail areas
of downtown Westfield. As the municipal lots become
redeveloped, additional parking spaces will be
important and the Lord and Taylor area could provide
an opportunity for increased parking that is still
convenient for users but does not negatively affect
the built environment. This public benefit can also
be appropriate in other large redevelopment sites
in the downtown. New parking decks and garages
should be faced with liner buildings with residential
or office uses to help enhance the built environment.
Additional streetscape recommendations for this area
can be found in the Roadway, Streetscape and
Public Realm Guidelines section of the Plan.

Downtown Core

The Downtown Core area of Westfield is the heart
of Westfield as it includes the Westfield train station
and several blocks that have traditional mixeduse buildings. The sub-area consists of primarily
smaller parcels with buildings ranging from one to
three stories. The core is the most walkable area of
downtown Westfield as patrons can travel from one
retail shop to the other or to one of the numerous
bars and restaurants without needing to get in a car.
The existing train station also makes it possible for
visitors to step off NJ Transit and be in the center of
Westfield. The Downtown Core sub-area includes
the redevelopment areas of Parking Lots #2, 7 and
8, providing ample opportunity for new development
that would aid in enhancing the existing character of
this area.

Redevelopment of the municipal parking lots would
help to create a better connection between the shops
and restaurants and the train station while filling
in the existing gaps in land uses. Appropriate land
uses in this area would be mixed-use buildings that
have ground floor retail and upper floor residential
along with the potential for large office uses. There
is significant opportunity with the redevelopment of
the municipal lots located on the south side of North
Avenue. The Town should explore the potential
to create a public plaza on the north side of the

Westfield train station that would improve the built
environment of Westfield. This public plaza would
also help to better connect the train station to the
retail areas and give transit users enhanced public
space as they attempt to cross North Avenue.
The location of the redevelopment along the train line
provides opportunity for development of the area to
achieve higher heights and floors from the rest of the
downtown provided that design guidelines help to
mitigate potential adverse impacts. These guidelines
can include greater setbacks for the upper floors of
the developments. Given the pedestrian nature of
the surrounding area, it is important for parking to
be shielded by liner buildings along the ground floor
and to provide ingresses and egresses that minimize
potential conflicts with pedestrians.

Streetscape improvements that accompany any new
development in the core is critical. Enhancements
should be focused on betterment of the pedestrian
experience and increasing the vibrancy of the
downtown Westfield. These recommendations can
be found in the Roadway, Streetscape, and Public
Realm Guidelines section of the Plan.
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Elmer Street

The Elmer Street area is located just off of the
downtown core area and has a similar development
pattern, albeit at a slightly lower density than the
core. This area consists of one-, two- and three-story
buildings that have ground floor retail and office uses.
This area includes two redevelopment sites, the
Rialto theater and municipal lot #5. The Rialto theater
is an iconic building and its redevelopment will be
a positive contribution to the downtown. The Elmer
Street area as broken down in the buildout analysis
also includes the affordable housing overlay district
along North Avenue.
Uses in this area of downtown Westfield differ
depending on the street that the parcel faces and
which side of the street the parcel is located. As a
result, a community form plan should acknowledge
these existing conditions and recommended
development policies that tailor these specific subsections within the area. Uses on the block from
Central Avenue to Elmer Street are generally ground
floor retail and restaurants with some upper floor
residential. The block from Elmer Street to St. Paul
Street contain uses that are more in line with the
Professional Business zone. Specific focus should
be made to increase the potential for additional
residential uses along Central Avenue and the south
side of Elmer street that would complement active
ground floor uses.
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Extra attention should be made to the Rialto
theater. New Jersey downtowns of similar size to
Westfield’s have experienced success in renovating
and modernizing historic theater buildings to meet
the entertainment needs of the twenty-first century.
Improvements to the site that allow it to reopen
to patrons would help to enhance the vibrancy of
downtown Westfield as it contributes to the live-workplay environment that is a critical component of the
ULUC Plan.
Similar to the diversity of building types and uses in
this area of downtown, the recommended changes to
the streetscape are equally important and can differ
greatly. The provision for parking spaces for the uses
of any redevelopment site will impact the streetscape.
Liner buildings of retail, office and residential should
be included to help hide parking and to maintain
active street frontage. The existing and projected
uses along these sub-sections will affect the needs
of pedestrians, businesses and roadway users. As
a result, the Roadway, Streetscape and Public
Realm Guidelines section will provide further
breakdown to show the needed diversity in these
streetscapes to ensure that the Elmer Street area
contributes to a vibrant downtown Westfield.

An important design guideline for this area is
how parking is provided by new development in
this area. Currently, the two surface municipal
parking lots cause a break in the building facades
that contribute towards a separation between the
downtown core and areas along Elm and Prospect
Streets. The provision for parking for the commercial
and residential uses should be shielded from
pedestrians. Potential ingress and egress points
for new development should not be located on Elm
Street as it is the main road leading to the core of
the downtown area. Rather these points should be
provided in the rear yard of the buildings on Prospect
Street and Mountain Avenue.
The pedestrian realm and streetscape design is
critical for this area. The Elm Street corridor should
be treated as other streets located in the downtown
core. Streetscape improvements in this area should
accommodate the pedestrian as new mixed-use
developments would attract additional pedestrians
and potential outdoors uses such as expanded
outdoor dining and retail.
Elm Street

The Elm Street sub-area is located just north of the
downtown core area and acts as an extension of the
core downtown. There are several three- and fourstory buildings including the Savannah Condominium
Residences as well as smaller one- and twostory mixed-use buildings with active ground floor
uses. This area has the potential for appropriate
development including several parcels in common
ownership and the two municipal lots that are
designated as redevelopment areas.
The existing uses and building forms in the Elm
Street area indicate that future development in
the area can accommodate four-story mixed-use
developments that have similar design characteristics
of the existing buildings. Active ground floor uses in
this area are appropriate given that there are several
existing active uses such as Addams Tavern. Upper
floor residential uses would add to the economic
vitality of downtown Westfield by increasing the
opportunity for live-work-play lifestyle.
Design guidelines for this area should help to create
new development that complements the existing
conditions. Many of the existing buildings have
a brick façade with large ground floor windows
that help to provide attractive visuals for passing
pedestrians.
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333 Central Avenue

The area that encompasses 333 Central Avenue
is already built out with the approved multi-family
project. This multi-family development is located
on the south side of the train tracks and the
development is characteristic of new buildings and
uses for downtown fringe areas. The development
brings additional downtown residents at a density
compatible with transit-oriented development.
Residents of developments like these are likely
to walk to the downtown core areas to shop,
dine and potentially work, decreasing potential
roadway congestion. The parking structure for this
development is shielded from the building front thus
limiting potential pedestrian and vehicular conflict.
Future development similarly situated on parcels,
such as those on the northern side of the Lord and
Taylor area, should incorporate buildings to the front
to hide parking and maintain active street frontage.
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Elite Properties

The area that encompasses the Elite Properties is
the gateway into downtown Westfield. It is currently
covered by an affordable housing overlay and has
a pending mixed-use development proposal for the
site. Future development along North and South
Avenues leading into downtown Westfield could have
similar development characteristics.

South Avenue Redevelopment Area Map. Source:
Topology

Recommendations
Proposed Development Regulations
Relevant Overall Goals

5. To maintain and enhance the viability of the
various business districts.
8. To provide a wide range of housing types
and densities in a manner that maintains and
is compatible with the predominant existing
development pattern of single family detached
dwelling units.
9. To address the need of affordable housing
for local and regional population of low- and
moderate-income persons by establishing various
zone districts that encourage the provision of
affordable housing where appropriate.

Downtown Area

The Re-examination Report highlighted the need for
changes to the Town’s zoning code to help address
the rise in storefront vacancies and changes to the
way residents live, work and play. There is now
greater need for change to strengthen the Town’s
downtown vitality as it deals with the fallout of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Several recommendations
below detail how the Town can incentivize
redevelopment in the downtown area to increase
economic activity and strengthen existing businesses
while encouraging new ones to open.
Any rezoning should take into account the
recommendations set forth in the Town's 2018
Housing Element and Fair Share Plan (HEFSP). In an
event of a conflict, the recommendations set forth in
the HEFSP prevail.
The underlying goal behind these recommendations
is to concentrate ground floor retail within the CBD
zone so redevelopment does not create new pockets
of the downtown that act as competition to the existing
businesses. The Town should be flexible with its
requirements for ground floor retail in areas outside
of the CBD given the difficult environment for brickand-mortar retail compared to the increased demand
for housing that Westfield has been experiencing
since the start of the pandemic. While ground floor
retail may be preferable to ground floor residential,
vacant ground floor retail is a worse option to an
occupied residential unit as vacant retail spaces
will represent an eyesore to downtown patrons.

At the same time, the Town should utilize zoning
regulations to encourage greater residential and office
area to bring more people into the downtown both
during the workday and evening hours to create a
vibrant 18-hour downtown that successful suburban
downtowns achieve. The following recommendations
aim to provide the Town the framework in order to
accomplish this goal and attract development that
balances the Town’s history with its current and future
needs.
• In CBD Zone, it is recommended that the Town
increase the maximum building height from 40 to
55 feet and the maximum number of floors from
three to four floors with a minimum 10-foot step
back from the property line for the fourth floor.
• The Town should explore the possibility for
greater maximum heights and the number
of habitable floors for redevelopment sites
that are located adjacent to the rail line.
• Consider changing the front yard set
back regulation for the GB-2 zone to
allow for development to be located
closer to the right-of-way.
• Consider amending the side yard set back
regulation for GB-2 zone to be consistent with
side yard recommendations in the GB-1 zone.
• Utilize the arts and creative placemaking
principles to complement new development
in downtown Westfield.
• Explore utilizing streetscape improvements
that reflect the street typology for the
specific redevelopment site.
• Consider rezoning 400 West Broad, 331
West Broad, 549 South Avenue West,
533 South Avenue West, 335 Waterson
Street, and 523 South Avenue West from
the current GB-1 zone to CBD.
• The Town should explore ways to permit
ground floor office uses in the CBD zones
in appropriate locations that are on the
fringe of the downtown area.
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Townwide
Relevant Overall Goals

1. To provide adequate light, air and open space
by establishing, administering and enforcing
bulk, density and design standards that are
appropriate for the various zones and uses in the
community.
2. To preserve and protect the suburban character
of existing residential neighborhoods.
8. To provide a wide range of housing types
and densities in a manner that maintains and
is compatible with the predominant existing
development pattern of single family detached
dwelling units
9. To address the need of affordable housing
for local and regional population of low- and
moderate-income persons by establishing
various zone districts that encourage the
provision of affordable housing where appropriate
10.To address the need for senior housing
Residential District Bulk Regulations

The trend of tearing down and replacing existing
homes by larger homes on the same residential lots
has been a challenge faced by the Town of Westfield.
As per the 2019 Master Plan Re-examination Report
this trend has caused a change to the existing
community character, as the newly constructed

homes tend to be oversized, in terms of the floor area
and building height, with respect to the underlying
lot. Additionally, the Re-examination Report noted
that this trend has diminished the ability of providing
housing choices to entry level homebuyers or those
aging in place, essentially causing existing and
prospective residents to be “priced out” of Westfield.
This trend is not unique to Westfield as many other
municipalities throughout the country have faced this
challenge and have adopted ordinances to address
the same, such as Alexandria, VA, Austin, TX, and
Newton, MA. In New Jersey, municipalities such as
Tenafly, Sea Isle City, Sayreville, and more recently
Princeton have adopted ordinances to address
demolitions and neighborhood character.
The topic of tear downs was previously discussed
in the 2002 and 2009 Master Plan Re-examination
Report and as a result, regulations establishing
minimum garage space regulations in the RS-40, RS24, RS-16, RS-12, RS-10, RS-8, RS-6, RM-12, RM8,
RM-6(1-2), RM6D(1-3), and RA-3(1-3) were adopted.
The 2019 Re-examination Report found that these
regulations have not been able to completely address
the issue.
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Therefore, it appears to be necessary to augment
the existing regulations. The 2019 Master Plan Reexamination Report recommended that the Town
should evaluate the zoning code requirements in
residential districts to ensure new buildings are
keeping in scale with the surrounding environment.
Establishing design standards for the different
residential zones is an option that the Town may want
to examine by including provisions to address the
scale of the proposed buildings. Such provisions may
include, but are not limited to, the following:
• House orientation in terms of the
proposed structure facing towards
and relating to the street.
• Standards for walkways and driveways with
width and setback standards, respectively.
• Façade articulation to avoid an appearance
of a large mass of building, which is out of
character with the existing neighborhood.
• Providing side or rear entry garages attached
to the principal structure on lots that have
adequate width to accommodate the same.
• Building offsets above the first floor
to help minimize the impact of the
proposed structure from the neighbors
and from the street in accordance with
a building height-setback ratio.
• Set building heights based upon the
different roof types and measure the height
from pre-development grade. Additionally,
the Town may consider establishing the
maximum building height in line with the
existing development and establish a
maximum building height threshold.
• Establish average front yard setback
requirements to provide flexibility in terms of
minimum requirements and to mitigate any
potential inconsistencies in the streetscape.
The above recommendations are not an exhaustive
list but serve as a starting point to creatively establish
design standards wherein a home can be built in
accordance with the current trends but is cognizant of
the established neighborhood character.
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Zone Boundary Amendments

The Re-examination Report included areas of the
Town recommended to be studied for potential
changes to the zoning to better reflect the existing
conditions and to anticipate future development
changes. The ULUC process has reviewed these
areas and recommend the following changes:
• The Town should consider rezoning 800 Kimball
Avenue from the RS-12 zone to RS-10.
• Consider rezoning Block 1109, Lot 11 (512
Alden Avenue) to the RS-8 zone from the
existing RS-12 due to the lot size.
• The Town should consider rezoning the
property at Block 3902, Lots 5, 6, and 7
to permit multi-family uses. The current
use is non-conforming within the RS12 zone despite commercial use being
surrounded on all sides by multi-family.

Affordable Housing

On July 2, 2015, the Town of Westfield (the “Town”)
filed a declaratory judgment action seeking a
declaration of its compliance with the Mount Laurel
doctrine and Fair Housing Act of 1985, N.J.S.A.
52:27D-301 et seq., in accordance with Mount Laurel
IV, 221 N.J. 1 (2015). On April 4, 2017, the Town and
Fair Share Housing Center (“FSHC”) entered into
an agreement settling the DJ action (the “Settlement
Agreement”), subject to review and approval by the
court after a fairness hearing. The court reviewed and
approved the Settlement Agreement as amended
in certain respects by order entered on October 26,
2017, and an amended order entered on November
1, 2017. On May 31, 2018 the court entered a
Conditional Judgment of Compliance and Repose.
On August 23, 2018, the court entered a Final
Judgment of Compliance and Repose.
The court order required that the Planning Board
adopt and the Town endorse a Housing Element
of the Master Plan by March 17, 2018. The Board
complied, and adopted its Housing Element and Fair
Share Plan on March 5, 2018. Subsequently, the
Mayor and Council endorsed the Plan by resolution
at their March 13, 2018 meeting. Also on March 5,
2018, the Planning Board adopted an amendment
to the Land Use Element of the Town Master Plan to
reflect the revised housing policies contained within
the Housing Element.
The preparation and adoption of the Housing Element
and Fair Share Plan and Land Use Element were
consistent with that provided for in the November
2017 Order and provide a realistic opportunity for
the development of affordable housing units that
satisfies the Town’s Third Round obligation under the
New Jersey Supreme Court’s Mount Laurel decisions
from 2015 to 2025 inclusive of the GAP period
between 1999 and 2015. The Housing Element
includes a mandatory development fee ordinance, a
zoning ordinance amendment requiring inclusionary
development for any proposed residential
development involving more than five units and at a
density of six units per acre or more, overlay zones
requiring inclusionary development for selected
sites that may develop or redevelop, and affordable
housing inclusionary zone districts.
One of the mechanisms the Town included in its
Housing Element and Fair Share Plan (and also
Land Use Plan) towards satisfaction of its realistic
development potential (“RDP”) was to amend
an inclusionary development zoning ordinance

governing the so-called “Williams Nursery” site (Block
1905, Lot 13) (the “Williams site”) to increase the
density allowed on that site from eight units per acre
to twenty units per acre to allow up to a total of 130
total dwelling units on the 6.61-acre site, 26 of which
units had to be affordable units set aside for low and
moderate income households. The Town adopted
the required ordinance amending the inclusionary
zoning ordinance governing the Williams site.
Another of the mechanisms the Town included in its
Housing Element and Fair Share Plan (and also Land
Use Plan) to address its unmet need was to amend
the North Avenue TOD zoning ordinance (the “North
Avenue TOD”) providing for inclusionary development
and governing a number of lots on North Avenue, one
of which is the so-called “Handler Building” site (Block
3305, Lot 4) (the “Handler site”), to increase the
density in the North Avenue TOD from 15 units per
acre for sales units and 16 units per acre for rental
units to 25 units per acre across the board, which
would allow up to a total of 27 total dwelling units on
the 1.1-acre Handler Building site, six of which would
be affordable units set aside for low and moderate
income households. The Town adopted the required
ordinance amending the North Avenue TOD.
At this time, just beyond the mid-point review, it
appears that the Handler Building site located in
the North Avenue TOD is unlikely to redevelop for
residential housing because the building on the site
is not conducive to conversion from industrial use to
residential use. Concurrently, there has been interest
in developing the Williams Nursery site providing an
opportunity for the Town to increase the number of
affordable units on the site if the Town would increase
the density allowed on the site.
The Town’s 2018 Housing Element and Fair Share
Plan has been amended to:
1. Increase the required minimum number of 26
affordable units on the Williams site, which
comprises the RA-5A Multi-Family Residence
District, to 32 affordable units;
2. Permit an in-lieu of payment for any fractional
increase in the affordable housing setaside generated by the total number of units
constructed on the Williams site, which
comprises the RA-5A Multi-Family Residence
District;
3. Increase the permitted density on the Williams
site, which comprises the RA-5A Multi-Family
Residence District, from 20 dwelling units per
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acre to 24.6 dwelling units per acre to allow
162 total dwelling units on the 6.61 acre site
which at a 20% set aside for affordable housing,
increases the number of affordable units set
aside for low and moderate income households
from 26 to 32;
4. Allow for the adoption of a redevelopment plan
to supersede the existing zoning provisions for
the Handler site which is located within the North
Avenue Affordable Housing Transit Oriented
Development District, so that commercial
development without any inclusionary set aside
will be allowed or required on the Handler
Building Site.
This Unified Land Use and Circulation Element of
the Town Master Plan recommends the following to
reflect the revised housing policies contained within
the Housing Element.
Amendment to North Avenue Affordable Housing
Transit Oriented Development District, Block 3305,
Lot 4

The base zoning for the North Avenue TOD permits
25 units/acre, with a required 20% set-aside for
affordable housing. The orientation of these sites
to the rail corridor suggests that developers may
well be interested in developing the site for rental
housing. However, at this time, just beyond the midpoint review, it appears that the Handler Building
site located in the North Avenue TOD is unlikely
to redevelop for residential housing because the
building on the site is not conducive to conversion
from industrial use to residential use. In fact, a
developer has expressed interest in purchasing
the site to adaptively re-use the existing building as
indoor urban farm. The Town may amend the North
Avenue TOD to remove the Handler site (Block 3305,
Lot 4) from the North Avenue TOD. Additionally,
the Town may adopt a redevelopment plan for the
Handler site to supersede the North Avenue TOD
zoning. Finally, in the event that a redevelopment
plan is not adopted for the Handler site and the
Town decides to leave the Handler site in the North
Avenue TOD, then the six units of affordable housing
that will be generated by residential development
of the Handler site will count toward any 4th Round
affordable housing obligation.
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Williams Property, Block 1905, Lot 13

This site was identified as a developable and
suitable property for affordable housing by the Courtappointed Special Master and was approved by the
Superior Court for inclusionary zoning in 2013. The
property is located along the east side of Springfield
Avenue, is 6.61 acres in size and is presently zoned
to permit residential development for 20 units/acre
to permit a total of 130 multifamily units. Under this
plan, the site will be rezoned to permit a residential
development density of 24.6 units/acre that will
result in 162 total dwellings and 32 affordable units.
A minimum number of 32 affordable units will be
constructed on the site and they shall be family
sales or rentals at the option of the developer. The
developer shall make an in-lieu payment to the
Town of Westfield Affordable Housing Trust Fund of
$60,000 representing the factional increase in the
affordable housing set-aside generated by the 162
units but not being constructed (162 x 20% = 32.4
units whereas 32 units will be constructed). The
developer shall pay half of the payment ($30,000)
as a condition precedent to the issuance of the first
construction permit for the project and the remaining
payment ($30,000) as a condition precedent to the
issuance of the first certificate of occupancy.

Redevelopment
Relevant Overall Goals

5. To maintain and enhance the viability of the
various business districts
8. To provide a wide range of housing types
and densities in a manner that maintains and
is compatible with the predominant existing
development pattern of single family detached
dwelling units
9. To address the need of affordable housing
for local and regional population of low- and
moderate-income persons by establishing
various zone districts that encourage the
provision of affordable housing, where
appropriate
13.To address underutilized or vacant sites,
encourage redevelopment or rehabilitation where
properties meet those standards set forth in the
Local Redevelopment and Housing Law
As mentioned earlier, the Town Council passed
Resolution 145-2020 on June 30, 2020 to designate
as an Area in Need of Redevelopment the Town’s
eight (8) existing municipal parking lots. Additionally,
the Town Council has designated the Lord and Taylor
site and the two (2) accompanying parking lots as well
as the Rialto site as Areas in Need of Redevelopment.
As a result, a significant amount of area in and around
downtown Westfield are slated for redevelopment.
In addition to the redevelopment designations that
are generally concentrated in the downtown area,
the Town Council is utilizing the Area in Need of
Rehabilitation designation that covers the entire Town.
This policy was passed through Resolution 1082020 on May 12, 2020 (for SID area) and Resolution
225-2020 on October 13, 2020 (for the remainder of
Town). The rehabilitation designation allows the Town
the ability to prepare redevelopment plans and the 5
year Tax Abatement and Exemption Law where the
Council finds appropriate. The Redevelopment and
Rehabilitation designations give the Town additional
resources to be able to guide development that
occurs in Westfield.
The next step in the redevelopment process is
the creation of redevelopment plans for these
various sites that will detail how these sites will
be redeveloped. The following recommendations
are intended to provide a framework for these
redevelopment plans to ensure that Westfield is able
to capitalize on its redevelopment efforts in a way

that achieves an appropriate level of public benefit
and helps to enhance the economic viability and
vibrancy of downtown Westfield. In addition, there are
other opportunities in the Town that would be ripe for
redevelopment. Adaptive reuse of existing buildings
should be considered in the redevelopment areas, if
feasible.
Any redevelopment plan for redevelopment areas in
downtown Westfield should take into consideration
the following recommendations:
• Explore the opportunity to create public
spaces for residents and visitors.
• Strategically deploy ground floor retail
uses at appropriate locations.
• Take into consideration the recommendations
made in THA Consulting's Parking Plan
• The embracement of arts and culture
as a draw to our community.
• Encourage office uses as a part of the
redevelopment in appropriate locations.
• The creation and implementation of a
streetscape improvement plan that aligns
with the Roadway, Streetscape and Public
Realm Design Guidelines section.
• Explore the use of architectural design
guidelines and standards that mandate attractive
architectural design for future development.
• Explore opportunities for the use
of redevelopment of areas outside
of the downtown area.
• Explore opportunities to utilize the Local
Redevelopment and Housing Law to encourage
the development of certain properties that would
further the Town's community vision and goals
and objectives. These properties include:
» The property on the corner of Ferris
Place and Prospect Street (Block 2504,
Lots 12, 13, 14) as the Re-examination
Report indicated that a change in zoning
may be appropriate for this site
» Supportive housing for veterans at appropriate
locations such as the American Legion site
on North Avenue (Block 2603-3.01)
» Central Avenue business corridor as the
Re-examination Report discussed how
this area has seen little improvement
over the past several years
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Circulation Improvements
Relevant Overall Goals

5. To maintain and enhance the viability of the
various business districts
6. To provide a safe and efficient transportation
system that also encourages mobility by all
modes
12.To promote the conservation of energy and the
recycling of recyclable materials
This section contains recommendations and
strategies for enhancing mobility and circulation
throughout Westfield, both downtown and in the
surrounding neighborhoods. These include both
traditional “project-based” improvements along with
a variety of Transportation Demand Management
strategies. Recommendations were developed with
an understanding that Westfield’s downtown is poised
for redevelopment and the town’s transportation
system needs to accommodate this growth while
meeting the existing needs of residents, workers, and
visitors.
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) is
a different model of thinking about transportation
planning. Instead of focusing solely on infrastructure
for improving people’s access to automotive
transportation, TDM focuses on maximizing people’s
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ability to take advantage of different transportation
modes. This is based on an understanding of how
people currently travel, and how they would like to
travel if given appropriate alternatives. TDM can take
many shapes, such as transit, walking, bicycling,
ridesharing, or even working from home. Whatever
the transportation mode, the interventions pursued
help to reduce congestion and pollution and provide
communities with greater transportation options and
more livable streets. These benefits are especially
important in a mixed-use, transit-oriented environment
such as downtown Westfield, as they reduce the
strain on the road network and lessen the demand for
parking resources.
Of all the TDM strategies, increasing the
prevalence and viability of non-motorized or “active”
transportation (namely walking, biking, and transit) is
the most critical to achieving the Town’s goals related
to both mobility and redevelopment. Not only will it
increase travel choice for residents and visitors, but
it will support downtown redevelopment by reducing
reliance on vehicular trips and parking supply. Active
transportation can play a legitimate role in shifting
trips from personal vehicles to other modes, but
to achieve any significant shift, the transportation
network needs to be comprised of “Complete Streets”
that are considered safe, comfortable, and convenient
by all types of users.

Walking & Biking

Public Transit

To increase walking and biking throughout the Town,
it is paramount that the Town of Westfield continue
to aggressively pursue implementation of the 2019
Bike Walk Westfield (BWW) Plan. To that end,
priority recommendations from the BWW plan are
incorporated into this plan and summarized below:

The COVID-19 pandemic has had an overwhelming
impact on people’s day-to-day lives – including their
means of travel. Changes in travel behavior due
to the pandemic have had a particularly negative
impact on public transit. At the peak of the pandemic
in early-mid 2020, NJ TRANSIT rail ridership had
decreased 97% from the previous year. As of March
2021, NJ TRANSIT ridership is still dramatically
reduced with rail 80%, bus 50% and light rail 53%
below pre-COVID levels.

• Prioritized Sidewalk Plan – The BWW plan
includes a prioritized strategy to address
major gaps in the Town’s sidewalk network by
providing sidewalk along at least one side of all
major streets and most neighborhood streets.
Priority corridors for sidewalk improvements
include Central Avenue (CR 613), Mountain
Avenue (CR 613), East Broad Street (CR 509),
North Avenue (NJ 28/CR 610), South Avenue
(NJ 28/CR 610), and Scotch Plains Avenue.
• Town-wide Crossing Improvements – To
promote increased walking within Town, it is
essential to provide safe and regular crossing
opportunities at high-demand intersections.
The BWW plan presents recommendations
for improving roadway crossings at a townwide scale through a combination of (a)
new designated crossing locations and (b)
enhancing existing crossings. Priority corridors
for pedestrian crossing improvements include
Mountain Avenue (CR 613), Broad Street
(CR 509/CR 648), Central Avenue (CR 613),
and North Avenue (NJ 28/CR 610).
• Bicycle Network Improvements - With its
compact layout and network of low-speed,
low-volume residential streets, Westfield has
the potential to be an attractive community for
bicycling. The BWW plan includes a proposed
network of bicycle facilities that would provide
safe cycling access to local destinations as well
as linkages to the regional bicycle network.
However, given the constrained nature of
Westfield’s street system, implementing
dedicated/separated bicycle facilities on many
routes can only be accomplished by restricting
on-street parking and/or reducing the number
of travel lanes. Therefore, implementation
will require strong political will and community
support. Parking studies and “pilot” programs
may be options to achieving both by evaluating
the needs of various roadway users including
bicyclists, motorists, and parked cars.

In response to the ridership declines, NJ TRANSIT
cut rail and bus service for several months in early
2020. However, NJ TRANSIT has now returned
to pre-COVID schedules and does not anticipate
further service cuts due to COVID-19. According to
a document responding to the agency’s Fiscal Year
2021 Revised Budget Proposal:
“NJ Transit’s rail, bus, light rail and Access Link paratransit services
are critical for essential workers and the most transit-dependent
residents of the State. NJ Transit will maintain full service on all
modes so that residents throughout New Jersey can travel to and
from work, medical appointments, shopping, and other destinations
when they need to.”

Though enormous progress has been made in the
development and distribution of vaccines, travel and
commuting patterns are not expected to return to
pre-COVID levels anytime soon. NJ TRANSIT is not
anticipating a return to pre-COVID ridership levels
until at least 2025, and farebox revenue is expected
to be 59% of pre-COVID levels in June 2021. A study
by McKinsey for the Metropolitan Transportation
Authority expects MTA ridership to remain at 90% of
pre-COVID levels into at least 2024 after a gradual
increase from current ridership.
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Despite the current situation, many still rely on public
transportation for commuting and other necessary
trips, particularly essential workers. Transit is
also critical in supporting a multimodal and vibrant
downtown environment. Through this long-range
planning effort, the Town has an opportunity to think
ahead and plan for when transit ridership eventually
does return to pre-pandemic levels.

While this idea has been discussed in the past,
current redevelopment of the Lord & Taylor
site provides a unique opportunity to revisit the
conversation, both with the developer and NJ
TRANSIT. The Town’s ownership of parcels on both
sides of the NJ TRANSIT right-of-way may help
in finding a viable alignment for the path segment
between Route 28 and the station platform.

Train Station Access

Bus Stop Improvements

Promoting direct, safe, and accessible bicycle and
pedestrian access to the station will be an important
component to mitigating parking demand and traffic
near the station, particularly for short trips. The 2019
BWW plan contains recommendations for pedestrian
and bicycle projects that would improve nonmotorized access to the station.
In addition, there would be substantial benefits to
creating an elevated/off-road connection between
the Lord & Taylor site and Westfield train station (see
Figure 1). By providing a traffic-separated route,
this connection would dramatically increase nonmotorized access from both the redevelopment areas
and neighborhoods to the west. Potential options to
crossing Route 28 include (among others):
• Investigating the feasibility of using
the north side of the existing railroad
bridge over Route 28

• Route 113 along North Avenue (NJ 28)
at Hillcrest Avenue (Eastbound)
• Route 113 along North Avenue (CR 610))
at Tuttle Parkway (Eastbound)
• Route 59 along South Avenue (CR
610) between Summit Avenue and
Westfield Avenue (Westbound)
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• Constructing a new pedestrian bridge
adjacent to the existing railroad bridge

Bus stop amenities are not provided at most stops
in Westfield, though many have adequate space
for the installation of a bus shelter or bench. Bus
shelters provide a place for passengers to wait and
sit in comfort and be protected from harsh weather
conditions. Quality bus shelters are necessary for
maintaining a level of transit service attractive and
dignified for passengers. NJ TRANSIT has guidelines
for the application of bus shelters and seating
based on ridership. While bus shelters may not be
warranted at every stop, seating and route information
should be considered at most stops. Where shelters
are not warranted, benches improve the ability for
older passengers and those with mobility challenges
to travel by bus. Stops with higher ridership that lack
amenities include:
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Potential connection to train station using:
(a) existing NJ Transit overpass or
(b) new adjacent pedestrian bridge

Figure 1: Lord & Taylor Connection

Currently, the Route 59 has a number of “courtesy
stops” that are not signed or approved by the Town.
This includes several locations along E. Broad Street
as well as a pair of courtesy stops on South Avenue
near Cacciola Place. Based on conversations
with NJ TRANSIT, the stops on South Avenue see
a substantial amount of customer activity. It is
recommended that the Town work with NJ TRANSIT
to evaluate ridership at courtesy stops and ordinance
stops with measurable ridership, which will allow them
Bus Stop Lacking Accessible Route/Source: NJDOT to be included in considerations for bus stop amenities
Complete Street Guide
and pedestrian access.
In addition, all bus stops should have ADA-compliant
pedestrian routes leading to the stop, including
sidewalk and roadway crossings where necessary/
applicable. Transit stops with relatively high ridership
lacking accessible pedestrian routes include:
• Route 113 along North Avenue (NJ 28) at
Euclid Avenue (EB): This stop serves over
50 passengers per day and is one of the
higher ridership stops in Westfield but does
not have an approaching sidewalk in either
direction. No pedestrian crossings of North
Avenue are provided in the vicinity.
• Route 59 along South Avenue (CR 610)
at Livingston Street (EB and WB): The
westbound bus stop at Windsor Avenue
cannot be reached by sidewalk, and the
eastbound stop at Livingston Street has
no sidewalk to the east of the stop.
• Route 59 along East Broad Street (CR
509) between Wells Street and Wynchview
Drive (SB): There is no sidewalk access to
the southbound stop at Wynchview Drive.
• Routes 59/66 along Springfield Avenue
(CR 509) at Unami Terrace (WB): The
lone bus stop on Springfield Avenue has
no sidewalk leading from the west.
• Route 59 along Brightwood Avenue at
Embree Crescent (EB) and Prospect Street
(WB): Several portions of Brightwood Avenue
lack sidewalk on one side including the
eastbound bus stop at Embree Crescent and
the westbound stop at Prospect Street.
Bus stops and primary access routes to transit should
be properly lit for safety and security. In most areas,
overhead roadway lighting can cover the approaching
sidewalk, but special attention should be paid to
nearby roadway crossings to ensure they have
adequate lighting.

Other TDM Strategies

In addition to walking/biking/transit improvements,
other TDM strategies that Westfield should investigate
include bikeshare, electric scooters, carshare, and
jitney services. Some of these are outlined in the
recent 2019 Master Plan Re-Examination Parking
Plan Element, which presents shared-mobility
strategies to help reduce parking demand. This
section expands the discussion on those strategies.
Bikeshare and E-Scooters

In recent years, bikeshare and electric scooter
(E-scooter) programs have become largely popular
in more transit-oriented, walkable communities
as an alternative to driving. Bike share programs
provide bicycles for people to use on an “as-needed”
basis without the costs, maintenance, storage, and
responsibilities that come with owning a bike. Using
smartphone applications, one can reserve a bike
at a designated location and ride it to their desired
destination or a nearby bicycle parking station. In
addition to “docked” systems with specific bike
stations, there are also “dockless” options that
eliminate the need for stations by using bikes with
an internal self-locking mechanism. The dockless
approach can significantly expand the reach of the
system and may help with the feasibility; however,
dockless systems have created issues in certain
locations related to poor bike parking and sidewalk
clutter.
E-scooters are an alternative to bikeshare using
essentially the same concept, except replacing bikes
with scooters. However, one key difference is that
E-scooter systems tend to be dockless rather than
having stations. E-bikes, which have small electric
motors that increase speed and ease of pedaling,
have also increased in popularity and can be
integrated into bikeshare fleets, whether docked or
dockless.
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Citi Bike. Citi Bike, operating in the larger cities of
Jersey City and New York City, had more bikes and
more stations, and with that, more utility to potential
riders.

Given the compact nature of Westfield’s downtown,
and the potential for significant redevelopment, the
Town should explore options to implement a public,
private, and/or developer-sponsored bikeshare
program that would provide alternative transportation
options for resident, workers, and visitors. To this
end, the Town could learn from nearby communities
with existing systems. Successful bikeshare systems
require a designated fleet of bikes, parking locations,
and, as can be seen with Citi Bike in Jersey City
and Jersey Bike in Hoboken, a growing network
of bicycle-friendly streets connecting high demand
destinations. Placement of facilities near transit and
new development and establishing clear branding
and payment systems are important strategies for
encouraging ridership.
When deciding on which bikeshare platform to use,
Jersey City chose Citi Bike. Hoboken, instead of using
the same platform as its neighboring city, elected to
use Hudson Bike Share (later Jersey Bike), citing the
lower cost. The lack of interconnectivity that resulted
from this decision hampered the ability for Hoboken
and Jersey City bikeshare users to maximize the
service, since riders could not make trips between
the two cities. Hudson Bike Share expanded to
neighboring municipalities, though the number of
stations and bikes was insufficient for demand. The
service, while successful, eventually folded in 2020
when Hoboken announced it would be switching to
84
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Adequate funding is necessary to support a
successful bikeshare network. Both Hudson Bike and
Citi Bike are privately funded, with revenue resulting
mainly from fares and advertising opportunities,
although the municipality is responsible for bike
station placement. The service of Zagster, another
bikeshare platform in Asbury Park and Princeton,
relied on partnering with various institutions for
funding in addition to fares. In Asbury Park, bike
parking stations were sponsored by local businesses
and local real estate developers. Rather than relying
on sponsorships and fares, the service in Princeton
relied on Princeton University for support, allowing
students and community members to use the
bikeshare at cheaper prices.
Carshare

Carsharing programs allow commuters, residents,
and employees in transit-served areas (who may not
want or need to own a vehicle or a second vehicle)
to access a car when needed. Through services like
Zipcar or Getaround, users can reserve a car for a set
time period using a phone-based application. Prices
vary depending on length of trip, time of trip, type
of car, and the way the program is structured. For
instance, instead of owning a fleet of cars as Zipcar
does, Getaround connects potential drivers to car
owners who have availability to rent out their cars to
others. Prices are often cheaper and more variable
than Zipcar, because pricing depends on the car
owner.
Integrating carsharing into downtowns or new
development projects is an effective strategy to
reduce parking requirements and provide residents,
commuters, and employees with a vehicle.
Carsharing has been shown to be highly effective in

reducing the need of car ownership, especially when
combined with accessibility to mass transit. Given
these benefits, the Town should explore options
to implement a private or developer sponsored/
subsidized carshare program.

grant from Sustainable Jersey. This demonstrates
that carshare, along with other forms of Transit
Demand Management, can help municipalities meet
climate resiliency initiatives while at the same time
reducing strains on traffic and parking.
Jitneys

While carshare is almost always funded and
implemented by private entities, it is important
that municipalities function as an active partner to
boost the viability of the program. For instance,
Hoboken partnered with Zipcar to support carsharing
by designating on-street parking spaces for the
exclusive use of Zipcars. Normally, Zipcar would
pay for spaces in parking garages, but the added
convenience of parking on the curb was viewed
as a way of boosting carshare use. Although the
program received some backlash for taking away a
small number of parking spaces, Hoboken’s Corner
Cars program has been successful in reducing the
overall demand for parking. Each of the 50 Zipcars
in the program has removed 15 cars from the road,
for a total of 750 fewer cars. Asbury Park has also
announced plans to have a local carshare program
with exclusively electric vehicles. The city installed
several EV-only parking spaces that double as
charging stations in its downtown with the help of

Jitneys or shuttle buses can also help with managing
parking supply, reducing emissions, and providing
transportation alternatives. The most notable
examples are found around the Morris & Essex NJ
Transit Line, where municipalities run shuttles from
local neighborhoods to their respective train station.
This reduces congestion and parking demand
adjacent to the train station, which is often located
in the heart of the downtown. In Springfield, fares
are $3 per ride or $50 per month, whereas in West
Orange the jitney buses are free. Glen Ridge’s jitney
system provides a $25 10-trip pass option in addition
to their annual, monthly and one way passes.
Jitneys in this context often serve as ways of getting
to public transit for commuting purposes, running
several times to the train station in the morning
rush, and making the reverse trip several hours later
in the evening. For Livingston’s shuttle, there are
six morning trips and nine evening trips. However,
because these examples are commuter focused,
service is not provided during other times of the day
and the lack of frequency and circuitous routing can
dampen their ability to serve as a general public
transportation option. This does not mean that
jitney services are not successful, though, since
they are primarily intended to reduce the need for
excess parking near transit stations. This is often
achieved by maximizing geographic coverage at the
expense of speed, as is the case in Maplewood, or
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by shuttling people to the train station from an area
with an abundance of cheap or free parking, as is the
case in Springfield where the shuttle connects to the
community pool parking lot.
Unlike the private TDM bikeshare or carshare
initiatives, most jitney systems are publicly funded.
However, there may be opportunities to partner with
the local Transportation Management Association
(EZRide) and/or private developers to implement a
targeted jitney system serving Westfield’s downtown,
train station, and nearby neighborhoods.
Public vs. Private Considerations

Because of COVID-19, many bikeshare
companies and jitney services have suspended
services. With the changes that the pandemic has
brought in terms of the ability to work from home
and schedule flexibility, commuter-focused jitney
services may be less viable in the future, though
opportunities may exist for designing routes to
serve downtown business districts. Partnering
with private businesses for transportation, as
is the case with Zagster, which has since shut
down, highlights the pitfalls of relying solely on
private transportation solutions. Although people
used the service, once it was not profitable, the
company ceased operations. If transportation is to
be a public good, partnering with companies using
a longer-term model and/or establishing a public
alternative may be necessary. It should also be
noted that other bikeshare services, like Citi Bike,
have experienced ridership increases during the
pandemic, signifying that these transportation
alternatives can and will remain viable even after
COVID-19. Regardless of the details, shared
mobility options such as bikeshare and carshare
should be viewed as valuable TDM strategies that
increase transportation choice and decrease car
dependency.
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Traffic Circulation

In general, the constrained nature of Westfield’s street
network does not allow for widening or expanding
roads, nor would that approach be consistent
with other community goals related to walkability,
placemaking, and downtown redevelopment. As
described earlier, an alternative approach to
enhancing mobility rests on creating more “Complete
Streets” that accommodate the full range of travel
options and reduce the demand for driving. However,
this plan recognizes that the majority of trips in
Westfield are still made by personal vehicle and that
is unlikely to change in the near future. Thus, it is
important to continue planning for vehicular circulation
and develop ways to improve safety and circulation
in a manner that does not work against other Town
goals.
Safety-Related Intersection Improvements

The 2019 BWW plan recommended geometric and
striping improvements at eight problem intersections
to improve safety and walkability. Two of these
intersections – both along Central Avenue – were
identified as “Top 10 High Crash Intersections” in
the Existing Conditions crash analysis and, as major
gateways into the downtown, should be prioritized for
improvements:
• Central Ave (CR 613) & South Ave (CR 610)
• Central Ave (CR 613) & North Ave (NJ 28)
Recommended improvements include new ergonomic
crosswalks, pedestrian signal heads, signal timing
upgrades, and curb extensions. Coordination with
Union County and NJDOT will be necessary to further
evaluate and implement these improvements.

Traffic-Related Intersection Improvements

The existing conditions analysis identified two
intersections in the downtown area as having the
most delay for motorists:
• North Ave (NJ 28/CR 610) &
East Broad St (CR 509)
• South Ave (NJ 28/CR 610) & NJ
28 (i.e. Westfield Circle)
These are both complicated intersections, outside of
the Town’s control, and have limited options for low
cost, easy-to-implement improvements. Therefore,
a more detailed study is recommended to determine
what can be done to improve circulation through these
intersections for all modes of travel, both today and
with new development. It should be noted that the
Lord & Taylor connector path described earlier could
dramatically increase walking and biking access by
providing a direct and traffic-separated connection.
Coordination with Union County and NJDOT should
be included in the study.
Traffic Signal Upgrades

The length, timing, and phasing of traffic signal
operations can have a significant impact on traffic flow
as well as bicycle and pedestrian travel. Upgrading
and optimizing signal timings can often improve
traffic flow by 10-15%. The following actions are
recommended for existing traffic signals in Westfield:
• Review and update traffic signal
timings: Coordination with NJDOT/
County to determine priority movements
and update signal timings accordingly.
• Upgrade signals town-wide to have
pedestrian countdown heads: Pedestrian
signal heads can help improve crossing
safety. If signals are upgraded to include
actuated or semi-actuated phases, they
should feature pedestrian recall so that
WALK signals are automatically provided
during every cycle without the need for push
buttons. In addition, Leading Pedestrian
Intervals (LPIs) should be considered at major
intersections to give pedestrians a “head
start” against conflicting vehicle turns.

New Traffic Controls

At the time this plan was being prepared, the Town
was working with Union County to add traffic signals
at the Rahway Avenue/Lamberts Mill Road (CR 606)
and Scotch Plains Road/West Broad Street (CR 509)
intersections. The Rahway Avenue intersection was
also identified as a Top 10 High Crash Intersection
and a new signal at this location should help improve
safety by reducing crashes associated with turns to
and from Lamberts Mill Road. Scotch Plains Road
was identified as a major connection for bicyclists and
pedestrians, and the new signal at West Broad Street
will support non-motorized travel along this route by
providing a protected crossing.
The 2019 BWW Plan identified two additional
intersections as candidates for traffic signals:
• Prospect Street and East Broad Street
(CR 509): The lack of signalization at this
intersection leads to motorists routinely
blocking crosswalks and failing to yield to
pedestrians as they attempt to make turns.
A traffic signal would enhance crossing
opportunities for pedestrians and be more
consistent with similar intersections throughout
the downtown. While an initial review of 2019
traffic volumes (pre-pandemic) suggests that
a signal may be warranted, a formal Signal
Warrant Analysis would need to be conducted
and reviewed with Union County.
• Chestnut Street and East Broad Street
(CR 509): Heavy vehicle traffic and the
dog-legged interesting street geometry
at Chestnut Street and East Broad Street
present challenges for both pedestrians and
vehicles trying to cross Broad Street. A signal
at this location would benefit pedestrians by
providing regular gaps in the traffic stream
and allow motorists to make a safer through
movement along Chestnut Street. This
circulation plan reinforces the recommendation
to coordinate with Union County on advancing
a traffic signal at this location.
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Road Diets for North and South Avenue

The term “road diet” refers to road reconfigurations
that reduce the number of traffic lanes on a street
and re-apportion the space to other uses. Road
diets are listed as one of FHWA’s “proven safety
countermeasures” due to multiple benefits including:
• An overall crash reduction of
19 to 47 percent.
• Reduction of rear-end and left-turn crashes
due to the dedicated left-turn lane.

The North Avenue Walkable Community Workshop
(2019) report recommended a road diet for a ½ mile
segment of North Avenue (NJ 28) between East
Broad Street and Elmer Street. Figure 2 shows
the existing cross section along with a reconfigured
section that features a center median and parking on
one side of the road. The center median would be
used to create left turn pockets at major intersections
including East Broad Street, Elm Street, and Central
Avenue.

• Reduced right-angle crashes as side street
motorists cross three versus four travel lanes.
• Fewer lanes for pedestrians to cross.
• Opportunity to install pedestrian
refuge islands, bicycle lanes, onstreet parking, or transit stops.
• Traffic calming and more consistent speeds.
• A more community-focused, "Complete Streets"
environment that better accommodates
the needs of all road users.

Figure 2: North Avenue: Existing (top) and
Proposed (bottom) cross sections

Road diet examples along NJ Route 45 in Woodbury, NJ
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Similar to North Avenue, a road diet along the
segment of South Avenue (CR 610) between Central
Avenue and the traffic circle would not only have
safety benefits but also work to support community
goals. Figure 3 shows the existing cross section
compared with two potential reconfiguration options.
In both cases, the road diet would reduce the number
of westbound lanes from two to one and re-apportion
that space by either:
• Adding parking and widening the
sidewalk on the north side: This option
would provide enough room to add parking
to the north side of the road and widen
the sidewalk by about five feet, thereby
supporting a more robust streetscape in front
of the adjacent redevelopment site.
• Adding a two-way bikeway on the north
side: Alternatively, there is an opportunity to
enhance bike connectivity to the south side of
the train station and planned bike routes on
Summit Ave and Boulevard. One challenge
would be how the bikeway transitions through
the nearby intersections at Central Avenue and
South Avenue (NJ 28). At the traffic circle, there
is potential to transition the bikeway off the
road to a shared use path, which could then run
under the railroad bridge to the downtown.
This current plan provided an opportunity to further
evaluate the two road diet concepts from a traffic
perspective. While the North Avenue road diet would
likely increase traffic delay at the intersections with
E. Broad and Central Avenue, it would also improve
safety through dedicated left turn lanes, provide
space for on-street parking, create opportunities for
midblock pedestrian crossing islands, and help foster
a more “complete” downtown street. Ultimately, any
desired changes to the North Avenue cross section
will need to be reviewed with NJDOT, which has
jurisdiction over the roadway.

Figure 3: South Avenue: Existing (Top)
and Proposed (Bottom Two)

Compared to North Avenue, a road diet along South
Avenue would likely have less traffic impacts because
volumes are lower and there is currently only one
eastbound lane. If the Town desires to pursue this
project, initial steps would involve discussing the
options with Union County as well as coordinating
with redevelopment plans for the train station parking
lot site.
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would need to be studied in more detail,
along with any potential impacts to Euclid
Avenue due to new traffic patterns.

Euclid Avenue Extension
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• As a street crossing: A full roadway crossing
serving would improve traffic operations at
key downtown intersections by providing
a local alternative to Central Avenue (CR
613) and would also provide a more direct
bicycle and pedestrian route. Similar to
Central Avenue, the crossing would likely
take the form of an underpass, although this

It is recognized that a project of this magnitude would
require extensive coordination and approval from
multiple parties, including NJDOT and NJ TRANSIT,
take many years to implement, and come at a
very high cost. At the same time, it could provide
significant benefits to Westfield’s overall circulation
patterns and quality of life by better connecting what
are currently isolated neighborhoods. The Town’s
plans for redevelopment along North and South
Avenue (NJ 28/CR 610) near Euclid Avenue provide
an opportunity to start the conversation, as there may
be opportunities to integrate the connection through
future development and/or secure right-of-way for the
connection. The Euclid Avenue extension is just one
example of a potential approach to bridging the NorthSouth gap. Alternative solutions should be explored
by the Town as possible.

re

From a high-level circulation and street network
perspective, it would be beneficial to have an
additional north-south crossing of the rail line to the
east of Central Avenue (CR 613). This would allow
local residents to bypass Central Avenue for many
trips and improve multimodal connections between
neighborhoods. To that end, Figure 4 shows a new
crossing in the vicinity of Euclid Avenue. This location
was selected because Euclid Avenue could potentially
extend from Mountain Avenue all the way to South
Avenue. There are a couple ways to think about this
new connection:

• As a pedestrian/bicycle crossing: A
pedestrian-only connection would also provide
significant benefits by connecting isolated
neighborhoods and potentially reducing local
vehicular trips. In contrast to the roadway
connection, a non-motorized crossing could be
implemented as either a tunnel or an overhead
pedestrian bridge with ramps and stairs.
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A major challenge with Westfield’s street network is
poor north-south connectivity due to limited crossings
of the railroad. The problem is particularly acute east
of Central Avenue, where the next crossing is more
than a mile away in Garwood. This creates issues
both for vehicular circulation, as regional north-south
trips on Central Avenue (CR 613) are forced to mix
with local traffic, as well as for local connectivity
between neighborhoods, as the barrier turns what
could be ¼ mile trip by foot or bike into a mile-long
drive through the downtown.
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Figure 4: Euclid Avenue Extension
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Loading Zones and Curb Management

A key component to urban mobility in a downtown
area is managing the curb. Traditional uses of curb
space in downtowns – including parking, buses, taxis,
freight deliveries, bike lanes, etc. now compete with
rideshare deliveries, and other new transportation
modes and services. As downtown Westfield
develops, demand for on-street parking and access
to curb space will increase and the control and
enforcement of the curb will grow more challenging.
This situation is further exacerbated by the COVID-19
Pandemic and the growth of dot.com retail and food
pick-up and delivery. Typically, the use of loading
zones is restricted to commercial vehicles during
normal business hours but in many downtown areas
with numerous small businesses, merchants often
use their private vehicles for deliveries and loading
of merchandise. In addition, TNC’s (Uber/Lyft) and
food pick-up and delivery services (Door Dash, Grub
Hub) often use loading zones for pick-up and dropoff areas. To support the many competing factions
vying for curb space, Westfield should establish a
comprehensive curb management plan that promotes
the following:

• Consistent and extended enforcement
of on-street parking time limits.
• Consistent and extended enforcement
of commercial loading zones.
• The establishment of enforcement of noncommercial vehicle drop of and pick up areas
(Uber/ Lyft/ Door Dash/Grub Hub, etc.).
• The conversion of the Loading Zones to
short term drop-off / pick-up areas after
business hours to accommodate downtown
dining and entertainment activities.
• The use of parking enforcement and
monitoring technology to better regulate and
enforce the curb. Technologies include:
» License Plate Recognition system for
enforcement. These systems enhance the ability
to perform on-street time limit enforcement.
» In-ground parking sensors to monitor
loading spaces in real time. In-ground
sensors can provide real-time data,
monitor space availability, and provide time
violation alerts to enforcement staff.

Due to COVID-19 social distance requirements, temporary pickup/drop-off zones were created so that customers and delivery
drivers can safely pick-up orders from businesses. Source:
https://parking.baltimorecity.gov/pabc-regulations
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Westfield as a Shared Parking Clearinghouse

According to the Urban Land Institute (ULI), “Shared
Parking is defined as parking spaces that can be
used to serve two or more individual land uses
without conflict or encroachment”. The mix of land
uses typical in a downtown provide meaningful
opportunities for shared parking. The utilization of
the same parking space by multiple user groups (i.e.,
parking for commuters during the day, and residents
or retail patrons in the evening and weekends)
maximizes the use of parking resources, reduces
the amount of parking to be built, and if parking fees
are charged, financially supports the facilities’ capital
and operating expenses. The mix of land uses in
downtown Westfield offers opportunities to share
parking resources.
It may be a challenge to establish formal agreements
between developers or land owners who have
excess parking capacity and potential permit parkers
to institute shared parking. However, to facilitate
agreements between downtown developers / owners
and permit parkers, Westfield could serve as a
“clearinghouse” of available parking. In this capacity,
the Township could obtain parking availability data
from private owners as a way to create and maintain
a database regarding the availability of parking for
lease in all private parking facilities in the Downtown.
This information would be available to prospective
businesses seeking parking and potential developers
wishing to secure parking for new projects. Westfield
could work with parking owners to facilitate standard
parking lease terms that would identify the owners
of the parking resources and thereby potentially
provide a meaningful parking resource for Downtown
Westfield that would otherwise sit empty at certain
times of the week.
While the coordination and administration of sharing
parking assets may pose a bureaucratic challenge
for Westfield, there are private companies that can
enter into agreements with local property owners
with excess parking and marketing those spaces to
commuters, is operating in Westfield and is providing
underutilized parking resources to commuters.

Payment in Lieu of Parking (PILOP)

The high cost of providing surface or structured
parking facilities in urban environments, i.e. land
acquisition, soft cost, development fees, and
construction hard costs often effect project feasibility
and result in developers requesting waivers from
municipal parking requirements. A municipality which
adopts an ordinance that implements a program
for a Payment In Lieu Of Parking (PILOP) offers a
developer the option to pay a fee for each waived
parking space, in lieu of providing the number of
parking spaces required by local land use ordinance.
The municipality utilizes the PILOP fee to maintain
or construct a public parking facility available to
the users or occupants of the development project,
as well as the general parking public. For years,
municipalities have used PILOP initiatives as a way
of allowing new development to proceed without
providing all or some of the required parking on the
development site. PILOP programs can be a valuable
tool for promoting new development, especially with
the presence of mass transit where residents and
employees of the downtown have the option of an
alternative mode of transportation.
The PILOP fee is generally calculated based on
the per-space cost of constructing surface or
structured parking. Depending on the location and
type of parking, this fee can range from as little as
$3,000 per space in smaller towns with abundant
and inexpensive land for surface parking, to over
$25,000 in more dense areas where structured
parking is required due to land costs and the desired
development density. The benefits of a PILOP
program include the reduction of over building parking
facilities, encouraging shared parking, saving valuable
land for other uses, and creating a fund for future
parking development and maintenance or to support
parking strategies. PILOP programs exist around the
country with different ways to finance the in-lieu costs
developers must pay. These typically depend on the
fiscal needs, liquidity and desires of each municipality.
Some variations on methods to collect payment
include:
• Lump sum payment
• Annual installment payment
• Combination of both upfront and
installment payments
• Guaranteed monthly permit sales / payments
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Westfield should create a PILOP ordinance with
a dedicated fund for revenues and then reinvest
these revenues in a parking trust fund dedicated to
expanding the public parking opportunities throughout
the CBD and the township. Funds contributed to a
PILOP fund can be used for the following:
• Acquire simple fee or other interest in land, and
other real property for parking purposes
• Construct, maintain, operate, lease,
manage, or otherwise provide off-street
parking facilities for public use
• Provide public information to enhance parking
utilization including publicity campaigns,
signage, and other informational devices
• Coordinate plans for parking facility
improvements and expansion with public
transportation plans and operations in
the vicinity, particularly joint facilities that
might be operated in connection with transit
stations and any feeder services
• Fund parking studies and professional
fees for feasibility analysis, design and
construction of new facilities
The benefits of adopting a PILOP program include:
• Developer flexibility
• Public parking facilities can be shared by
multiple users (private parking facilities
are often restricted to users generated by
the owner’s development project)

Bicycle Parking

Bicycle parking is essential to support bicycling
and increase the number of bicycle trips for
commuting, shopping, and social visits. Bicycle
parking ordinances can help increase the availability,
convenience and quality of bicycle parking, creating
a more bike-friendly environment and, over time,
reducing demand for car parking as trips shift modes.
The Parking Plan Element of the Westfield Master
Plan Re-Examination 2019 recommends any new
public parking facility “provide bicycle storage and
lockup locations in new projects to further incentivize
residents to give up their car and parking.”
Parking Facilities

Many municipalities in New Jersey have implemented
laws requiring bicycle parking in off-street lots and
enclosed garages. This provides bicycle parking at
locations that are already destinations, especially
close to transit and downtowns. The City of Summit
requires all facilities that provide off-street parking
for the public to provide at least one bicycle parking
space per 10 automobile parking spaces. The
Borough of Chatham also requires one parking space
for every 10 required off-street parking spaces. In the
Borough of Somerville, all parking areas containing at
least 50 parking spaces must provide bicycle parking.
The number of bicycle parking spaces in Somerville is
at least 10% of the first 100 required spaces, plus 2%
of any amount beyond that.
New Development

• Consolidation of multiple small and
single user parking facilities, into a larger
strategically located public parking facility

Bicycle parking ordinances can also require new
commercial and multi-family developments and
redevelopment projects to provide bicycle parking.
The required number of spaces typically varies by
zoning district as well as specific land use (e.g.
restaurant, hotel, senior center). The number of
bicycle parking spaces for multi-family developments
is typically per dwelling unit or number of bedrooms.
Requirements for commercial and civic uses often
are based on square footage, number of employees,

• Reduction or elimination of parking
variances granted by a municipality
• Creates a level playing field, where
all developers contribute to and
share public parking
• Provides a funding mechanism for public
parking improvements and facilities

PILOP Parking Fees in Other NJ Municipalities
Municipality

PILOP

Asbury Park

$15,000

Fort Lee

$20,000

Hackensack

$2,500-$9,000

Metuchen

$5,000

Rahway

$5,000

Source: THA Consulting, Inc., 2020
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or motor vehicle parking spaces. The table below
provides examples of bicycle parking requirements in
a few municipalities in New Jersey.
Model Ordinances

It is important for bicycle parking ordinances to
provide for not only the short-term bicycle parking
needs of local residents out shopping, eating,
attending appointments, etc., but also the long-term
bicycle parking needs of employees, multi-family
housing residents, and students who park their
bikes at work, school, or home for many hours or
overnight. Short-term and long-term bicycle parking
have different requirements and needs. Security is
a heightened concern for long-term bicycle parking,
while immediate proximity to a destination is a greater
priority for short-term bicycle parking. Additionally,
short-term bicycle parking is generally not required
to protect bicycles from the weather, while long-term
bicycle parking necessitates full weather protection.
Both the Municipality of Princeton and City of Jersey
City have adopted bicycle parking ordinances that
require short-term and long-term bicycle parking,
although Jersey City refers to these as outdoor
(short-term) and indoor spaces (long-term). Both
also address location and design of facilities in
their ordinances. In addition, the bicycle parking
requirement in both municipalities applies to additions
or enlargements of existing structures as well as new
construction. Differences between the ordinances
indicate how different municipalities can address
the breakdown between short-term and long-term
bicycle parking. In Princeton, the ordinance uses a
percentage breakdown that indicates how many of
the bicycle parking spaces must be short-term spaces
versus the percentage that are dedicated to longterm parking. Jersey City's ordinance for some uses
differentiates the number of short-term and long-term
spaces required based on the gross floor area.
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Sample Bicycle Parking Requirements
Municipality

Morristown

Cranford

Bicyle Parking Requirement
On all properties with 5 or more
residential units, commercial uses, or a
mix of residential and commercial uses:
• 1 bicycle space per dwelling unit
• 1 bicycle space per 7,500 sq.
ft. of commercial use
• 1 bicycle space per 10,000 sq. ft.
of civic or institutional use

All multifamily and nonresidential
developments:

• 1 bicycle space per dwelling unit
• 1 bicycle space for each 50 off-street
parking spaces

In the CC District:
Fanwood

South Orange

• Multifamily: 1 bicycle space per unit
• Nonresidential: 2 biyccle spaces per 5,000
sq. ft. of gross floor area
• Parking garage: 1 bicycle space per 10
vehicles

Mulifamily buildings: 1 bicycle space for
every 3 dwelling units

Roadway, Streetscape
and Public Realm Design
Guidelines
Relevant Overall Goals

5. To maintain and enhance the viability of the
various business districts
6. To provide a safe and efficient transportation
system that enourages mobility by all modes

These should be viewed as guidelines to follow,
particularly during the Redevelopment Planning
process, but these should not be considered legally
binding. When a street is resurfaced, reconstructed
or included in a redevelopment area, the street
typologies can help inform planning and design
decisions.
The following five street typologies represent typecial
streets in Westfield. The typologies are:
1. Downtown Core Street
2. Downtown Edge Street
3. Downtown Core Thoroughfare

Street Types

A street typology is a commonly used method of
categorizing streets. The typologies in this document
reflect both the transportation function of the street
and the surrounding land use. The focus is on
downtown streets but includes one general typology
for residential areas.

4. Downtown Edge Thoroughfare
5. Neighborhood/Residential Street

The purpose of developing these typologies is to
provide guidance to the Town on best practices in
designing streets with different contexts and needs.

Street Typologies Map
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Street Zones

The document identifies design priorities and recommendations for the sidewalk zone, which includes
elements located between the curb and the property line, and the roadway zone, which covers the area from
curb-to-curb.

Sidewalk Zones

The sidewalk is divided into three zones: the frontage
zone, the pedestrian clear zone, and the buffer zone.

lighting elements. This is sometimes also referred to as
the "curb" or "amenity" zone.
Roadway Zones

The roadway zone provides access and mobility and is
comprised of the curbside zone and travel lanes. The
Curbside Zone is the area adjacent to the sidewalk.
Possible curbside zone uses include on-street parking,
shoulders, bicycle lanes, in-street corrals for bicycles
and other micromobility devices, loading zones,
parklets, and more. The Travel Lanes are used by
passenger vehicles, buses, emergency vehicles,
Pedestrian clear zone: Accessible pathway to ensure delivery/freight vehicles, and bicycles.
pedestrians have a safe and adequate place to walk. It
should be wide enough for people to pass one another
and clear of any physical obstacles.
Frontage zone: Section of the sidewalk that functions
as an extension of the building and includes the
building facade and entrances. It may accommodate
landscaping, outdoor cafes, retail displays, and
other items. The frontage zone is not essential on all
streets, and in some cases may be provided on private
property.

Buffer zone: Section of the sidewalk between the
curb and the clear zone in which street furniture and
amenities are provided, including landscaping and
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Typology 1: Downtown Core Street
Key Features

Description

The Downtown Core Streets are in Westfield's mixeduse and commercial center. Buildings are oriented
to the street. The density of shops, restaurants,
and other destinations attracts high volumes of
pedestrians and motorists over the course of the day
and into the evening. This active mix necessitates
slower speeds, traffic calming elements, and
consistent sidewalks on both sides of the street. The
design should help create or enhance an inviting and
enjoyable pedestrian experience, provide flexible
space for outdoor events and dining, and support
the generally mixed-use character of the street. Onstreet parking and design elements such as benches,
lighting, and street trees are common.

1. Development: mixed-use
2. Pedestrian and bicycle activity: high
3. Vehicle activity: moderate to high
4. Speed: 25 mph
5. Transit service: bus
6. On-street parking: yes
7. Other key features: walking route to train station,
continuous sidewalk, loading zones for deliveries

Example Streets

Zone

Elm Street

Quimby Street

Broad Street

Sidewalk

12'

11-12'

11'

F-Frontage Zone

3-4'

0-4'

0-3'

P-Pedestrian Clear Zone

4-5'

4-7'

4-7'

B-Buffer Zone

4'

4'

4'

Roadway

41'

52'

44'

CS-Curbside Zone

Parallel on-street parking

Parallel & angled on-street
parking

Parallel on-street parking

T-Travel Lanes

2 Travel lanes

2 Travel lanes

2 Travel lanes

Typical Existing Cross Section
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Downtown Core Example Photos

Elm Street looking South towards Train Station

Quimby Street

E Broad Street
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Typology 2: Downtown Edge Street
Key Features

Descritpion

Downtown Edge Streets function as transitions
between the downtown and surrounding residential
areas. Downtown Edge Streets typically carry
moderate traffic volumes and on-street parking is
typically available on one or both sides of the street.
Development is a mix of commercial, institutional,
office, and residential uses. Building setbacks vary.
As key connectors, these streets should be designed
to encourage walking and bicycling including
sidewalks, lighting, street trees, and enhanced
crossings.

1. Development: mixed
2. Pedestrian and bicycle activity: moderate to high
3. Vehicle activity: moderate to high
4. Speed: 25 mph
5. Transit service: bus
6. On-street parking: yes
7. Other key features: gateway to downtown

Example Streets

Zone

East Broad Street
(By Mindowaskin Park)

Prospect Street
(By Parking Lot #1)

Central Avenue
(Between Park St &
South Ave)

Sidewalk

9-11'

9-10'

10'

F-Frontage Zone

0'

0'

0'

P-Pedestrian Clear Zone

4'

6'

6'

B-Buffer Zone

5-6'

3-4'

4'

Roadway

40'

30'

35'

CS-Curbside Zone

Parallel on-street parking

Commercial loading zone
(1 side)

Parallel on-street parking

T-Travel Lanes

2 Travel lanes

2 Travel lanes

2 Travel lanes

Typical Existing Cross Section
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Downtown Edge Street Example Photos

East Broad Street (by Mindowaskin Park)

Prospect Street (by Parking Lot #1)

Central Avenue (between Park St & South Ave)
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Typology 3: Downtown
Core Thoroughfare
Key Features

Description

The Downtown Core Thoroughfares serve the
area around the train station. These streets have
higher pedestrian activity, in addition to higher traffic
volumes. Buildings are located close to the street
and house a mix of retail, office, institutional, and
residential uses. There are also multiple parking lots
that serve the train station and downtown shopping.
Because Downtown Core Thoroughfares carry
significant vehicle traffic that operates in potential
conflict with high numbers of pedestrians and
bicyclists, street design should emphasize safety for
pedestrians and bicyclists and providing safe and
convenient transit access.

1. Development: mixed
2. Pedestrian and bicycle activity: moderate to high
3. Vehicle activity: moderate to high
4. Speed: 25 mph
5. Transit service: bus and train
6. On-street parking: varies
7. Other key features: access to train station

Example Streets

Zone

North Avenue
(between Elm St &
Central Ave)

South Avenue
(between Westfield &
Summit Aves)

Sidewalk

9-12'

9-11'

F-Frontage Zone

0-6'

0'

P-Pedestrian Clear Zone

6-9'

6-8'

B-Buffer Zone

0-3'

2-5'

Roadway

40'

42'

CS-Curbside Zone

--

Parallel on-street parking
(1 side)

T-Travel Lanes

4 Travel lanes

3 Travel lanes

Typical Existing Cross Section
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Downtown Core Thoroughfare Example Photos

North Avenue (between Elm St & Central Ave

South Avenue (between Westfield & Summit Aves)
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Typology
4:
Thoroughfare

Downtown

Edge
Key Features

Description

Downtown Edge Thoroughfares provide regional
connections. These streets have high motor vehicle
traffic and less pedestrian and bicycle activity.
Downtown Edge Thoroughfares are more likely
to have some buildings close and others set back
from the street, behind lawns or planted areas.
Development density will be more varied, ranging
from high- to medium-intensity. Street design should
include elements to facilitate safe crossings and
transit access, and sidewalks that are buffered from
high volumes of traffic.

1. Development: mixed
2. Pedestrian and bicycle activity: low to moderate
3. Vehicle activity: high
4. Speed: 25 mph
5. Transit service: bus
6. On-street parking: varies
7. Other key features: provide regional access

Example Streets

Zone

South Avenue
(between W Broad St &
Downer St)

North Avenue
(between Elmer St &
Tremont Ave)

North Avenue (@
Lord & Taylor)

Sidewalk

8-11'

13'

12-14'

F-Frontage Zone

0'

3-4'

3-5'

P-Pedestrian Clear Zone

4-5'

4-4.5'

4-5'

B-Buffer Zone

4-6'

5'

4-5'

Roadway

40'

40'

40'

CS-Curbside Zone

Parallel on-street parking

Parallel on-street parking

Shoulders

T-Travel Lanes

2 Travel lanes

2 Travel lanes

2 Travel lanes

Typical Existing Cross Section
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Downtown Edge Thoroughfare Example Photos

South Avenue (between W Broad St & Downer St)

North Avenue (between Elmer St & Tremont Ave)

North Avenue (@ Lord and Taylor)
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Typology 5: Neighborhood Residential
Street
Key Features

Description

Neighborhood Residential Streets serve
predominantly residential areas with low volumes of
motor vehicle traffic. Pedestrian and bicycle activity
are common along these streets. Neighborhood
Residential Streets should have sidewalks on
both sides of the street, though a sidewalk on one
side of the street may be appropriate in existing
neighborhoods. Most provide on-street parking.
Design should focus on encouraging slow speeds,
pedestrian safety, healthy street trees, and welldefined routes to nearby parks, transit, and schools.

1. Development: residential
2. Pedestrian and bicycle activity: moderate
3. Vehicle activity: low
4. Speed: 25 mph
5. Transit service: no
6. On-street parking: yes
7. Other key features: on-street parking prohibited
overnight

Based on the Bike Walk Westfield Plan:
• Majority of streets are less than
31’ wide between curbs
• Of the 231 miles of roadway in Westfield,
120 miles have sidewalks on two sides,
38 miles have sidewalk on one side,
and 73 miles have no sidewalks.
• Sidewalks typically measure between
4-5’ and buffer areas between 4-6’

Typical Existing Cross Section
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Neighborhood Residential Street Example Photos

W Dudley Ave

Clark St
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Design Guidance

This section provides guidance on minimum and
preferred sidewalk dimensions and whether specific
streetscape and roadway design features are
recommended based on the five street typologies.
When a street is resurfaced, reconstructed, or
included in a redevelopment area, the street
typologies can help inform planning and design
decisions.
This is meant to be a starting point for achieving a
consistent look and feel for streetscapes downtown
and in neighboring areas. Final design decisions will
be site specific and must comply with engineering
and zoning standards. If desired in the future, design
guidelines could be integrated into the Town’s
Land Development Ordinance to facilitate design
collaboration with developers and structured so that
variances are not triggered when relief is required.

Sidewalk Zone

Sidewalks are an important part of the public realm.
Creating a pedestrian experience that is safe,
comfortable, and welcoming is an essential part of
creating a great place. Sidewalk design impacts the
character and use of the street. In general, downtown
Westfield’s sidewalks can successfully accommodate
pedestrian travel and serve as social places where
people can dine, sit, and linger. The sidewalk network
along Westfield’s neighborhoods residential streets is

also mostly complete; however, residential sidewalks
are often too narrow to allow two people to walk side
by side.
Sidewalk Zone Widths

Sidewalks are located in the public right-of-way
and many streets in Westfield have right-of-way
constraints. Existing conditions vary based on
building scale and location, type of uses, and
roadway width. In certain locations, frontage and/
or buffer zones do not exist due to limited rightof-way. Buffer zones play an important role in
pedestrian comfort and safety. Wider buffer zones
can accommodate street trees, lighting, bicycle racks,
trash and recycling cans, and more.
Table 1 lists the minimum and preferred sidewalk
widths for each typology, while Table 2 lists the
minimum and preferred dimensions for the three
sidewalk zones: frontage zone, pedestrian clear
zone, and the buffer zone.
Minimum dimensions may be used in retrofit
situations or where space is constrained. Nothing
lower than the minimum is generally acceptable,
except in rare circumstances. However, it is
acceptable if some or all of the frontage zone
occurs on private property. Typically, a 5-foot-wide
pedestrian clear zone supports two people walking
side by side or two wheelchairs passing each other,
an 8-foot wide pedestrian clear zone allows two
pairs of people to comfortably pass each other, and
a 10-foot or wider pedestrian clear zone can support

Table 1: Total Sidewalk Width
Sidewalk Width
Typology

Min.

Pref.

Downtown Core Street

9'

18'

Downtown Edge Street

9'

18'

Downtown Core Thoroughfare

10'

24'

Downtown Edge Throughfare

9'

18'

Neighborhood Residential Streets

9'

12'

Table 2: Sidewalk Zone Widths
Frontage

Pedestrian Clear

Buffer

Typology

Min.

Pref.

Min.

Pref.

Min.

Pref.

Downtown Core Street

0-2'

4'

5'

8'

4'

6'

Downtown Edge Street

0-2'

4'

5'

8'

4'

6'

Downtown Core Thoroughfare

0-2'

6'

6'

10'

4'

8'

Downtown Edge Throughfare

0-2'

4'

5'

8'

4'

6'

5'

6'

4'

6'

Neighborhood Residential Streets

Varies Varies
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high volumes of pedestrians. Design judgment must
be used to achieve a comfortable and functional
balance.

Wider frontage zones provide more room for future
tenants and residents to use and enjoy the public
right-of-way.

Redevelopment Areas

Design Elements in Sidewalk Zone

The preferred dimensions are desired, wherever
feasible, especially in redevelopment areas and/or
as part of capital improvement projects. There are
opportunities to exceed the preferred dimensions
in redevelopment areas where the public realm can
be expanded and activated in new construction
to facilitate outdoor dining, outdoor seating, future
bikeshare stations, and other placemaking elements.

The following table identifies the street design
features that are appropriate in the sidewalk zone.
It is important to note that the pedestrian clear
zone must be clear of fixed objects and should
always provide an 8’ minimum vertical clearance
for overhead elements. Sidewalks should be flat
and smooth in compliance with ADA guidelines and
should be maintained at-grade across driveways.

Design Elements in the Sidewalk Zone
Downtown Core
Streets

Downtown
Edge Streets

Downtown
Core
Thoroughfare

Downtown
Edge
Thoroughfare

Neighborhood
Residential
Streets

Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

Planters

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

N/A

Green Infrastructure

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Pedestrian-scale Lighting

Recommended

Optional

Recommended

Optional

N/A

Street Furniture/Seating

Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

N/A

Trash/Recycling

Recommended

Optional

Recommended

Optional

N/A

Decorative Treatments
(bricks, pavers, coloring,
texturing)

Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

Optional

N/A

Bicycle Parking

Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

N/A

Sidewalk Cafes/Outdoor
Dining

Recommended

Optional

Recommended

Optional

N/A

Design Elements

Street Trees
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Roadway Zone

The roadway is the area between the curbs. It is
made up of the curbside zone and the travel lanes.
The curbside zone is in high demand in downtown
Westfield, especially with increases in curbside pickup
and delivery during the COVID pandemic. The travel
zone provides access for personal vehicles, delivery

and freight vehicles, buses, emergency vehicles, and
bicyclists. Speed management and safety are priorities.
The following table identifies which design features
in the roadway zone are required, recommended,
optional, or not applicable on each street type in
Westfield.

Design Elements in the Roadway Zone
Downtown Core
Streets

Downtown
Edge Streets

Downtown
Core
Thoroughfare

Downtown
Edge
Thoroughfare

Neighborhood
Residential
Streets

On-street Parking

Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

Optional

Load/Pick-up & Drop-off
Zones

Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

Recommended

N/A

Curb Extensions

Recommended

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Parklets

Recommended

Optional

Optional

Optional

N/A

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

N/A

Carshare Parking

Recommended

Optional

Optional

Optional

N/A

EV Charging Stations

Recommended

Optional

Optional

Optional

N/A

Design Elements

Bike Corrals
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Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvements in the Roadway
Zone

The Bike Walk Westfield: Bicycle and Pedestrian
Plan (2019) identifies infrastructure-focused
pedestrian and bicycle improvements to enhance the
safety, accessibility, and convenience of walking and
bicycling in Westfield. The following includes some of
the identified improvements in the roadway zone.
Pedestrian Design Treatments

The Plan identified common pedestrian design
elements that could be incorporated into roadway
improvement projects as opportunities arise. The
elements can be broadly categorized under two
categories: enhanced pedestrian crossing and traffic
calming measures.
Enhanced pedestrian crossings improve
pedestrian visibility, user comfort, decrease crossing
distances, and slow driver speeds.
• High visibility crosswalk striping, also
known as longitudinal or continental
striping, is oriented parallel to motor
vehicle travel improves the visibility
of the crossing to motorists.
• Ergonomic crosswalks have a curved design
that helps pedestrians stay within crosswalks
by closely matching their desired walking
paths. It also increases visibility of the crossing
area to motorists and is effective at skewed
intersections where pedestrians might “cut
corners” when crossing an intersection.
• Pedestrian crossing signage and beacons
can further increase visibility and alert
drivers of potential pedestrian and bicycle
movement at the intersection. Beacons, such
as rectangular rapid flashing beacons that
combine signage and flashing patterns to
alert vehicle traffic to a pedestrian crossing,
can improve driver compliance with stopping
for pedestrians at a marked crosswalk.
• Leading pedestrian interval provides a
3-5 second exclusive signal phase that
allows pedestrians to establish a presence
in the intersection before vehicular turn
movements begin, thereby reducing
vehicle-pedestrian conflicts.
• Intersection daylighting refers to improving
the visibility of a crossing by removing
obstacles that might obstruct visibility
for pedestrians, bicyclists, or motorists.
Treatments of intersection daylighting
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can be short-term installations or longterm changes, such as reconfiguring a
crosswalk with curb extensions.
Traffic calming measures reduce motor vehicle
speeds and create a more bicycle and pedestrian
street environment.
• Horizontal deflection slow motorists by
visually narrowing the roadway or hindering
motorists to drive a straight line through
installations of artificial curves on the road.
• Curb extension shortens pedestrian crossing
distances by extending the sidewalk/curb
into the parking lane at an intersection.
• Chicanes are a series of raised or delineated
curb extensions, edge islands, or parking
bays that are placed on alternating sides
of a street. By forming an S-shaped bend
in the roadway, chicanes force drivers to
shift laterally through travel lanes, thereby
slowing down vehicle speeds.
• Neighborhood roundabouts have delineated
islands at the center of a street crossing. They
slow down vehicle traffic speeds by shortening
the turning radii, and can significantly reduce
the number of vehicle conflict points.
• Vertical deflection treatments, such as speed
tables, raised crosswalks, speed humps,
consist of changing pavement elevation that
self-enforce a slower speed for motorists.
Bicycle Design Treatments

The Westfield Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan
recommends several bicycle facilities for its proposed
bicycle network.
• One-way bicycle lanes are recommended
on streets where parking is allowed on both
sides but parking lanes are underutilized. On
these streets, on-street parking is consolidated
to one side and a one-way buffered bike
lane is installed on the opposite side.
• Bicycle lanes are recommended on streets
where parking is allowed on both sides but
parking lanes are underutilized. On these
streets, on-street parking is consolidated
to one side and bicycle lanes are striped
in both sides of the same street.
• Buffered bicycle lanes are recommended
on streets where there is on-street parking

on both sides but are very lightly used. On
these streets, parking lanes on both sides
are converted into buffered bicycle lanes.
• Bicycle Boulevards/shared lanes provide
continuous comfortable bicycle routes through
the local streets network. They are typically
used on streets that have low motor vehicles

speeds and volumes, but are challenging
to add dedicated bicycle facilities.
• Off-road side paths/trails are physically
separated from traffic and can be used
by both pedestrians and bicyclists. They
are desirable to be installed on highspeed or high-volume roads.

Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities. Top row (left to right): Chicanes, source: NACTO; high visibility crosswalk, source: FHWA.
Middle row (left to right): speed hump, source: NACTO; rectangular rapid flashing beacons, source: Susan G. Blickstein,
LLC. Bottom row (left to right): off-street/side path, source: Susan G. Blickstein, LLC; buffered bike lane, source: H2M.
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Design Elements

The following section describes elements and features
that define the street.
Trees and Landscaping

Street trees, shrubs, and landscape plantings play an
important role in a street’s vibrancy, creating shade,
reducing traffic noise and energy consumption,
and defining boundaries between pedestrians
and motor vehicle traffic. Street trees have been
shown to increase property values and sales at
local businesses. They also reduce the urban heat
island effect, absorb stormwater and greenhouse
gases, filter airborne pollutants, and act as corridors
and habitats for birds, insects, and other animals.
Trees provide a sense of enclosure and interest that
encourages people to walk and bike more, spend
more time on the street, and visit local businesses
and shops.

Planting and selection of trees and plants should
be done in coordination with the Tree Preservation
Commission and the Department of Public Works,
as there are many considerations that factor into
establishing trees in street and urban environments.
In addition to tree selection, considerations include
sun exposure, tree well size and type, tree size and
spacing, and installation and maintenance. Street
trees and landscape plantings should be regularly
maintained and examined. Standard maintenance
includes pruning, watering, and mulching.

Street tree on an open soil trench. The trench can be located
within a sidewalk's furnishing zone or in the street median.
It is often used in lower traffic, residential streets.

Street trees in downtown Madison. Source: Susan Blickstein, LLC
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The selection of trees and plants should prioritize native
and non-invasive species as well as species that are
suitable in the specific urban environments. Biodiversity
(a variety of species) is an increasingly important
aspect of maintaining a healthy tree system. On denser
and higher traffic streets, fruit-bearing trees and trees
with unpleasant fragrances or other nuisance features
might be avoided. As our climate continues to change,
with it getting warmer and wetter in the Northeastern
United States, selecting a new tree to be planted
needs to consider whether it can handle conditions in
twenty to thirty years. It is important to select species
and cultivars that show resilience in warmer climates,
especially urban sites that tend to be warmer due to all
the concrete, asphalt, buildings and vehicles.

In addition to the types of tree and plant species, a
careful examination of the existing soil needs to be
performed to ensure that it is suitable for the proposed
tree/plant species. Some factors that should be
considered when examining existing soil conditions
include: soil pH levels, soil types, soil infiltration, soil
volume and compaction. Configuring subsurface
drainage systems to facilitate the removal of excess
water free tree planting soil is crucial to also avoid tree
root decay.
The Town of Westfield Design Guidelines, Standards
and Construction Specifications provides some
guidance on the placement of street trees (§ 10.10.
Street trees). The following standards apply:
a. Location and spacing. Street trees shall be
placed on both sides of the street within the
right-of-way, and spaced not more than 50 feet
apart.
b. Conflict with street improvements or sight
distance. Street trees shall be located where
they will not interfere with sidewalks, utility lines
or pipes located above or below the ground;
where they will not interfere with the proper
distribution of light from street lighting fixtures,
and where they will not interfere with proper sight
distance.

c. Type. The choice of tree specie shall be as
approved by the Board. Tree species to be used
shall be appropriate for their neighborhood
location, hardiness, soil characteristics, light
exposure, and available moisture, and shall
not be unusually susceptible to pests or
diseases, nor shall they require a high degree of
maintenance.
d. Size. All street trees shall have a minimum
trunk caliper of 1.75 to two inches at the time of
installation.
e. Vertical clearance. Street trees shall be trimmed
so that the lowest branches will be at least six
feet above the ground at the base of the tree at
the time of planting.
f. Tree Preservation Ordinance. The planting and/
or removal of street trees shall comply with all
applicable provisions of the Tree Preservation
Ordinance of the Town of Westfield, Chapter 29A
of the Town Code.

Larger trees require greater volumes of uncompacted soil space for roots to grow; though requirements vary by species, a tree with
a canopy 30 feet wide needs roughly 1,000 cubic feet of root space to thrive. Source: NACTO Urban Street Stormwater Guide
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Enhanced tree pits are usually made with native
plants and soil to divert stormwater runoff from the
street and remove pollutants.
Rain gardens are planted depressions that allow
rainwater runoff from impervious surfaces to be
filtered and absorbed. They can include native

Enhanced tree pit. Source: http://tataandhoward.com/
changes-ahead-stormwater-management/
Consider spacing trees 30 to 40 feet on center in downtown
centers and mixed-use areas. Source: Susan Blickstein, LLC.

Green Infrastructure

Streets are a part of the natural ecosystem and
integrating green infrastructure in street design
allows cities and towns to become more resilient,
sustainable, and equitable. Green infrastructure is
key to stormwater management and provides a host
of other environmental benefits. The EPA defines
green infrastructure as “the range of measures that
use plant or soil systems, permeable pavement or
other permeable surfaces or substrates, stormwater
harvest and reuse, or landscaping to store, infiltrate,
or evapotranspirate stormwater and reduce flows
to sewer systems or to surface waters." In addition,
NACTO’s Urban Street Stormwater Guide (2017)
outlines six key green infrastructure principles: protect
and restore natural resources, promote health, equity,
and human habitat, design for safety and mobility,
design for life cycle, design for resilience, and optimize
for performance.
Green infrastructure plantings typically occur in the
buffer zone or in curb extensions. When selecting
locations it is important to consider conflicts with
curbside parking, level of pedestrian activity, location of
buried utilizes, slopes and gradients, and connections
to drainage systems. There are many different types of
green infrastructure. Some examples include:
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shrubs, perennials, and grasses. Rain gardens are
often planted on a low point of a natural slope and
should be placed near areas that can catch as much
impervious area runoff as possible. Native plants are
recommended because of their tolerance for local
climate, soil, and water conditions. They only require
minimal maintenance. Their deep and variable root
systems and layers also enhance water filtration.

Rain garden. Source: NYC Department of Environmental Protection

Stormwater planters collect, filter, and absorb rainfall
runoff using vegetation and bioretention systems.
Treated stormwater is infiltrated in the ground or
discharged into a stormwater drainage system.
Stormwater planters do not require a lot of space and
can beautify streets and introduce wildlife habitat in
urban environments.

Street lights should be evenly-spaced, energy
efficient, and equipped with shields to direct light
downwards and reduce glare. Lighting levels should
be consistent along the street. The placement and
selection of pedestrian-scale lighting should consider
the needs of all street users and areas that have
higher levels of night-time activity, such as transit
stops, bike lanes, crossings, access ramps, public
spaces, bicycle/micromobility parking zones, seating
areas, intersections, sidewalks, commercial and
downtown areas, and other locations.
The placement of light fixtures also needs to take into
consideration street and sidewalk widths, height of
buildings, traffic levels, and other existing conditions
of the street. In addition, elements on the street such
as street trees, roadway lighting, street furniture,
and outdoor dining should be thought about in the
placement and design of pedestrian-scale lighting.

Stormwater planter. Source: District Department of Transportation

Maintenance activities vary by type, but generally
include trash clean up, mulching, weeding, correcting
grading and channelization, replacing soil or gravel,
and replacing plantings. See the New Jersey Green
Infrastructure Municipal Toolkit for information on how
to plan, implement and sustain green infrastructure.
https://gitoolkit.njfuture.org/
Pedestrian-scale Lighting

Pedestrian-scale lighting improves safety, security,
comfort and fosters a greater sense of place. Lighting
is often placed in the buffer zone of the sidewalk or
the median of the street. Pedestrian-scale lighting can
be used alone or in combination with roadway-scale
lighting.

Lighting fixtures should complement street character,
such as historic resources, architectural features,
and cultural assets of the street and neighborhood.
Sometimes, light poles can also serve other purposes.
For example, decorations, banners, hanging planters
might be placed on poles. They should also take
into consideration the design and typology of the
street. For instance, downtown core streets will
have a higher overall level of street lighting, while
neighborhood residential streets will generally have
less frequent street lights and lower lighting levels.
Illumination for streets and properties shall be
designed in accordance with the Town of Westfield
Design Guidelines, Standards and Construction
Specifications § 10.11. Lighting.

Pedestrian-scale lighting
in Somerville, NJ.
Source: APA NJ Chapter
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Street Furniture

Street furniture should be designed to create a more
comfortable, enjoyable, and inviting place. There
are many different types of street furniture. Chairs,
benches, tables, low walls, steps, and fountains
can serve as seating for people to rest, gather,
socialize, read, people-watch, enjoy their meals, or
wait for orders from nearby businesses. Garbage and
recycling bins discourage littering and keep the

Seating on Stuyvesant Avenue in Union Twp. NJ. Source: Maser Consulting

sidewalks clean; community kiosks and signage
provide useful information about the community;
public art displays create visual interest and enhance
character of the community; bus shelters provide
a more comfortable waiting area for transit riders.
Street furniture is generally placed in the buffer or
frontage zones of the sidewalk or in a curb extension,
and should not obstruct pedestrian mobility and
accessibility in the pedestrian zone of the sidewalk.
Decorative Treatments

Sidewalks should be concrete but special materials
can be used as accents or in key locations to
enhance aesthetics and define space. Special paving
treatments can be selected from a range of options,
including natural stone pavers, unit concrete pavers,
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bricks, textured and colored concrete, stamped
asphalt, and concrete with exposed or special
aggregate or other finish treatments. Special paving
in the frontage and buffer zone can visually separate
this space from the rest of the sidewalk, highlighting
its function as an area to sit or step out of pedestrian
flow.

Planters along Millburn Avenue. Source: Millburn Township

There are some concerns with the use of certain
decorative treatments as they pertain to accessibility,
as it is more difficult to navigate cobblestone or
brick sidewalks than typical concrete sidewalks due
to their uneven surfaces. If decorative treatments
are elected for use, it should be ensured that the
sidewalk remains relatively flat, with few grooves and
few changes in height. A mix of materials, using flat
concrete in the pedestrian zone of the sidewalk and
brick for the buffer of frontage zone, for instance, can
also be used to mitigate the potentially inaccessible
downsides of certain materials while maintaining
their aesthetic appeal. Permeable pavers are another
decorative option that also serve the environmental
function of limiting stormwater runoff by naturally
filtering rainwater.

Sidewalk Cafes

Sidewalk cafes allow restaurants to provide outdoor
seating in the frontage or buffer zone. Outdoor dining
provides several benefits to the urban fabric. For one,
as we have seen throughout the COVID-19 pandemic,
outdoor dining has provided a lifeline to struggling
restaurants by offering customers a safer dining
option than sitting indoors and providing restaurants
with additional seating capacity. This economic
boon can also be seen in the private investment
that can follow the addition of sidewalk cafes and
pedestrian space. In addition to economic benefits,
outdoor dining also adds vitality and interest to the
streetscape.
Sidewalk cafes should generally be at least six feet
wide. However, it is important that sidewalk cafes
ensure that the pedestrian clear zone is unobstructed.
It should also not interfere with the operation of
the street, whether that be loading and unloading
or vehicle or bicycle travel. Tables and seats for
outdoor dining, then, should be located either in the
buffer zone or the frontage zone of the sidewalk,
or in repurposed parking spaces called parklets.
This ensures that seating does not interfere with
pedestrian or street activity, instead complements it.
Sidewalk cafes can be enclosed with a delineated
area adjacent to the restaurant with ropes, bollards,
or planters. Markers should be difficult to move but at
the same time must not be permanently affixed to the
sidewalk. Additional lighting of the sidewalk café area
may be needed. Heat lamps can be used to extend
outdoor dining.
The Town of Westfield permits sidewalk cafes in
the CBD Zone and GB-1 Zone from March 1 to
November 30. Operators must receive a permit. Other
requirements include:

• No furniture, apparatus, decoration
or appurtenance used in connection
with the operation of the sidewalk cafe
shall be placed within 50 feet of any
fire hydrant, plug or standpipe without
the specific written authorization of the
chief of the Fire Department;
• At least six feet of unobstructed walkway
shall be provided for access from any door or
opening on the business facade to the street.
• No furniture, apparatus, decoration or
appurtenance used in connection with the
operation of the sidewalk cafe shall be
located in such a way that less than six
feet of paved sidewalk unobstructed by any
obstructions remains for the exclusive use
of pedestrians, nor shall any such furniture,
apparatus, decoration or appurtenance
project or protrude into, on or above, the
required pedestrian passageway.
• All sidewalk cafes shall have portable
barriers or planters not less than three feet
nor more than four feet in height which shall
be placed around the sidewalk cafe area on
the sidewalk to define the cafe area and the
unobstructed pedestrian passageway area.
Curb Extensions

Curb extensions narrow roadways, generally those
that have on-street parking, at intersections and
mid-block locations to shorten pedestrian crossing
distances and improve visibility at crossings. Curb
extensions can have a traffic calming effect and
enhance safety of roadway users. They also provide
extra space along sidewalk for amenities such as
furniture, bicycle parking, and landscaping. At the
minimum, the width of the curb extension should
be the width of the crosswalk, though it can extend
further, and should generally be one or two feet
narrower than the parking lane. It is preferable to
have curb extensions at both sides of the crossing.
The design and installment of curb extensions should
take into consideration the maneuverability of buses
and street-sweeping or snow removal equipment.
Loading and Pick-up/Drop-off Zones

Example of outdoor dining in Montclair, NJ. Source: Seth Wenig/AP Photo.

The rise of online shopping and ride-share services,
as well as the demand for deliveries and curbside
pickup due to social distance requirements during
COVID-19 have expanded the ways that curb spaces
are being used. Due to limited curb-spaces, some
vehicles might double-park or block bus and bicycle
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lanes, which obstruct other users of the street.
Designating specific zones for commercial loading
and unloading activities, delivery truck parking,
curbside pick-up, as well as pick-up and drop-off
zones for ride-share vehicles can facilitate smoother
traffic and make the streets safer and more efficient
for all road users. The need for specific pick-up/
drop-off zones and efficient curb-side management
will only increase in the future as more vehicles
compete the use of curb spaces with the continued
rise of e-commerce, micromobility programs, and the
introduction of self-driving cars on the road.
Placemaking

Placemaking is a multi-faceted approach to the
planning, design, and management of public spaces.
Placemaking strengthens connections between
people and the places they share, fostering a sense
of belonging, community, and pride, and contributes
to the health, happiness, and economy of the
surrounding community.
The process of placemaking involves understanding
a community’s needs and desires for a space,

capitalizing on a community’s assets, inspirations,
and potential, and re-imagining how spaces between
buildings as well as streets, our most common public
space, can better serve people and create a sense
of community. From transforming parking lots and
vacant spaces into outdoor markets and testing
sites, closing entire streets to give more room for
pedestrians and bicyclists, using parks as spaces
for gathering, learning, and protest, to expanding
sidewalks and creating parklets to add outdoor dining
and seating amenities, COVID-19 has brought to
light the importance and necessity of placemaking in
ensuring and enhancing people’s quality of life. Most
importantly, placemaking needs to design, create,
and maintain public spaces that are inclusive and
accessible for all – adopting and prioritizing equity
and universal design.

Examples of Creative Placemaking. Top row (left to right): Residents, artists, and community stakeholders came together
for a harvest dinner party at Camden, NJ –a participatory and art event featuring the largest tablecloth on record in the
US, created by Camden residents. Source: Project for Public Spaces. Elementary school students beautified a crowdsource sidewalk in Memphis, TN. Source: Transportation For America. Bottom row (left to right): Temporary outdoor
community space with participatory art installation in Montclair. Source: DesignShed. Bus stops in Pittsburgh become active
spaces for conversation, storytelling, and demonstration of various local arts. Source: Project for Public Spaces.
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Placemaking can be simple and low cost, can be
temporary or permanent, or can involve capital
improvements. For example, temporary design
interventions (also known as tactical or DIY
urbanism), such as setting up a temporary bike
lane or turning vacant lots into pop-up playgrounds,
can re-imagine how public spaces can be used,
transformed, and catalyze long-term change. Green
spaces and outdoor seating/dining options can
make public spaces more comfortable and useful.
Inclusive/ADA accessible design features and highspeed internet integration can make the space feel
connected and accessible.
Parklet

Shared Streets

Shared streets allow all modes of travel to equitably
share and safely interact. Shared streets support a
variety of land uses, encourage more interactions
between people, and can add vibrancy. Shared
streets encourage very low vehicle travel speeds
and volumes. They are often designed to be curbless
to optimize movement of all modes and often have
distinctive treatments so that people are aware that
they are entering a shared street and the pedestrian
has the right-of-way. Design of a shared street
should prioritize flexibility so that streets can be
easily configured for other functions, such as events,
festivals, and other cultural activities.

A parklet is a sidewalk extension that provides more
space and amenities for pedestrians and/or business
use such as outdoor dining. Parklets, whether
temporary or permanent, are usually installed in
parking lanes and use one or more on-street parking
spaces. They provide much needed outdoor seating
and dining space, as well as other public amenities,
especially on streets with active pedestrian or bicycle
traffic and retail activity.

Parklet in Princeton. Source: http://artscouncilofprinceton.org
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Future Ready and Smart Cities
Relevant Overall Goals

6. To promote a safe and efficient transportation
system that also encourages mobility by all
modes.
12.To promote the conservation of energy and the
recycling of recyclable materials.
Rapidly evolving technology and the advent of big
data have changed the way society plans, designs,
and interacts with transportation systems. From
a planning perspective, real-time and historical
data from third party vendors such as StreetLight
or Inrix have allowed for a better understanding
of origin-destination patterns. From the public’s
perspective, shared mobility options are popping up
and evolving faster than the transportation network
can accommodate, and the rise in e-commerce
has dramatically affected both traffic patterns and
curbside usage. This section reviews some of the
primary technological disruptors not covered in other
sections and provides recommendations on how the
Town can prepare for these changes.
Autonomous Vehicles

Autonomous vehicles (AVs) have become a popular
discussion topic in the urban planning, transportation,
and technology worlds. The potential impacts of
widespread AV use and government and private
sector responses are nearly limitless. While there
have been great strides in AVs over the past decade,
going forward, AVs are expected to first rollout
on high-speed, limited-access roadways such as
Interstate highways. Roadways with less consistent
cross-sections and more prevalent visual intrusions
(such as nearby buildings, bus stops, etc.) are
not expected to accommodate frequent AV usage
for several decades. Additionally, areas with less
precipitation – particularly lack of snow – are more
likely to be early adopters of AVs due to the difficulty
AV technology has reacting to inclement weather.
Taking all this into consideration, AVs are unlikely to
have a significant impact on traffic circulation or land
development in Westfield over the next ten years.
Nevertheless, it is helpful to be aware of how AVs
may function in the future.
All modern automobiles operate with some level of
autonomy such as cruise control, steering assistance,
and in some cars, the ability to self-park. Similar to
the rollout of these features over recent decades,
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the features of AVs are likely to occur gradually.
These are described using five levels of automation,
with Level 1 providing driver assistance through
cruise control and Level 5 requiring zero human
intervention. Vehicles with steering assistance
fall into Level 2, while Level 3 is when the vehicle
can perform most driving tasks without human
involvement.
Potential impacts of widespread AV usage include a
sharp reduction in traffic fatalities, greater demand for
drop-off/pick-up areas, and less demand for public
transportation. The need for residential parking
garages and on-street parking may also be reduced,
depending on the ownership mix that accompanies
AVs (which is yet to be determined but could range
from mostly privately owned to predominately shared
ride services). The ease of commuting by AV may
also encourage longer commutes.
Though autonomous vehicles are not expected to
have a dramatic impact on Westfield for several
decades, it is helpful to recognize and be cognizant
of the broader trends in technology which will
eventually impact the Town. Several municipalities
have already amended their zoning codes to better
facilitate a transition to AVs; for instance, allowing for
flat floor, high ceiling parking garages that are easily
convertible to apartments/offices or lowering parking
requirements if providing curbside passenger loading
zones and amenities. Westfield has already begun to
identify potential responses to the future proliferation
of AVs through two recommendations in the 2019 Reexamination:
• Recommendation #45 – Plan for
autonomous vehicles by adapting parking
requirements and other regulatory ordinances
when they become available
• Recommendation #49 – Ensure all future
parking structures are designed and
engineered to allow for conversion of a portion
of the entire structure to retail, office, mixed use
or residential, given the possible reduction in
the use of cars in the future based on advances
in self driven technology and the increased
use of alternative transportation options

Electric Vehicle Charging

Another important trend for Westfield to monitor is
the projected rise in electric vehicles (EVs) and their
associated charging needs. Electric vehicle owners
have charging stations at their home (where over
80% of E-V charging takes place), but their rise in
utilization and popularity will require additional public
infrastructure to ensure their continued popularity.
New Jersey officials at the state level are attempting
to implement incentives for both electric vehicle
purchases by individuals and to improve public
charging stations to make them more prolific and
reliable. The measures include adding 400 public
fast charging stations at 200 locations along major
roadways and throughout New Jersey municipalities
by 2025. Given that Westfield is centrally located
in the State and has NJ-28 running through the
middle of downtown and US-22 just to the north,
these policies should be monitored, and the Town
should plan for greater vehicle charging station
implementation.
On October 29, 2019, the Town of Westfield passed
Ordinance No. 2144 that required that any new
building with a new or existing off-street parking
facility include at least 3 percent of the total number
of parking spaces have charging stations. This
requirement is included in all the General Business,

Commercial, CBD, and all Affordable Housing
Overlay Districts among others. This includes all of
the zones in the SID. The Town should monitor the
number of electric charging stations that are being
developed as a result of this ordinance and continue
to explore ways for new developments to provide for
additional charging stations to meet the anticipated
increase in demand for electric vehicles.
As a resource to municipalities when planning for
growth in electric vehicles, the Delaware Valley
Regional Planning Commission (DVRPC) recently
developed an “Electric Vehicle Resources Kit for
Municipalities” (available on their website (https://
www.dvrpc.org/energyclimate). The toolkit includes
an online mapping tool that displays detailed
projections of where Plug-In Electric Vehicle (PEV)
owners will live and how much demand there will be
for workplace charging at the census block group
level. This toolkit may be a useful resource for the
Town when planning for electric vehicles.
Additional discussion about the actions that
the Town can take to further spur the growth of
adoption of electric vehicles can be found in the
Storm Resiliency, Smart Growth, Environmental
Sustainability chapter.

Map of Westfield's Existing Electric Vehicle Distribution
Source: https://www.dvrpc.org/energyclimate
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Freight/Goods Movement

Freight is an integral part of New Jersey’s
transportation network with nearly 75% of all
statewide freight tonnage being moved by trucks.
Though commonly thought of as consisting mainly of
long-distance shipments on interstate highways and
rail, freight shipping is increasingly becoming local
with the burgeoning e-commerce and retail home
delivery industry leading to the demand and ability to
ship items to their final destinations more quickly.
Nationally, 51% of all freight (by weight) travels less
than 100 miles, and 83% travels less than 500 miles.
Additionally, 82% of freight traveling less than
100 miles is moved by truck. Since 2009,
e-commerce has grown 15% annually, and is
expected to account for 15% of all retail commerce
by 2020. Compounding this is the consumer
expectation of two-day (or faster) delivery. With many
of these deliveries directed to homes, large vehicles
must access more local roads. This can present
issues for older/established communities such as
Westfield, particularly on narrow roads and/or those
used frequently for walking and biking.
To address the increasing role that freight plays in
the daily lives of Union County residents, the Bureau
of Transportation Planning at Union County initiated
a Truck Mobility Study in 2020. The study area
encompasses the entire county and its 21 cities,
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townships, towns, and boroughs. Analysis included
a comprehensive review of existing conditions,
including freight generators, land use, traffic data,
safety data, and an inventory of the roadway network.
Recommendations are focused on developing
implementable safety and mobility solutions along
County roadways that can be quickly deployed and
have visible and impactful results.
The study process identified 33 critical locations
throughout the County in need of freight-focused
improvements, ten of which received planning-level
recommendations aimed at improving the safe
and efficient movement of freight, vehicular traffic,
cyclists, and pedestrians. Two of the 33 locations are
in Westfield – Broad Street (CR 509) at Mountain
Avenue (613) and South Avenue (CR 610) at Central
Avenue (CR 613) – but these were not among the
ten with planning-level recommendations. However,
the recommendations provided at the ten targeted
locations are intended to serve as a basis and
template for future recommendations at the other 33
critical locations.
The Union County Truck Mobility study is slated for
completion in June 2021. Once available, the Town
of Westfield should review the study and incorporate
recommendations as applicable and appropriate.
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STORM RESILIENCY, SMART
GROWTH, ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY
The Municipal Land Use Law (MLUL) requires a Land
Use Plan element, of which it shall provide the rational
basis and justification for municipal regulations. As it
pertains to this section of the ULUC, N.J.S.A. 40:55D28 of the MLUL requires that the Land Use Plan shall:
(f)
include, for any land use element adopted
after the effective date of P.L.2017, c.275, a statement
of strategy concerning:
i.
smart growth which, in part, shall consider
potential locations for the installation of electric vehicle
charging stations,
ii.
storm resiliency with respect to energy supply,
flood-prone areas, and environmental infrastructure,
and
iii.
environmental sustainability; and
(g)
show the existing and proposed location of
public electric vehicle charging infrastructure.
The following section of the Unified Land Use and
Circulation Plan addresses each of these recent
additions to the requirements of a Land Use plan and
will help to guide the Town of Westfield to a more
sustainable and resilient future.
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Smart Growth

Smart Growth plans for development that attempts to
curb “suburban sprawl” and lessen the negative impacts
on the environment. There are several environmental
benefits of smart growth, including:
• Reducing vehicle miles traveled and
decreasing greenhouse gas emissions;
• Incorporating environmental awareness
into land use decisions;
• Conserving areas for natural processes
of water absorption and filtering;
• Creating links between neighborhoods
and areas set aside of for naturebased recreation.
In Westfield, “suburban sprawl” essentially does not
exist as it was developed on a gird network – an
efficient development and pattern of growth.
This Unified Land Use and Circulation Plan
encourages many of the principles of smart growth by
concentrating new development within the downtown
area that provides for the greatest opportunity for
alternative modes of transportation. In addition to the
land use recommendations in the ULUC, the Town
can take proactive steps to enhance this smart growth
pattern of development with greater sustainability.
One such step is to encourage the use of electric
vehicles.

Storm Resiliency, Smart Growth, Environmental Sustainability

Electric Vehicle Infrastructure

Electric vehicles represent a shift to more sustainable
resources and zero vehicle emissions for personal
automobiles, commercial fleets, and government
vehicles (i.e. garbage trucks, street sweepers). These
electric vehicles operate on battery power only,
negating the need for gasoline usage. Rather, their
mileage is determined based on the charge of the
battery.
Electric vehicles represent a shift to more sustainable
resources and zero vehicle emissions for personal
automobiles, commercial fleets, and government
vehicles (i.e. garbage trucks, street sweepers). These
electric vehicles operate on battery power only,
negating the need for gasoline usage. Rather, their
mileage is determined based on the charge of the
battery.
One of the major barriers to greater electric vehicle
adoption is concerns about access to charging. As
discussed in the Community Form Plan, most vehicle
charging occurs at home. Multifamily and mixeduse buildings are seen as potential building types
for significant increases in the number of charging
stations for residents and patrons alike. The Town’s
recently passed ordinance that requires that 3%
of new parking spaces in the downtown and other
commercial zoning districts will help to increase
the total number of charging stations in Westfield.
The Town should monitor the number of charging
stations that are created because of the ordinance
and consider adjusting the required number of spaces
depending upon the effectiveness of the ordinance to
meet future demand for EV charging stations.
The Town can further take the initiative of providing

publicly accessible fast charging stations. Several
municipalities across New Jersey have already
partnered with electric vehicle charging companies
to provide charging stations in and around their
downtowns at publicly accessible lots.
On August 11, 2020, Westfield passed Resolution No.
183-2020 that entered the Town into an agreement
with the electric vehicle charging company Volta
to provide six charging stations in lots throughout
the downtown at no cost to the Town. The charging
stations will be located at the northside parking lot,
Municipal Lot #1, and Municipal Lot #4. The location
of these charging stations can be found on the
following page.
Providing publicly accessible charging stations in the
downtown could help to attract electric vehicle owners
who can charge their EV while they shop and dine
in downtown Westfield. The agreement with Volta
could represent a model that the Town could look to
replicate with additional publicly owned parking lots in
the Town.
Westfield should identify additional locations to
implement public Levels 2 or 3 charging stations
around Town. These locations could be placed
at publicly owned facilities such as the municipal
complex parking lot and the Westfield pool complex.
The Town may also consider requiring a higher
percentage of parking spaces at the redevelopment
sites in downtown Westfield. Further, the Town
can explore the potential for integrating additional
Alternative Fuel Vehicles (AFV) to its municipal fleet,
including police cars and administrative vehicles.
AFVs may also be fuels by Natural Gas, Ethanol,
Propane, or utilize hybrid diesel/electric engines.

The Town of Westield's
agreement with Volta will provide
publicly accessible electric
vehicle charging stations. EV
owners will be able to charge
their vehicles as the spend
time shopping and dining in
downtown Westfield. Source:
https://voltacharging.com/press/
september-2019-volta-chargingraises-64-million-in-new-funding/
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Storm Resiliency

Energy Supply

"Resilience is the ability to prepare and plan for,
absorb, recover from, and more successfully adapt to
adverse events."
Source: National Academies of Science
Infrastructure plays a critical role in storm resiliency
and in turn creates numerous benefits for the
community. Advances in green infrastructure are
improving communities’ ability to prevent flooding
and pollution runoff during increasingly frequent
wet weather events. The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) defines green infrastructure as “…the
range of measures that use plant or soil systems,
permeable pavement or other permeable surfaces
or substrates, stormwater harvest and reuse, or
landscaping to store, infiltrate, or evapotranspire
stormwater and reduce flows to sewer systems or to
reduce surface waters".1 Green infrastructure plays a
critical part in stormwater management to help reduce
stormwater flows and the ability of pollutants and
harmful toxins from entering into critical watersheds.

Strong weather events and stressor events such
as heat waves creating brown outs have caused
increasing stress on the resiliency of the energy
supply throughout New Jersey. Further, there are
more recent concerns with vulnerabilities in the
energy supply during cases of extreme weather
events. Areas of concern in the Town of Westfield
include several publicly owned facilities. According
to the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA), Westfield is vulnerable to high winds with
straight line winds and severe winter weather making
these high priorities for the Town to plan for. Union
County’s Hazard Mitigation Plan recommends that the
Town invest in a backup generator for the Department
of Public Works building. These issues and mitigating
strategies to address them are discussed further in
the Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment
section.

On October 25, 2019, NJDEP adopted new
stormwater rules (N.J.A.C. 7:8) to replace the current
requirement that major developments incorporate
nonstructural stormwater management strategies to
the “maximum extent possible” to meet groundwater
recharge standards, stormwater runoff quantity
standards and stormwater runoff quality standards,
with a requirement that green infrastructure be
utilized to meet these same standards. The new
rules went into effect on March 2, 2021. In essence,
the new rules will require a more objective review
standard for stormwater management than the more
subjective “maximum extent possible” by creating a
mathematically-based set of standards for projects
to comply to with regards to stormwater design.
The adopted changes also include changes to the
infiltration of captured stormwater. The infiltration
through best management practices can now be
included in engineering calculations. Westfield has
adopted a new model ordinance that complies with
the new stormwater rules that went into effect on
March 2, 2021.
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Flood-Prone Areas

In 2017, the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) prepared the Preliminary Flood Insurance
Rate Map (PFIRM) in order to give residents a look
at their homes projected risk to flood hazards. The
map has not yet been adopted, however it contains
the most recent data of all high risk flood areas in the
United States. This information allows municipalities
to create informed decisions about how to deal with
flood zones as well as implement flood plans to
protect their community and residents.
The Legislature of the State of New Jersey in NJSA
40:48-1 et seq., delegates the responsibility of the
municipality to adopt ordinances that are designed
to promote the health, safety, and welfare of the
community. In relation to flood ordinances, the New
Jersey Department of Environmental Protection has
created a model ordinance which many municipalities
have adopted, “The Flood Damage Prevention
Ordinance” that aims to protect citizens and minimize
damage caused by flood events. The Town of
Westfield’s current flood ordinance has been updated
to reflect NJDEP’s Model “D” Ordinance that was
revised in 2019.
According to the PFIRM, there are generally two
(2) areas of flooding concern in the Town. The first
is located in the northeastern section of Westfield
centered around the Nomahegan Brook and Echo
Lake. There are very few structures located in this
floodplain as the Echo Lake Country Club and the
Echo Lake Park are located in this area. The other
area of flood concern is in the very southern part of
Town near the border with the Township of Clark and
the Township of Scotch Plains. This area follows along
Robinsons Branch and contains very few structures.
The surrounding uses in the area are predominantly
public park space.
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Environmental Infrastructure

Green Stormwater Infrastructure (GSI) is an
adaptable term used to describe an array of
products, technologies and practices that use
natural systems or engineered systems to enhance
overall environmental quality and provide utility
services. As a general principle, green stormwater
infrastructure techniques use soils and vegetation to
infiltrate, evapotranspiration, cleanse, and/or recycle
stormwater runoff and help resolve environmental
issues related to non-point source pollution, water
quality and storage. These technologies can
simultaneously help improve air quality, reduce
energy demands, mitigate urban heat islands, and
sequester carbon while also providing communities
with aesthetic and natural resource benefits. Some
examples of low-impact techniques of green
stormwater infrastructure include rain gardens,
swales, porous or permeable pavers, and rooftop
gardens.
Ideally, all subdivisions and site plans subject to Town
approval should include the use of green stormwater
infrastructure and continue to use non-structural
best management practices (BMPs) identified in the
NJ DEP Stormwater Best Management Practices
Manual and Westfield should offer applicants design
standards and siting and maintenance guidance
for green stormwater infrastructure, such as porous
pavements and rain gardens to capture building
runoff. Due to the built-out nature of the Town, it is
critical to have the stormwater infrastructure in place
to prevent the polluting of local waterways from runoff
containing toxic and harmful materials.
Parks are also an ideal place to install highly
visible demonstration rain gardens and other green
infrastructure facilities.
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Environmental Sustainability

Sustainability is considered a national policy of the
U.S., “to create and maintain conditions under which
humans and nature can exist in productive harmony,
that permit fulfilling the social, economic, and other
requirements of present and future generations.” It
is possible to think of sustainability as focusing on
People, Planet, and Profit where the emphasis is
on the social, economic and environmental. This
fulfillment of social, economic and other requirements
has been further refined and known collectively as
the three E’s or the triple bottom line: a stronger
Economy, a healthier Environment, and a more
Equitable community.

Climate Change Vulnerability
Assessment

On February 8, 2021, Governor Murphy signed into
law an amendment to the Municipal Land Use Law
(N.J.S.A. 40:55D-28) requiring any Land Use Plan
Element to include a Climate Change-Related Hazard
Vulnerability Assessment. This section was completed
using FEMA best management practices for Hazard
Mitigation Planning.
The Assessment is required to include:
1. Analyze current and future threats to, and
vulnerabilities of, the municipality associated with
climate change-related natural hazards.
2. Include a build-out analysis of future residential,
commercial, industrial, and other development
in the municipality, and an assessment of the
threats and vulnerabilities identified in (1) above
related to that development.
3. Identify critical facilities, utilities, roadways,
and other infrastructure that is necessary for
evacuation purposes and for sustaining quality of
life during a natural disaster, to be maintained at
all times in an operational state.

Sustainability is important because it allows for
healthier communities. It delivers results for cleaner
soil, water, and air, ensures natural resources are
not depleted, and overall, it ensures a nontoxic
environment. The Town of Westfield recognizes the
importance of sustainability and its positive affect
Westfield residents and natural environment.
There is a plethora of other environmental
sustainability programs that can be discussed relating
to economic development; energy; transportation;
natural, cultural and historic resources; and solid
waste.

4. Potential impacts of natural hazards on
components and elements of the Master Plan.
5. Strategies and design standards available to
reduce or avoid risks associated with natural
hazards.
6. Policy statement on the consistency,
coordination, and integration of the climatechange related hazard vulnerability assessment
with any existing or proposed natural hazard
mitigation plan, floodplain management plan,
comprehensive emergency management plan,
emergency response plan, post-disaster recovery
plan, or capital improvement plan.
The Township of Westfield is an inner ring suburban
community which is mostly residential from a land
use standpoint. The Township is home to with trees
lined streets and a vibrant traditional downtown
centered around the train station along the New
Jersey Transit’s Raritan Valley Line. There is very
little consistently vulnerable areas in the Town as very
little of the overall municipality, totaling approximately
130 acres, is within an identified Flood Hazard Area
(FHA). Based on the most current FEMA derived flood
hazard data there are approximately 85 structures
and 139 properties. Additionally, none of Westfield’s
population, buildings, or critical facilities are within
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a floodplain. The central threats to the Township
include extreme temperatures as well as high winds
and severe winter storms.

1990 onwards. This same study shows that none
of the top five coldest months have happened since
1990.

Analysis of Current and Future Threats

Typically, hazard mitigation planning addresses
extreme heat or extreme cold as it relates to NCDC
extreme events. In this case the 2016 Union County
HMP had not identified extreme heat as a major
concern to Westfield. However, the Westfield
supplemental annex in the Union Count HMP
identified extreme cold as a mitigation priority. This
is more likely attributed to mitigating the hazards
associated with winter storms as opposed to hazards
created by extreme cold.

Westfield is located in western Union County and
is generally not subject to coastal related natural
hazards like sea level rise or storm surge. However
coastal storms like Hurricanes present a high impact
hazard as it relates to wind impacts because of the
tree lined streets along with significantly wooded
residential lots throughout the community. As, such
High-winds, Severe Storms, and Ice/Winter Storms
have the highest potential to impact Westfield.
Flooding which could pose the most consistent threat
in a community is a medium ranked hazard for the
community due to the small area located within the
floodplain. Based on the 2016 Union County Hazard
Mitigation Plan (HMP) the following natural hazards
are of high or medium priority in terms of mitigation
for Westfield:
Hazard

Priority

High wind - straight-line winds

H

Severe storm - winter weather

H

Flood

M

Extreme temperature - cold

H

Ice storm

H

Severe storm - lightning

M

Increased Temperatures/Extreme Heat and Cold

While not identified as one of the major threats
to Westfield according to the 2016 Union County
Hazard Mitigation Plan; addressing increased
temperatures is a requirement of P.L.2021,
c.6. According to NOAA National Centers for
Environmental Information, New Jersey’s annual
average temperatures have increased by 3° over
the past century, and it is predicted that heat waves
will become more intense in the future. While
temperatures are variable on a year-to-year basis;
for example if you were to compare 2019 to 2020
there is not that much of a difference, however
when looked at over a period of 100 years or more
it is evident that there is an overall increase in
temperature as shown in figure 1 below prepared by
NOAA in 2016. This analysis has been corroborated
by the New Jersey State’s Climatologist office
who put forth an analysis in January of 2021. This
analysis shows that since 1885, 70% of the five
highest temperature months have occurred from
130
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Description of the Extreme Temperature Hazard

Temperatures that are significantly above normal
are considered extreme temperatures. There is no
specific point when air temperatures are defined as
significantly above normal. However, the National
Weather Service (NWS) will initiate alert procedures
such as special weather statements when the heat
index is expected to exceed 105°F-110°F (depending
on local climate), for at least two consecutive days.
Heat stress can be indexed by combining the effects
of temperature and humidity.
Temperatures that are significantly below normal
are considered extreme cold temperatures. What
constitutes extreme cold and its effect varies
across different areas of the United States. In areas

unaccustomed to winter weather, near freezing
temperatures are considered "extreme cold." Freezing
temperatures can cause severe damage to citrus fruit
crops and other vegetation. Pipes may freeze and
burst in homes that are poorly insulated or without
heat. In the northeast, below zero temperatures may
be considered as "extreme cold”. The consequences
of extreme cold on humans are intensified by high
winds that increase the rate of heat loss and has
the effect of making it feel colder than the actual air
temperature. Extreme cold temperatures combined
with high winds can lead to frostbite, permanent
damage to the body, or even death.
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Occurrences of Extreme Temperature

The 2016 Union County HMP identified that there
were 12 instances of extreme heat events from 19952013 and two extreme cold events from 2000-2013.
Union County and Westfield have a probability of
experiencing one extreme heat event every 1.5 years
and one extreme cold event every six years.
Vulnerability Mitigating Risk

As indicated above, excessive heat or cold is not a
major health threat in Westfield. In accordance with
data gathered from the NJ Climate Change Resource
Center at Rutgers University, Westfield can expect
to see temperature increases of up to 10 additional
days of heat in excess of 95° through 2030. These
conditions can be exacerbated with the heat island
effect which is more prevalent in highly urbanized
communities. Westfield has a significant amount
of tree cover and green spaces. However, as future
growth happens, Westfield should take careful
consideration to balance growth with the inclusion of
green spaces including trees and other vegetative
cover. While the 2016 Union County HMP identified
Extreme cold as a high priority in terms of mitigation
based on the data the prevalence of extreme cold
occurrences will be limited.

Westfield Projected Temperature Increase
Moderate Emissions
(RCP 4.5)

High Emissions
(RCP 8.5)

Drought

NOAA defines drought as “a period
characterized by long durations of below
normal precipitation. Drought conditions occur
in virtually all climatic zones, yet characteristics
of drought vary significantly from one region
to another, relative to normal precipitation
within respective regions. Drought can affect
agriculture, water supply, aquatic ecology,
wildlife, and plant life. Drought is a temporary
irregularity in typical weather patterns and differs
from aridity, which reflects low rainfall within a
specific region and is a permanent feature of the
climate of that area.”

2030

2060

2090

2030

2060

Change in
Days Above
95 Degrees
(Days)

According to NOAA’s National Integrated Drought
Information System database, Union County has
2090
experienced two severe drought events in the period
from 2000 to 2021.
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Droughts are characterized between D1- Moderate
Drought to D4- Exceptional Drought. Since 2000,
Union County has experienced fourteen drought
events. Of those 13, 10 were moderate droughts, two
were severe droughts and one was considered an
extreme drought.
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While droughts can have detrimental effects
on different types of communities, agricultural
communities are the most susceptible to direct
impacts of drought. Westfield, being a built-out
community with little to no agricultural activity, may
not necessarily be susceptible to drought. However,
the impacts of drought could potentially affect
water supply. In a future scenario of extreme and
exceptional drought, the Town may need to consider
certain mitigation efforts to conserve water.
Mitigation efforts can include moratorium on watering
of lawns and washing of cars among other nonessential uses. Setting up of water conservation
tactics such as rain collection systems are another
way of ensuring efficacy in water usage.

Hurricane, Nor'easter, Severe Storms, Winter
Storm
Westfield, specifically, and western Union County,
more generally, primarily experience extreme storm
events associated with winter weather. According to
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA)’s Storm Events database, between 2016
and 2020, Westfield and western Union County
experienced 22 severe weather events, sixteen of
which were associated with winter storms. The other
six extreme weather events involved excessive heat
(3), strong thunderstorms (1), strong wind (1), and
tropical storm (1).

Normal Seasonal Snowfall, 1981 to Present.
Source: ONJSC Rutgers University
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In New Jersey, winter storms include blizzards,
snow storms, and ice storms. Nor’easters are also
a common type of storm that may occur during
winter months within the State of New Jersey. Winter
weather impacts include lost productivity, traffic
accidents, downed trees, medical events (such
as heart attacks), and hypothermia (which rarely
causes any significant or long-term problems).
Traffic accidents and road closures due to wintry
conditions are the most likely to cause damage.
Projecting future vulnerability to Westfield from winter
weather events are difficult due to climate change. As
the State’s 2019 Hazard Mitigation Plan describes,
there are two climate change trends affecting winter
weather. On the one hand, rising temperatures in
New Jersey are likely to decrease the number of
days when the temperature is cold enough for winter
weather, but on the other hand, the New Jersey
climate has gotten wetter. As a result, there are likely
to be fewer winter storms, but the intensity of those
storms are likely to be greater. In order to mitigate
the adverse impacts of winter storm events, the Town
should ensure that there is adequate green space
and vacant area where snowfall during a winter storm
can be cleared off the roadways by the Town’s public
works personnel. It is also important that the Town
maintains adequate roadway and sidewalk widths
to have enough area for snowplows to be able to
deposit the snow from the main driving area of the
roadway during a winter storm event.
Wind Damage

Significant damage can occur from high winds
associated with severe weather events like
hurricanes, nor’easters, tropical storms and winter
storms. FEMA classifies this threats as high wind –
straight line wind hazards and the threat is uniform
across Union County and is discussed in greater
detail in Union County Hazard Mitigation Plan. There
are no wind hazards from severe storms that are
unique to Westfield. Previously occurrences and the
probability of future events are the same for Westfield
as for Union County. For additional information at the
County level, please refer to Section 4 of the Union
County Hazard Mitigation Plan for that information
at the County level.

Wind Damage Impacts and Vulnerabilities to the
Hazard

Westfield is a typical residential community,
predominated by balloon-frame and unreinforced
masonry residential structures, the majority of which
have gable or hip roofs. As discussed in the Union
Hazard Mitigation Plan, wind profiles in this area of the
country indicate a relatively low potential for severe
events, and adequate construction techniques and
building codes have generally sufficed to keep risks
low. There are two main sources of potential wind
damage in such communities: (1) structural damage
to residential and non-residential buildings, and (2)
power losses, mainly due to trees falling on aboveground lines. There are established methodologies
for completing general risk assessments for these
hazards.
Hazus is a regional multi-hazard loss estimation
model that was developed by FEMA and the National
Institute of Building Sciences. Hazus methodology
is an established methodology to assess potential
risk to existing structures in the scenario of highwind events. These high-winds are projected to
occur during extreme weather events that could
potentially affect Westfield such as Nor-easters,
tropical storms and hurricanes. Based on Hazus
model data, it is projected that roughly 457 residential
structures (about 4.8% of all residential structures)
would experience moderate damage in a 50-year
probabilistic wind event. About four residential and
two commercial structures would experience minor
damage. In a 100-year probabilistic wind event,
about 2,000 residential structures (about 21% of all
residential structures) would experience moderate
damage. An additional 24 residential structures and
about 4 commercial structures would experience
minor damage.
Table 1 below summarizes the projected losses
related to a straight-line event for both the 50-year
and 100-year event in Westfield. Projected damages
are the cumulative total of seven discreet categories:
building damages, contents damages, inventory loss,
relocation costs, business income lost, rental income
lost and wages lost.
Occupancy Class

50-Year Risk

100-Year Risk

Residential

$65,912,400

$183,782,940

Commercial

$7,070

$74,610

$890

$5,130

Others

$2,420

$16,380

Totals

$65,922,780

$183,879,070

Industrial
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There are several recommendations that the Town
could adopt to mitigate the potential damage from
high winds in a severe weather event. The Town
should adhere to the most up-to-date building codes
to ensure the highest quality of construction. The
Town should have an active tree inventory that
includes an assessment of tree conditions and a
prioritization list for trees that should be removed
given their potential to cause damage to utilities and
structures in a high wind event. Where feasible, the
Town should move utilities underground to make
them less susceptible to outages in high wind events.
The Town should also have backup generators for all
critical facilities.
Flood Hazard

Flooding in Westfield most often occurs during
extreme rain events. These can be simply intense
inland storms, tropical cyclones (including hurricanes
and their remnants), and sometimes “nor’easters”.
There are 4 areas of flood concern in Westfield.
1. Nomahegan Brook – this area near the northern
boundary of the Town large flood area mostly
affects Lenape and Echo Lake Parks but does
pose a potential threat to a few residential
properties located on Orenda Circle and
Manitou Circle. This identified floodway also
includes three repetitive loss properties that are
commercial in nature along Cardinal Drive.
2. Gallows Hill Road branch – mostly all of this
small flood area is located within the Fairview
Cemetery retention basin but affects some
residential properties on Harding St. and Gallows
Hill Rd.
3. Brookside Place brook & retention basin –
located on the border between Westfield and
Garwood, this small flood area encompasses
a small brook that runs behind some Cranford
Avenue residential properties and empties into
the retention basin in Garwood. A handful of
residential structures along Union Avenue, Morris
Avenue and Cranford Avenue have experienced
repetitive loss.
4. Robinson’s Branch of the Rahway River – this
is the largest flood area in Westfield and affects
multiple residential properties along Knollwood
Terrace, Normandy Drive, Willow Grove Road
and Lamberts Mill Road. Underground storm
sewer drainage pipes discharge into a man-made
concrete flume near Shackamaxon Place. This
concrete structure, constructed in the 1970’s,

holds the waterway within its walls before opening
up into a free-flowing stream in Tamaques Park
and running into a large flood zone in Clark.
One of the best resources for determining flood risk in
a jurisdiction is Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs),
which are produced by FEMA. The FIRM is the official
map of a community on which FEMA has delineated
both the special flood hazard areas (1% annual
chance of flooding) and the risk premium zones
applicable to the jurisdiction. The effective FIRM date
for Union County is September 20, 2006 and is shown
in the FEMA Flood Zones map on the following page.
The Preliminary FIRM was released for Union County
on January 30, 2015. The area within Winfield was
not restudied for this map update. Therefore, there
are no changes between the Effective FIRM and the
Preliminary FIRM.
Current FEMA guidance uses the term extent as
analogous to potential severity. The extent of the
flood hazard in Westfield is relatively minor. The areas
discussed above have experienced fairly shallow and
low-velocity flooding at various times in the past, and
in this case this is the best indicator of extent in the
future. The most flood-prone areas of the jurisdiction
can expect to experience flooding of a foot or two
maximum (occasionally), with more frequent rain
events causing a few inches of inundation at low
spots, and those adjacent to culverts and stream
channels. The current engineering design standard
for the jurisdiction is a 25-year event (i.e. one with
a 4% annual chance of occurring), so events more
significant than that have the potential to inundate
areas.
Another potential indicator of the damage that could
occur as the result of flooding events is to review
the number of FEMA repetitive loss properties and
the cumulative amount of money paid out for flood
damaged properties. The Town of Westfield has a
relatively small number of repetitive loss properties
and damage caused by repetitive flooding. In
Westfield, there are 31 repetitive loss properties and
the amount paid to those repetitive loss properties has
been $37,764.13. Total payments from the National
Flood Insurance Program for properties in Westfield is
$204,866.10.
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Figure 1: Town of Westfield FEMA Flood Zones

Figure 2 shows the affected properties in the Robinson Branch of the Rahway River Flood Zone in the southern
portion of Westfield. The Beadleston High School/Westlake School building is identified as one of the Town’s
only critical facilities that is located within a flood zone. The Town should work with the school district to ensure
that the school building would experience minimal damage during a flooding event. Additionally, the bridge on
Lamberts Mill Road is located within the Flood Zone.

Figure 2: Robinson
Branch of the Rahway
River Flood Zone
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The Nomahagen Brook Flood Zone in the northern portion of the Town identified in Figure 3 poses less risk
to critical structures to Westfield. However, critical infrastructure such as the Springfield Avenue bridge can
potentially be affected by a flooding event. This piece of infrastructure is critical to reinforce as it is one of the
main connections to US Route 22. This will be discussed in greater detail in the Evacuation Routes section.

Figure 3: Nomahagen Brook Flood Zone
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Build-out Analysis

Build-out Analysis

Development Trends

As an older suburban community in the New York
metropolitan area, Westfield is left with little vacant
land available for development. The Existing Land
Use section of this Plan identifies the little amount of
vacant land in the Town has based on NJDEP data.
Since 2004, the Town has seen building permits
issued for 929 new residential units, most of these in
one- and two-family structures with some multifamily
and mixed-use development. The development trends
highlight the predominantly single-family nature of the
Town.
Table 2: Number of Housing Units Authorized
by Building Permits for New Construction
Year

1&2 Family

Multifamily

Mixed Use

2004

49

0

0

2005

92

0

0

2006

81

0

7

2007

50

0

0

2008

49

0

0

2009

18

0

0

2010

23

0

0

2011

23

0

0

2012

37

0

0

2013

47

0

0

2014

74

0

0

2015

90

0

0

2016

82

0

0

2017

71

31

0

2018

54

1

0

2019

55

0

0

Total

895

32

7

Source: NJDCA Construction Reporter, Housing Units
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A Build-out analysis was performed as a part of
the planning process for the ULUC to understand
potential impact that redevelopment, largely
concentrated in the downtown area, could impact
the Town. Land Use recommendations that would
affect future build-out in Westfield are concentrated
in the center of Town, which is generally outside
of any type of floodways. These recommendations
were made with Priority 1 of the New Jersey Climate
Change Resiliency Strategy report released in 2021.
The Town intends to promote redevelopment projects
that are located in safe areas, away from the flood
zones. Additionally, the Town’s existing ordinances
with regards to solar panels and EV charging station
requirements will help to ensure that redevelopment
projects will be created with sustainability and
resiliency in mind. Any potential impact from severe
weather events are likely to be applicable to the Town
as a whole as the area where the recommendations
are primarily focused on does not have any unique
characteristics that make it acutely susceptible to
these events. Recommendations made in this Plan
pertaining to land use are not intended to exacerbate
any of the existing flood hazards in the Town. The
results of the Build-out analysis can be found in
Appendix A.
Given the little amount of vacant land existing in
Westfield, most significant development activity
would occur through redevelopment. The existing
designated redevelopment areas of Westfield are all
located away from any of the current flood zones. As
discussed earlier in this chapter, the Town has also
recently adopted a stormwater ordinance to comply
with NJDEP’s new stormwater rules. As a result, it
is likely that new development that has to comply
with these updated stormwater rules could improve
stormwater drainage and lessen the chances of
localized flooding in Westfield.
Additionally, the Town of Westfield has a Storm Water
Control and Flood Plain Ordinance as a part of its
land use regulations. This ordinance prevents future
development in any delineated flood hazard area that
would lead to potential damage as a result of a flood
event. As a result, future development that is not the
result of recommendations made in the ULUC are
unlikely to have an impact of existing flood hazard
areas.
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Evacuation Routes

The New Jersey Office of Emergency Management
identifies US Route 22, NJ Route 28 and the Garden
State Parkway among other major roadways as
the main evacuation routes for Union County (as
shown in Figure 2). NJ Route 28 runs through the
center of Westfield and US Route 22 runs just north
of Town while there are several local connections
to the Garden State Parkway, most notably Central
Avenue. The evacuation routes in Union County
focus primarily on the more coastal and low-lying
communities in the eastern half of the County such
as Elizabeth and Rahway. Westfield and several
neighboring communities in western Union County
are much less likely to experience flooding and
storm-related events outside of the designated flood
zones. Local streets within the Town and north- south
routes between these towns are unlikely to be directly
affected by sea level rise, flooding, and severe storm
events.
However, in the unlikely event of a severe storm, it
is prudent that local roadways are clearly directed to
the designated evacuation routes in Union County.
Springfield Avenue, a County roadway in the Town’s
northern border with Mountainside, is the main route
out of Westfield to US Route 22 and crosses over
the Nomahegan Brook floodway. The Town should
work with Union County to ensure that the bridge that
crosses this floodway will be able to withstand an
extreme weather event requiring evacuation out of
Westfield.

Emergency Facilities

In Westfield, the critical facilities for emergency
response include fire stations, police stations, gas
stations, and evacuation shelters. Town Hall, the
central location of Operations and Emergency
Management and the Police Headquarters are located
at 425 East Broad Street in the central part of the
Town. Fire Headquarters are also located in the
central part of Town at 405 North Avenue.
• Police Facilities
» Police Headquarters at 425 East Broad Street

The Town has its own fire department that provides
fire rescue and emergency response services to
Westfield. The Westfield Fire Department is composed
of a Fire Chief, Deputy Fire Chief, four Battalion
Chiefs, and four Lieutenants, 20 fire fighters and 10
volunteer fire fighters. The department includes 25
certified emergency medical technicians. The Town's
fire stations include:
• Fire Headquarters: 405 North Avenue
• Fire Station 2: 1029 Central Avenue
Potential Emergency Services

The Homeland Infrastructure Foundation – Level Data
(HIFLD) is a subcommittee within the Department
of Homeland Security (DHS) that is responsible
for collecting geospatial data from all levels of
government, processing it for uniformity and quality,
and sharing with the end user. According to the
emergency shelter data, there are ten locations
within Westfield that are potential shelters in case of
emergency. These are facilities identified by either
FEMA or the American Red Cross as places that
can potentially house people in case of a disaster or
emergency.
Gas Stations

Gas service stations are an important resource in
case of power outage and during other emergency
events. There are eight gas stations in or immediately
adjacent to the border of Westfield. Four of the gas
stations are near the center of Town along South
Avenue. Another is located in the south-central part
of Town along Central Avenue. Two gas stations are
located just across the Scotch Plains border along
North and South Avenues. One is in Clark Township
along Central Avenue on the main connection to the
Garden State Parkway.

Source: New Jersey Office of Emergency
Management
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Westfield Critical Facilities

The 2016 Union County HMP identified the following
critical facilities in Westfield.
Facility
Beadleston High School/Westlake
School
Lincoln School (Kindergarten)
Crossroads School
Edison Middle School (6-8)
Fire Headquarters
Fire Station 2
First Congressional School
(Private)
Franklin School (1-5)
Holy Trinity School (Private)

Address
1571 Lamberts Mill Rd
728 Westfield Ave
45 Cardinal Dr.
800 Rahway Ave.
405 North Ave.
1029 Central Ave.
125 Elmer St.
700 Prospect St.
336 First St.

Jefferson School (1-5)

1200 Boulevard

McKinley School (1-5)

500 First St.

Public Library
Redeemer Lutheran School (PreK6)
Roosevelt Middle School (6-8)
Tamaques School (1-5)
Town Hall & Police Headquarters
Washington School (1-5)
Westfield High School (9-12)

550 E. Broad St.
229 Cowperthwaite Pl.
301 Clark St.
641 Willow Grove Rd.
425 E. Broad St.
900 St. Marks Ave.
550 Dorian Rd.

Westfield Station (West Bound)
Westfield Station (East Bound)
Wilson School (1-5)

301 Linden Ave.

Potential impacts of natural hazards on components
and elements of the Master Plan

The Town intends to promote redevelopment
projects that are located in safe areas, away from
the flood zones. The overwhelming majority of
recommendations of the Unified Land Use and
Circulation element focused on the downtown area,
which is far away from the recognized flood hazard
areas. There are additional recommendations outside
of the downtown area, but these are not anticipated
to exacerbate the potential impacts from natural
hazards. In fact, it is likely that the recommendations
in combination with recently passed Town ordinances
such as the new stormwater management ordinance
and ordinances around solar panels and electric
vehicle charging stations are likely to help mitigate
any potential impacts of future extreme weather
events. Additional recommendations are proposed
below to deal directly with efforts to mitigate any
potential harm resulting from natural hazards.
Town of Westfield Mitigation Strategy

This section contains the strategies and
recommendations that are intended to reduce
or avoid risks associated with natural hazards.
These recommendations are consistent with and
in addition to the mitigation strategies identified by
Union County in the 2016 Hazard Mitigation Plan.
Refer to Appendix 19 of the Union County Hazard
Mitigation Plan for the County’s mitigation strategies
for the Town.
• Attempt to balance growth with the
inclusion of green spaces including of
trees and other vegetative cover.
• In the event of extreme future drought,
consider a moratorium on watering of
lawns and washing of cars among other
non-essential uses. Additionally, setting
up water conservation measures such as
rain collection systems are another way of
improving the efficient use of water.
• Town should ensure that there is adequate
green space and vacant area where snowfall
during a winter storm can be deposited from
Town roadways by the Town’s DPW.
• Maintain adequate roadway and
sidewalk widths to have enough area for
snowplows to be able to deposit snow
from the main driving area of the roadway
in the event of a winter storm.
• Adhere to the most up-to-date building codes
to ensure the highest quality of construction.
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• Maintain an active tree inventory
that includes an assessment of tree
conditions and a prioritization list for
trees that should be removed given their
potential to cause damage to utilities and
structures in a high wind event.
• Where feasible, the Town should move
utilities underground to make them less
susceptible to outages in high wind events.
The Town should also have backup
generators for all critical facilities.

A
policy
statement
regarding
consistency,
coordination, and integration of the Vulnerability
Assessment with various existing or proposed plans

Westfield participated in Union County’s 2016 Hazard
Mitigation Plan. It is the Town’s intention to continue
to prepare for future hazards in a manner consistent
with the 2016 HMP. The Unified Land Use and
Circulation element is intended to be consistent with
and effectuate the Union County 2016 HMP.

• Ensure that all critical facilities
have backup generators
• Work with the school district to ensure
that the Beadleston High School/Westlake
School building would experience minimal
damage during a flooding event.
• Work with Union County to ensure that
the bridge that crosses this floodway will
withstand an extreme weather event that
requires evacuation out of Westfield.
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RELATIONSHIP TO
OTHER PLANS
The Municipal Land Use Law requires municipal master
plans “include a specific policy statement indicating
the relationship of the proposed development of the
municipality as described in the master plan to: (1)
the master plans of contiguous municipalities, (2)
the master plan of the county, and (3) the State Plan
adopted pursuant to the State Planning Act and (4)
the district solid waste management plan required
pursuant to the provisions of the “Solid Waste
Management Act.””

1995 Springfield Master Plan
Reexamination Report
Springfield borders Westfield at Westfield’s most
northeasterly boundary for a relatively small distance.
Lenape Park spans both municipalities and is zoned
as Open Space-Government Use (OS-GU) in
Springfield, and as Residential RS-16 (16,000 square
foot minimum lot size) in Westfield. The park, owned
by Union County, is unlikely to change from parkland.
Northwest of the park is Springfield’s Planned Unit
Development (PUD) zone, adjacent to Westfield’s
O-2 Office-Research Zone (80,000 square foot
minimum lot size). Springfield’s PUD zone has over
300 townhouse units and includes office and retail
stores. The residential townhouse complex and one
office building abut the Westfield border; retail uses
in the PUD zone are located further away from the
municipal boundary on U.S. Route 22. Both districts
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permit business and professional office uses and
while Springfield additionally permits residential and
retail, the zone districts are compatible.
The Township of Springfield last adopted its Master
Plan on November 5, 1997 and last prepared a
Reexamination Report on October 11, 2005. The
Township’s Zoning Map was last revised in November
2003. Westfield’s development and regulations are
consistent with existing and zoned development in
Springfield.

2009 Cranford Master Plan
Cranford borders Westfield to the east and abuts
Westfield in two locations: north of Garwood and
south of Garwood. Single-family use is zoned in both
Westfield and Cranford along their shared borders,
with the exception of the educational zone district in
Cranford for Union County College which is adjacent
to Westfield’s Fairview Cemetery. Along their northern
shared border, Cranford’s R-2 zone (10,000 square
foot minimum lot size) abuts Westfield’s RS-12 zone
(12,000 square foot minimum lot size). Both districts
permit single-family detached dwellings only. Also
along their shared northern border, Cranford’s R-2
(10,000 square foot minimum lot size) and R-3 (8,000
square foot minimum lot size) zones abut Westfield’s
RS-6 zone (6,000 square foot minimum lot size).
Both districts permit single-family detached dwellings
only. Along Cranford and Westfield’s southern border,
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Cranford’s R-3 (8,000 square foot minimum lot size)
and R-4 (6,000 square foot minimum lot size) zone
abuts Westfield’s RS-12 zone (12,000 square foot
minimum lot size). Both districts permit single-family
detached dwellings only. Although the Westfield
tends to zone for a lower density than Cranford, the
differences are not significant enough to pose major
problems.
The Township of Cranford last adopted its Master
Plan on June 10, 2009 and last revised its Zone Map
on October 4, 2011. Westfield’s development and
regulations are consistent with existing and zoned
development in Cranford.

2009 Garwood Master Plan
Reexamination Report
Garwood borders Westfield to the east and is
the “doughnut-hole” municipality of Cranford and
Westfield. Both Garwood and Westfield have a central
corridor consisting of the Raritan Valley Line and North/
South Avenue roadways, zoning for commercial and
light industrial along this corridor. Existing uses and
zoned areas further north and south of this corridor are
residential in both municipalities.
North of the shared rail and roadway corridor,
Westfield’s RS-10 zone (10,000 square foot minimum
lot size) abuts Garwood’s Residence “A” (R-A) zone
(5,000 square foot minimum lot size) and Mixed Use
Development (MUD) zone. Both the RS-10 and R-A
zone districts permit single-family detached dwellings
only. Although lot sizes are smaller in Garwood than
in Westfield, differences are not significant enough
to warrant any changes to Westfield’s development
regulations. Garwood’s MUD zone is the result of
Garwood’s 2004 North Avenue West Redevelopment
Plan (built and known as The Lofts at Garwood).
This zone permits single bedroom commuter-type
apartments, age-restricted townhouses, and smallscale retail. Westfield’s Gumbert Park abuts the MUD
District. This open space adjacent to higher density
living is compatible.
Across the street from the MUD district located on
North Avenue in Garwood is the ShopRite, zoned as
Community Commercial (CC). Adjacent to this land
use in Westfield is an existing lumber yard with a new
zone, the North Avenue Affordable Housing Transit
Oriented Development Zone (NA-AH), adopted in
2013 and amended in 2018. The zone permits multifamily residences and townhouses at a density of 25
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dwelling units per acre. Westfield’s new zoning is
compatible with the adjacent community commercial
use and nearby commuter apartments in Garwood.
South of the Raritan Valley Line on South Avenue,
Garwood and Westfield both have light industrial
uses, Garwood zoning the area for Light Industrial and
Westfield zoning the area as General Business (GB2). Westfield adopted two (2) new overlay zones for
the area in 2018, the C Affordable Housing Overlay
Zone (C-AHO) which permits multi-family at a density
of 30 dwelling units per acre, and the South/Windsor
Affordable Housing Overlay (SH-AHO) which permits
multi-family at a density of 37.77 dwelling units per
acre. The SH-AHO permits retail sales and services
on the ground floor alone, not to exceed 12,000 square
feet and to serve the local population only. Garwood’s
neighboring light industrial uses may not be compatible
with residential developments in these overlay zones.
The SH-AHO overlay zone extends across South
Avenue and lies adjacent to Garwood’s Residence
“B” (R-B) zone district (5,000 square foot minimum lot
size) which permits single-family detached dwellings
and two-family dwellings that share ceilings, not
walls. These zoned multi-family uses in Garwood and
Westfield are compatible.
The remainder of Garwood’s border is zoned as
Residence “A” (R-A) zone (5,000 square foot minimum
lot size) and Public Open Space (POS). This R-A zone
is adjacent to Westfield’s RS-6 zone (6,000 square foot
minimum lot size), RS-8 (8,000 square foot minimum
lot size) and RA-4 zone (senior citizen housing).
Although minimum lot sizes in Garwood are much less
than Westfield, Westfield should maintain the zoning in
order to keep with existing community character. The
senior citizen housing complex adjacent to Garwood’s
single-family zone should be appropriately buffered to
mitigate any impacts resulting from the differing uses
and density. The POS zone (Unami Park) in Garwood
is adjacent to Westfield’s RS-12 zone (12,000 square
foot minimum lot size). This open space adjacent to
single-family residential is compatible.
The Borough of Garwood last conducted a Master
Plan Reexamination Report, adopted on September
30, 2009, and last revised its Zone Map in October
2004. Westfield’s development and regulations are
consistent with existing and zoned development
in Garwood. One area along South Avenue may
experience land use conflicts in the coming years,
where higher density housing is proposed in Westfield
adjacent to existing light industrial uses in Garwood.

2013 Clark Master Plan
Westfield’s southern boundary is shared with Clark.
One section of Clark, north of the Lehigh Valley
Railroad Line and east of Central Avenue, is not
accessed through Clark, but rather through Westfield
or nearby Cranford. The municipal border does not
clearly follow street lines in this neighborhood, and
therefore compatibility between Westfield and Clark at
this location is essential. In Clark, the neighborhood
is zoned for Residential R-100 (10,000 square foot
minimum lot size) and Residential R-75 (7,500 square
foot minimum lot size), both permitting single-family
detached dwellings.
In Westfield, the adjacent
neighborhood is zoned as RS-10 (10,000 square
foot minimum lot size) and RS-6 (6,000 square foot
minimum lot size). The differences between these
municipalities at this location is not significant enough
to pose major problems.
Another section of Clark, north of the freight railway
and west of Central Avenue, is not accessed through
Clark but through Westfield. The portion of the
neighborhood located in Clark is zoned for Residential
R-100 (10,000 square foot minimum lot size) and the
portion of the neighborhood in Westfield is zoned as
RS-8 (8,000 square foot minimum lot size). These
zones are compatible.
Following the Lehigh Valley Railroad Line westward
up to Westfield Avenue/Rahway Avenue, the zone in
Clark south of the rail line is zoned as Commercial
Industrial (CI) and north of the rail line in Westfield, the
area is zoned RS-10 (10,000 square foot minimum lot
size). Although the land uses differ, the Lehigh Valley
Railroad Line acts as a natural barrier between them.
Traveling westward south of Westfield Avenue/
Rahway Avenue, the area in Clark is zoned as AgeRestricted/Senior Housing (R-SH) and is occupied by
“Woodcrest at Clark”. Adjacent to this development
is Westfield’s Commercial (C) zone that spans both
north and south of the rail line. South of the rail line in
Westfield is a utility yard that acts as a buffer between
the rail line and the residential senior housing in Clark.
The Township of Clark last adopted its Master Plan
on March 7, 2013 and last revised its Zone Map on
September 18, 2017. Westfield’s development and
regulations are consistent with existing and zoned
development in Clark.

2007 Scotch Plains Master
Plan Reexamination Report
Scotch Plains is located along Westfield’s entire
western border. For the most part, various residential
districts neighbor one another along the border.
Beginning from the southwestern corner, exceptions
include the Industrial (M-2) Zone in Scotch Plains
(south of the Lehigh Valley Railroad Line) adjacent to
Westfield’s Commercial (C) Zone. These zones are
somewhat compatible and there are no anticipated
significant negative impacts.
Another exception includes the Shackamaxon Country
Club located in Scotch Plains which is zoned as SubArea C Redevelopment Plan District (SCRPD), and is
part of the 2011 Shackamaxon Redevelopment Plan. If
the golf course ceases to operate, the Redevelopment
Plan sub-zone would kick-in to permit mixed-use
development with a 50% set-aside for open space
preservation. The zone is adjacent to Westfield’s
Residential RS-12 Zone (12,000 square foot minimum
lot size). Lamberts Mill Road acts at the municipal
boundary in this location. The existing open space area
of the Country Club and golf course is compatible to
the neighboring residential neighborhoods. However,
should the golf course cease to operate, this area
should be monitored for compatibility to Westfield’s
surrounding residential neighborhoods.
Continuing north along the municipal boundary, Scotch
Plains has an area zoned as Public (P), adjacent to
Westfield’s Residential RS-10 Zone (10,000 square
foot minimum lot size). These adjacent zones are
compatible.
Directly south of the Raritan Valley Line, both
municipalities zone for commercial. In Scotch Plains,
Retail Business (B-2) and in Westfield, General
Business (GB-2).
Both municipalities zone for
residential directly north of the Raritan Valley Line. In
both instances, the zones are compatible.
The final exception from adjacent residential zones
include the area on Brightwood Avenue, in which
it appears one parcel is zoned as Industry (M-1) in
Scotch Plains, adjacent to Westfield’s Residential
RS-6 Zone (6,000 square foot minimum lot size).
Industry being located so closely to residential may
have significant negative impacts. This area should
be monitored.
The R3-B Residence Zone in Scotch Plains abuts
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Westfield’s RS-16 Zone and directly abuts Westfield’s
Brightwood Park. The R3-B Zone is established
to carry out the Broadway Redevelopment Plan
and permits detached single-family residential and
recreational facilities. As these zones are compatible,
there are no anticipated significant negative impacts.
The Township of Scotch Plains last conducted a Master
Plan Reexamination Report, adopted on December
12, 2016, and last revised its Zone Map on January
1, 2015.

2014 Mountainside Master Plan
The Borough of Mountainside and Westfield share a
large common boundary, most of Westfield’s northern
border. Echo Lake Park spans both municipalities for
a majority of Westfield’s northeastern boundary, zoned
as Residential RS-40 in Westfield and Residential R-2
(15,000 square foot minimum lot size) in Mountainside.
The park, owned by the County, is unlikely to change
from parkland.
A majority of the remainder of the municipal boundary
in Mountainside is zoned Residential R-2 (15,000
square foot minimum lot size), permitting single-family
land uses. On the Westfield side of the municipal
border, zone districts vary but are all residential (RS-8,
RS-12, RS-40).
Mountainside’s one area not zoned as R-2 and
adjacent to Westfield are the parcels fronting Mountain
Avenue, being located in the Business B Zone (3,000
square foot minimum lot size), a small neighborhood
commercial node. In Westfield, abutting this zone is
the Garden Apartment RA-2 Zone and the Residential
RS-12 Zone (12,000 square foot minimum lot size)
east and west of Mountain Avenue, respectively.
These zones are generally compatible.
The Borough of Mountainside last adopted a Master
Plan on April 24, 2014 and last revised their Zone Map
in January 2017. The existing regulations and land
uses for both municipalities are compatible with one
another and are unlikely to pose major problems.
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1998 Union County Master Plan
Union County last completed a Master Plan in 1998.
Of the 21 municipalities located in Union County, the
plan characterizes Westfield as a suburban community
that developed along a commuter rail line. Per
Westfield’s 2009 Land Use Element amended in 2013,
“The Westfield Master Plan is consistent in nearly all
respects with the Union County Master Plan.” This
Master Plan Reexamination Report supports the goals
and objectives of the 1998 Union County Master Plan:
1. Housing Goal: Promote the provision of
a broad range of housing opportunities for
all income levels and household types by
encouraging the maintenance or rehabilitation
of the existing housing stock and through the
construction of new housing units.
2. Development Goal: To facilitate the
development of Union County by directing new
growth to environmentally suitable areas that
can be provided with essential infrastructure
and support facilities and to revitalize the urban
centers and corridors within the County.
3. Transportation/Circulation Goal: To promote
the development of an improved and balanced,
multi-modal transportation system that integrates
and links highway, bus, rail, air, waterborne
transport systems and pedestrian and bicycle
facilities.
4. Economic Development Goal: Continue
County sponsored economic development efforts
to reduce unemployment, provide year-round
employment opportunities and enhance the
tax base by encouraging compatible industrial,
commercial, office and retail facilities to locate or
expand in Union County.

State Development and
Redevelopment Plan

District Solid Waste
Management Plan

The State Plan Development and Redevelopment
Plan (SDRP) was prepared and adopted by the State
Planning Commission according to the requirements
of the State Planning Act of 1985 to serve as an
instrument of state policy to guide state agencies and
local government in the exercise of governmental
powers regarding planning, infrastructure investment
and other public actions and initiatives that affect
and support economic growth and development in
the state. The SDRP is not itself a regulation but a
statement of State policy that has been adopted by the
State Planning Commission to guide State, regional
and local agencies in the exercise of their statutory
authority.

The District Solid Waste Management Plan identifies
locations of approved and regulated recycling activities.
There are no privately-owned regulated locations for
recycle activities in Westfield. This Westfield Master
Plan Reexamination Report is therefore compatible
with the County District Solid Waste Management
Plan.

The 2002 Master Plan described in detail
Westfield’s relationship to the State Development
and Redevelopment Plan (pages 61-68 of the 2002
Plan). Since 2002, no changes have been made to
the State Development and Redevelopment Plan (the
“State Plan”). Therefore, this Westfield Master Plan
Reexamination Report is consistent with the State
Development and Redevelopment Plan. The Town
of Westfield remains within the Metropolitan Planning
Area (PA1). For areas located in the Metropolitan
Planning Area (PA1), the State Plan’s intention is to:

The District Solid Waste Management Plan was
adopted by the Union County Board of Chosen
Freeholders on June 7, 1979. The Plan was then
approved with modifications by the New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection on August
30, 1980 and has since been amended from time
to time (last amended on December 20, 2018). On
December 11, 1986, the Union County Board of
Chosen Freeholders designated the Union County
Utilities Authority (UCUA) as the agency responsible
to implement the County Plan.

•

Provide for
much of the
state’s future
redevelopment;

•

Revitalize cities
and towns;

•

Promote
growth in compact
forms;

•

Stabilize older
suburbs;

•

Redesign areas
of sprawl; and

•

Protect the
character of
existing stable
communities.
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Buildout Analysis
As a part of the Community Form Analysis, the
ULUC team created a buildout analysis to project
the potential development that may occur under
a development scenario that included existing
and potential redevelopment designations and
potential regulatory changes to the zoning code to
spur development at higher densities than what is
currently allowed.
A Buildout Analysis is a planning tool utilized to
estimate the amount of development that can occur
in a specified area according to existing or proposed
land development regulations. Buildout analysis
gives the ability to “see into the future” as follows:
• Provides an understanding of the potential
future growth that can occur and can have an
affect on local policy decisions such as housing,
economic development, and transportation
• Helps local decision makers make
more informed decisions
A buildout analysis for downtown Westfield can
project a potential pattern of future growth. Concerns
from the community as identified in the 2019 Master
Plan Reexamination Report process, including a
need for redevelopment in the downtown while
recognizing the area’s traffic and parking conditions
can be addressed. The buildout simulates or projects
how much development would occur under different
zoning scenarios. Utlimately, the buildout analysis
will provide an answer to the following:
• “How much future development can the
downtown sustainably support in terms of
added population and employees?”
The results of the buildout will then answer the
following questions:
• “What zoning changes are needed to
support downtown revitalization while still
preserving community character?”
• “How will the circulation and parking
needs of the community change based
on the projected buildout?”
• “What circulation and parking-related
changes need to occur to improve
existing and potential conditons?”
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The Buildout Analysis conducted as part of
this ULUC for the downtown core evaluated a
development scenario that resulted in an estimate
number of added residents and employees. Taking
into consideration the development constraints and
retaining the Town's existing character, the buildout
estimates the likely maximum feasible projected
development that can potential occur over the tenyear time frame of the ULUC Plan.
These zoning changes are based upon the
discussions of potentially increasing the allowable
height and number of stories throughout the
downtown and potentially greater heights and stories
along the rail line.
By projecting for this scenario, the Town can assess
regulatory and streetscape changes that can
help to mitigate any perceived adverse effects of
development while enhancing the positive impacts
of new downtown development. The ULUC Steering
Committee was presented this scenario and the
results. The buildout took into consideration recent
approved developments, including the following, and
as shown on the map on page 55:
• The Parker (439 West Broad St)
• The Bentley (501 South Ave West)
• 409 Westfield Avenue (adjacent
to “Roots Building”)
• Former Jolly Trolley (411 North Ave West)
• Flatiron Building (44 Elm St)
• 226 North Avenue West
• 333 Central Avenue
• Elite Properties (421-429, 418-448
South Ave W; 338 Windsor Ave)
• Savannah Condos (111 Prospect St)*
*While not recently approved, Savannah Condos
is the most recent development to occur in the
downtown study area prior to 2015 and is unlikely to
change
The scenario took into consideration the opportunity
areas discussed above including redevelopment sites
and properties in common ownership. Input from the
developer/landowner meetings were also considered.
In the 10-year projection of the buildout, some sites
were recognized as areas of potential change, while
others were likely to remain the same. It is important
to point out that buildout analysis do not predict when
or at what rate buildout will occur or where it will first

occur.
The build-out analysis is intended to show how
development could affect the downtown as a whole
and different areas of the downtown in particular.
It is not intended to analyze how every individual
development could specifically impact the area.
From a planning perspective, it is preferable to take
a more conservative approach towards projecting for
a maximum build-out scenario. By projecting for this
scenario, the Town can determine whether this is the
amount of development that is appropriate and how
it can take actions to address any potential impacts
from this development.
The chosen scenario was intended to be a
higher than likely scenario to analyze what the
upper end of development potential could be
in downtown Westfield. Assumptions about the
development included increased heights from what

is currently allowed in the downtown, particularly for
redevelopment areas along the rail line. This analysis
should be viewed as a potential to give the Town a
reasonable idea of what could happen rather than
what will happen. The results of the chosen scenario,
and its effects on the Downtown are discussed below.
The results of the Downtown buildout is further
detailed as subsections A through G.
Downtown

Downtown Westfield provides significant opportunities
for redevelopment and infill development that has the
potential to attract significant real estate investment
that will increase the number of downtown residents
and employees (both office and retail). The Town’s
decision to designate its municipal parking lots
scattered around the downtown area and the site of
Lord and Taylor department store as Areas in Need of
Redevelopment will contribute meaningfully as to why
this development will occur. Most of the development
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in this build-out scenario occurs on these properties
and the properties adjacent to them.

play profile, it is likely that the actual development
mix will be similar to what was projeted.

The build-out scenario that H2M ran projected
increases in the number of residents and employees,
particularly office employees. It is estimated that
across all of the sub-areas that make up downtown
Westfield there could be a total of 320 new retail
employees, 850 new office employees and 2,864
new residents. These estimated increases were not
seen universally. The South Avenue, Lord and Taylor
and Downtown Core areas were projected to see all
of the new office employee projects while much of the
new residential development in downtown Westfield
was to be located in the Elm Street, Downtown Core
and South Avenue areas. The increase in retail
workers was spread throughout the downtown but
was primarily concentrated in the Downtown Core
area and the Elm Street area. It should be noted that
these numbers reflect a maximum, and theoretical
built-out scenario based upon several assumptions
described in the following sections.

The build-out projections were bullish on the potential
for various areas of downtown Westfield to add
significant office space. This is due to the residents’
desire to have high quality office space in downtown
as well as several trends in commercial office space
that work in Westfield’s favor. Westfield has the
potential to add significant office space and become
a satellite office area in the same way that Morristown
acts as in northern New Jersey. Commercial real
estate research and investment firms such as CBRE
have been documenting the trend of suburban
locations that can provide a live/work/play urban-type
environment with the advantages of good schools,
open space, etc. that are poised to have strong office
real estate market potential.1 Even evident prior to
the COVID-19 pandemic, corporations may look to
move some of their office footprint out of New York
and into suburban areas that can still provide urban
qualities such as availability of goods and services,
entertainment opportunities and connectivity to mass
transit.

These results were based on several assumptions
that are intended to show a downtown development
scenario that could be considered the “highest
potential growth” scenario. Most notably, it is
assumed that there will be greater heights and
densities than are currently allowed. This would
include increasing the maximum number of stories
from three (3) to four (4) in all the downtown area
with the additional allowable increase in the number
of stories up to six (6) stories along the rail line.
The build-out model also assumes that the average
household size of households that would move into
the new residential units would be much smaller (2.0
residents/unit) than the Town-wide average size of
2.87. This is because the average household size
for renter households is 2.11 based on ACS data.
Additionally, there will be one (1) office employee
for every 400 square feet of office space and
there will be one (1) retail employee for every 500
square feet of retail space. Additional assumptions
about the overall mix of office, retail and residential
spaces were based on the likelihood of downtowns
increasingly serving as places of live/work/play
environments. The development mix utilized in the
build-out analysis was utilized solely for projecting
potential transportation impacts. Futher analysis
conducted through the Redevelopment Planning
process to determine appropriate development mixes
based on community priorities. Given that Westfield
has consistently been ranked as one of the top
downtowns in all of New Jersey that fits the live/work/
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Significant new office space in Westfield has the
potential to pull in tenants who are looking to move
from more car-oriented office parks in nearby
Parsippany, Edison/Woodbridge, and Somerset
County as well as tenants looking to have smaller
satellite offices in suburban communities where
their employees would like to live. The Town has
significant advantages over these other locations
such as the ability to walk and dine in the downtown
during lunch hours, the ability of office employees to
commute along the Raritan Valley line or by utilizing
local and regional bus transit rather than driving to
work or even the ability to live in Westfield and walk
to work.
Another long-term trend that supports demand for
additional office space in Westfield is the growth in
demand for medical office buildings. Much of this
trend is due to the general aging of the population.
As the population continues to get older, there is
a greater need for medical services and visits to
physicians’ offices. More major mixed-use developers
are including medical office space as a solid
income generating aspect of their developments.
As many older residents in Westfield look to age
in place, providing for high quality medical office
space in downtown Westfield could help foster a
multigenerational community. While not specifically
differentiated in the build-out analysis, it is likely that
the total projected office space in downtown Westfield
may include a significant amount of medical office
space.

South Avenue (A)

The South Avenue sub-area of Downtown Westfield
presents significant redevelopment opportunities
and is one of the largest areas for potential growth
in the amount of residential units and new office
space. The build-out analysis projects a maximum
development scenario where the Town allows for
a significant increase in the maximum allowable
height on properties along the rail line, which would
be the reasons for this significant growth. Much of
this growth is centered around the redevelopment
of Parking Lot #3, which is located along the Raritan
Valley railroad tracks. The current municipal parking
lot is one of the largest potential infill development
sites in the entire downtown and comprises almost
4.3 total acres. Built out to its full potential through the
redevelopment process could potentially yield mixeduse development that would add new residential
space along with retail and office uses as a part of a
mixed-use development. Redevelopment of Parking
Lot #3 could provide an opportunity to improve
connectivity in the downtown between the core area
north of the train station and the corridor along South
Avenue.
The build-out analysis also included the approved
Circle Plaza of Westfield, The Parker and 409
Westfield projects as well as the projected
redevelopment of Parking Lot #6. Taken together,
these projects would add an estimated 206 new
residents and 18 new retail employees. Other parcels
within the South Avenue sub-area are smaller lots
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located on the southern side of South Avenue and
are not projected to be developed due to their smaller
size and location. Appropriate redevelopment of the
municipal parking lot could help to connect the area
that is south of the rail line with the remainder of
downtown Westfield. This dynamic is discussed in
greater detail in the Community Form Plan chapter.
Lord and Taylor (B)

The area around the former Lord and Taylor
department store is another area of downtown
Westfield with significant development potential.
Similar to the South Avenue area, this is due to the
large area for potential infill development, in this
case, the former L&T properties. These properties in
total add up to just over 8.7 acres. The site has been
designated as an Area in Need of Redevelopment
and is located immediately adjacent to the rail line,
providing the ability for the site to accommodate
greater massing and building height than other areas
of downtown Westfield.
The build-out analysis assumes that the area be
redeveloped under a scenario that would yield
new residential and office spaces. This area is
not projected to add new retail space, but further
analysis of this site should be conducted during the
redevelopment planning process to determine the
most appropriate mix of uses. The projection for this
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area does expect an increase in office workers and
residents in this area, which would benefit the retail
areas of downtown Westfield as additional office
employees could patronize the restaurants and
shops during the workday while new residents could
shop and dine during the evening hours.
Unlike the South Avenue sub-area, the buildout scenario did not believe there would be any
properties that were not projected to be redeveloped
in the analysis but could depending on changing
development environment. This is because any
properties that were not included in the development
scenario are either owned by the Town or longstanding institutions. As a result, the Town should be
less concerned about development that could exceed
the projected amounts.
As is the case with the South Avenue sub-area,
any increase in projected residents and employees
depend on the Town allowing heights and densities
that are greater along the rail line compared to the
rest of downtown Westfield.

Downtown Core (C)

The downtown core area is projected to see
redevelopment that would add a diverse mix of office,
retail and residential space. The build-out analysis
included approved development projects such as
the former Jolly Trolley site, the Flatiron building,
and the projected redevelopment of the municipal
parking lots. The build-out analysis also projected
some additional properties located adjacent to the
municipal parking lots to be a part of the larger
redevelopment project. Parking Lots #2 and #8 have
the greatest potential for redevelopment as they are
located along the rail line and could include several
smaller properties located between the two lots to
result in a development that would have an impact on
the downtown core area.
The build-out analysis projects the downtown core
area to add new high-end office, retail and residential
spaces that highlight the area's walkability and transit
assets. The projected square footage would result
in new residents living in the downtown core and
new employees from the office and retail uses. The
build-out analysis projects this area of downtown
Westfield to see the largest increase in the amount of
office employees. Most of this development would be
concentrated on the properties along the rail line from
Lot #2 to Lot #8. The properties around Parking Lot
#7 would also see development, albeit at a smaller
scale to the properties on the opposite side of North
Avenue.

municipal lots and the properties located in between
them are over four (4) acres, the projected number
of residents and workers would change significantly
depending on what the Town will allow along the
rail line. One additional assumption in the build-out
projections is that the Town will permit a fourth story
on buildings with the fourth floor being “stepped back”
from the main facade.
This change to the zoning regulations for downtown
Westfield could have impacts on properties that
were not projected to change. As Map X shows,
Blocks 13, 14 and 15 do not have any properties
that are projected to change (with the exception of
the Flatiron Building). However, there are several
properties along East Broad Street, Central Avenue
and Prospect Street that are currently underutilized
and have the potential to be redeveloped given the
right circumstances.

These projections assume that the Town of Westfield
will allow for increases in allowable heights and
densities for redevelopment properties along the rail
line. Given that the total combined area of the two
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Elmer Street (D)

The Elmer Street area is projected to see a modest
amount of residential and retail redevelopment.
The potential for development in this sub-area of
downtown is based on the existing large parcels that
could accommodate feasible projects, which include
the designated redevelopment areas of the Rialto
theater and and Municipal Lot #5. The increase
in residential units in this area would be a benefit
to downtown businesses as it would increase the
number of potential patrons to these businesses
living within a reasonable walking distance.
As mentioned with the downtown core, these
projections are based on the assumption that the
Town will allow for four story buildings with a fourth
floor “stepped back” in the downtown area. Unlike
other properties that are along the rail line, the
projected densities of the affordable housing parcels
are based on the overlay district’s regulations.
The potential change to the zoning regulations
for downtown Westfield could have impacts on
properties that were not projected to change. This
block includes several properties along North
Avenue and Elmer Street that are currently either
underutilized or appear outdated for a modern
downtown that have the potential to be redeveloped
given the right circumstances. It is recommended
that the Town make amendments to the zoning
boundaries of this area to include it within the Town’s
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CBD zone to allow for an increase in height and for
upper floor residential. There are also properties
located adjacent to Lot #5 that were not included
in the projected build-out for similar reasons. The
potential redevelopment of these properties could
lead to additional residents and employees above
what the current scenario projects, but would lead to
improvements to the downtown fabric.
Elm Street (E)

The Elm Street area is an area of downtown
Westfield that is projected to see significant
residential development with a modest amount of
retail development. Much of the redevelopment would
be concentrated on Parking Lots #1 and #4 and the
properties around them as well as nearby properties
under common ownership. It is also projected that
the area along Prospect Street would experience
some redevelopment. This scenario also includes the
existing Savannah Condos project.
This projection is based on the assumption that
the Town would allow permit four-story mixed-use
buildings throughout the Central Business District
(CBD) zone. This increase in allowable massing
and height would help to further incentize the
redevelopment of this area that is projected in the
build-out.

333 Central Avenue (F)

The 333 Central Avenue area of downtown Westfield
includes the recently completed. The build-out
analysis for this area is based on the approved and
constructed real estate project that encompasses
the entire area as shown on the Built-Out Map. No
assumptions were made for this area as this project
was already constructed and no other properties are
included for this area.

Elite Properties (G)

The Elite Properties area is the area located along
the border with the Borough of Garwood. The
properties are located along South Avenue with
the property being along the rail line. Despite this
area not being located in downtown, it is likely that
development will have an impact on circulation in and
out of the downtown area due to travel patterns along
South Avenue.
The approved redevelopment plan is to build 17,000
square feet of retail space and 193 residential units.
This square footage and unit mix should result
in approximately 34 additional retail workers and
386 new residents. While these are comparatively
modest amounts of development, it is likely that these
developments will have an impact on both downtown
Westfield and the area around where these
properties are located. There were no assumptions
made for this area as this project was already
approved and no other properties are included for
this area.
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Downtown Traffic Model
The project team developed a traffic model of the
downtown area to provide a better understanding of
how vehicular traffic flows through the street network
and which intersections are busiest during different
times of the day. The model was also used to test
how a hypothetical Build-out Scenario would impact
traffic and circulation patterns in and near Westfield’s
downtown. As noted in earlier sections, the Buildout
Scenario represents the likely maximum new
development that could potentially occur over the 10year time frame of the ULUC Plan. In that sense, it is
a conservative “higher-than-likely” scenario and only
one of many possible scenarios. It also assumes all
development would be completed within the 10-year
timeframe, which may or may be realistic.
Figure 1 shows the extents of the area included in
the traffic model, which comprises the area where
nearly all future development is anticipated. Two
intersections west of the downtown along North
Avenue (CR 610) and South Avenue (NJ 28) were
also included because these routes carry significant
traffic to and from the downtown.

Figure 1: Downtown Traffic Model Extents
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Below is a list of the intersections included in the
model:
E. Broad St and Mountain Ave

South Ave and W. Broad St

E. Broad St and Central Ave

South Ave and Route 28 (i.e.
Traffic Circle)

E. Broad St and Elm St

South Ave and Westfield Ave

North Ave and E. Broad St

South Ave and Summit Ave
(Train Station Parking Lot)

North Ave and Elm St

South Ave and Central Ave/
Ross Place

North Ave and Central Ave

South Ave and Scotch Plains
Ave/Crossway Place

North Ave and Crossway Pl

Methodology

Due to dramatic changes in travel patterns imposed
by the COVID-19 pandemic, the study team was
not able to collect new traffic counts during the
study period. Instead, existing traffic counts for
all intersections within the modeling area were
generated using a third-party data vendor (StreetLight
Data) based on pre-COVID traffic patterns from 2019
and calibrated using historical traffic counts provided
by NJDOT, Union County, and the Town of Westfield.
This process was performed through a collaborative
process with another engineering firm, Kimley-Horn.
Signal timings and plans were obtained from NJDOT,
Union County, and/or the Town based on ownership
and availability. Field verifications were conducted
at two intersections along South Avenue (Summit
Avenue and Central Avenue) to supplement and/
or confirm data from the signal plans. Collectively,
this information was used to develop the three traffic
modeling scenarios described below.
Existing Conditions (2020) Scenario

Based on the traffic volumes derived using historical
count and StreetLight Data, an existing conditions
traffic model for the year 2020 was developed by
Kimley-Horn using Synchro 10 software. WSP
reviewed the model and worked closely with KimleyHorn to troubleshoot the model prior to initiating any
traffic analysis. The analysis was conducted for both
the AM and PM peak hours to evaluate operations
during times with the heaviest traffic (7:00-8:00 AM
and 5:00-6:00 PM, respectively).

Future (2031) Build Scenario

The 2031 Build scenario models future traffic
operations based on (a) regional traffic growth
combined with (b) traffic generated from the
hypothetical Buildout Scenario described in the
earlier section. The Buildout Scenario’s developable
footprint was used as the basis for determining the
number of peak hour trips generated in the future
condition.
To account for the mixed-use nature of Westfield’s
downtown, which enables walking, biking, and transit
trips, a hybrid approach to trip generation was utilized.
WSP first used the ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th
Edition, to determine peak hour trips for each land use
in the build-out scenario. Trip reduction factors were
then developed based on ITE/EPA’s Mixed-Use Trip
Generation Model to account for internal, walking, and
transit trips expected within the study area. These
factors were 17.5% in the AM peak and 18.5% in the
PM peak. The final step was to distribute the peak
hour trips to the intersections contained in the model.
To perform this exercise, Origin and Destination
(OD) studies were conducted using the StreetLight
platform. The results of this analysis were used to
expand trip generation estimates and distribute to the
traffic network.

Future (2031) No-Build Scenario

This scenario was used solely as a basis of
comparison for the Future 2031 Build scenario, as
it accounts for background traffic growth within the
region but does not include local traffic generated by
proposed downtown redevelopment. A background
growth rate was applied to existing traffic volumes
to estimate traffic volumes for a 2031 “No Build”
condition. The growth rate was developed based
on the latest sociodemographic projections from
NJTPA for 2035 along with NJTPA’s regional travel
model (North Jersey Regional Transportation Model
Enhanced). A Compound Annual Growth Rate
(CAGR) between 2020 and 2031 of 0.26% was
computed for the study area, which compounded
results in a total growth of 3% over the 11-year
period.
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Modeling Results

Performance metrics used to describe results from
each scenario included level of service (LOS) and
delay (in seconds). Level of service (or LOS) is a
letter-based metric that quantifies motorist delay at
intersections, with “LOS A” having the lowest delay
and “LOS F” having the highest delay. The metric
is calculated using formulas in FHWA’s Highway
Capacity Manual. Generally, an intersection with an
overall LOS D or lower is considered as operating
acceptably, while LOS E and F indicate conditions that
are at or above capacity and experience excessive
delays.
However, it is critical to understand the limitations
of using LOS as a performance metric. As an autooriented metric, LOS does not fully describe the
value and function of a street or intersection that
needs to serve multiple users – including pedestrians,
bicyclists, and transit users – and is often at odds
with community goals related to walkability, placemaking, and urban design. Even the Highway
Capacity Manual emphasizes that LOS is a part
of a bigger picture and “neither LOS nor any other
single performance measure tells the full story
of roadway performance.” Furthermore, there is
growing recognition that a certain level of congestion
is acceptable, particularly in vibrant transit-friendly
communities, and that congestion mitigation must be
balanced with Westfield’s other multimodal travel and
community goals.
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Results from the downtown traffic model can be
a useful tool for comparing different development
scenarios against baseline conditions and anticipating
where increased congestion is likely to occur but
should not be interpreted as a firm threshold or part
of a regulatory process. When evaluating results,
changes to LOS should be weighed against other
community goals. For instance, above-normal levels
of congestion may be acceptable if a peak period LOS
D/E helps achieve other community goals such as
improving mobility for other modes of transportation or
dedicating more public open space.
Roadway jurisdiction will also be a critical factor to
consider when balancing community goals against
traffic operations results, since most of the streets
comprising the downtown network are not within the
Town’s jurisdiction but instead owned by NJDOT
or Union County. Along these facilities, close
coordination between the Town and the State/County
will be needed to reach an agreement regarding what
will be considered acceptable levels of service and
impacts to operations from new development.

Existing Conditions (2020) Scenario

Figure 2 shows results from the existing conditions
analysis at key intersections. In general, the model
shows that peak-hour congestion is low to moderate
at most intersections within the study area, with LOS
less than “D” and cumulative delays less than a
minute. However, the western edge of the downtown
is an exception, as LOS and delay are notably higher
at the intersections near the traffic circle. In addition,

intersections along the Central Avenue/Broad Avenue/
Mountain Avenue corridor also exhibit moderate
congestion for certain movements, mainly those that
follow the regional County route. The table below
lists the most congested intersections identified by
the model along with the critical movements based on
approach LOS and delay:

Intersection

Critical Approach

North Ave and E. Broad St

WB North Ave approach heading towards the circle

South Ave and W. Broad St

Right turn from W. Broad onto South Ave

South Ave and Central Ave

NB and SB approaches along Central Ave

E. Broad St and Mountain Ave

Left turn from E. Broad onto Mountain Ave

South Ave and Route 28 (Traffic Circle)

WB leg of circle (entering and exiting)

Figure 2: 2020 Existing Conditions' Traffic Analysis Results
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Future (2031) No-Build Scenario

Results for the 2031 No Build are shown in Figure
3. Based on the expected background traffic growth,
most intersections experienced slight or minimal
increase in delay and congestion. Exceptions
include the Route 28 traffic circle, where the AM peak
period LOS went from D (32.2) to E (38.2), and the
intersection of E. Broad Street and North Avenue,
which increased to LOS of E with a delay of 63.4

seconds. The remaining intersections have much
lower traffic volumes and thus operate equally well in
both the 2020 Existing and 2031 No Build scenarios.

Figure 3: 2031 No Build Conditions' Traffic Analysis Results
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Future (2031) Build Scenario

Results from the 2031 Build scenario are shown
Figure 4, while Table 1 and Table 2 compares the
results across the three scenarios by peak hour.
The increased volume of trips increases delay at
intersections throughout the network; however, most
intersections still function at LOS D or less and thus
have adequate capacity to accommodate the new
development. However, there are two intersections –
both near the Lord & Taylor site – that are shown as
exceeding capacity in the 2031 Build scenario:

The increase in motorist delay at these two
intersections is substantial. In the PM peak, the
intersection of North Avenue and E. Broad Street
changes from a LOS E with 63.4 seconds of delay
in the 2031 No Build scenario to a LOS F with 122.6
seconds of delay in the 2031 Build scenario. Similarly,
the traffic circle at South Avenue changes from a LOS
D with 26.6 seconds to a LOS F with 64.1 seconds of
delay in the PM peak.

• North Avenue and E. Broad Street
• South Avenue and Route 28 (Traffic Circle)

Figure 4: 2031 Build Conditions' Traffic Analysis Results
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Table 1: Comparison of AM Peak Hour Results from Traffic Analysis
2020
Existing

2031 No
Build

2031
Build

AM

AM

AM

E. Broad Street and Mountain Avenue

C (29.9)

C (30.2)

C (29.3)

E. Broad Street and Central Avenue

B (14.5)

B (16.6)

C (25.5)

A (6.9)

A (7.0)

A (7.9)

C (30.4)

C (32.2)

D (38.7)

A (7.8)

A (8.0)

B (0.7)

North Avenue and Central Avenue

B (18.6)

B (19.4)

C (24.4)

North Avenue and Crossway Place

B (18.0)

B (18.7)

C (21.6)

South Avenue and W. Broad Street

C (21.2)

C (22.3)

C (30.7)

South Avenue and Route 28 (Traffic Circle)

D (32.2)

E (38.2)

E (42.2)

A (0.3)

A (0.3)

A (0.3)

South Avenue and Summit Avenue (Train Station Parking Lot)

C (20.9)

C (21.8)

C (31.0)

South Avenue and Central Avenue/Ross Place

C (28.0)

C (28.6)

C (30.4)

South Avenue and Scotch Plains Avenue/Crossway Place

C (22.0)

C (22.6)

C (22.4)

2020
Existing

2031 No
Build

2031
Build

PM

PM

PM

E. Broad Street and Mountain Avenue

B (15.9)

B (18.4)

C (22.4)

E. Broad Street and Central Avenue

B (18.9)

C (20.7)

D (39.1)

E. Broad Street and Elm Street

B (10.2)

B (10.4)

B (11.3)

North Avenue and E. Broad Street

E (56.8)

E (63.4)

F (122.6)

Intersections

E. Broad Street and Elm Street
North Avenue and E. Broad Street
North Avenue and Elm Street

South Avenue and Westfield Avenue

Table 2: Comparison of PM Peak Hour Results from Traffic Analysis
Intersections

North Avenue and Elm Street

B (10.3)

B (0.6

B (3.6)

North Avenue and Central Avenue

C (24.3)

C (27.4)

D (53.0)

North Avenue and Crossway Place

B (16.0)

B (17.1)

C (30.3)

South Avenue and W. Broad Street

C (24.6)

C (26.4)

D (45.0)

South Avenue and Route 28 (Traffic Circle)

C (23.7)

D (26.6)

F (64.1)

A (0.3)

A (0.3)

A (0.3)

South Avenue and Summit Avenue (Train Station Parking Lot)

B (14.4)

B (14.7)

B (18.2)

South Avenue and Central Avenue/Ross Place

C (34.0)

D (35.5)

D (42.7)

South Avenue and Scotch Plains Avenue/Crossway Place

B (17.9)

B (18.3)

B (17.9)

South Avenue and Westfield Avenue
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Appendix B
Downtown Parking Ratios
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Downtown Parking Ratios
The provision of parking is a delicate balance for
many transit-oriented downtowns. There is the need
to provide adequate parking for residents and visitors
while also not providing too much parking that the
pedestrian experience is negatively impacted. As
redevelopment in the downtown occurs, it is important
for the Town to base its parking requirements on what
current and future trends indicate and best practices
that other successful downtowns have implemented
to strike the necessary balance to ensure a vibrant
social and economic downtown environment.
Determining appropriate parking requirements for
future TOD projects in the CBD Zone is based on
the analysis of the characteristics, nuances, and
location of the project and the implementation of
best practice, parking management strategies that
influence parking demand. Several factors to consider
when determining residential, retail, commercial and
restaurant parking requirements for the CBD Zone
include:
• Existing vehicle ownership in the area
• Population characteristics (i.e., total
population, total households, etc.)
• Availability of on-street parking
• Accessibility to mass transit and other
alternative modes of transportation
• Mixed-use nature of the proposed development
project and surrounding area
• Availability of amenities within walking distance
of a project (shopping, dining, etc.)
• Parking pricing (unbundled or
bundled with the rent)
• Availability of other proximate parking
resources that could be shared
• Walkability of the area (walk score)
• Bikeability of the area (bike score)
• Parking and Mobility Management
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Research indicates that TOD households are twice
as likely to not own a car. In its Planning for TransitFriendly Land Use: A Handbook for New Jersey
Communities, NJ Transit recommends the reduction
of parking ratios for different land uses depending
on their distance from a transit station or hub. For
example, an office or residential building within ¼
mile radius of a bus or light rail route should have its
parking ratio reduced by 10%. If a project is near a
multi-modal transit hub, it should consider reducing
its parking requirements by up to 60% for office and
residential uses and by 25% for non-residential uses.

THA surveyed five (5) comparable urban NJ transit
municipalities pertaining to the vehicles per household
and the median income for comparison. Relative
to the five (5) transit municipalities surveyed, the
vehicles per household in Westfield are at the high
end, with 1.93 vehicles per household. The average
vehicles per household including Westfield and five
(5) comparable municipalities are 1.72. The Table
below illustrates Westfield’s census data related
to vehicles per household in comparison similar
NJ transit-oriented municipalities.
However, THA also surveyed Census Tracts of
Westfield’s downtown area where the average
vehicles per household ratio is 1.49 illustrating that
the downtown area’s ratio of vehicles per household
is lower than that of the overall municipality.

Comparable NJ Transit Municipalities' 2018 Census Data, Vehicle per Household
Total
Municipality Population
(2018)

Median
Income

Total
Occupied
Households

Total
Vehicles

Vehicles
per
Househould

Downtown Vehicles
per Household

Westfield

29,881

$168,721

10,376

20,015

1.93

1.63 (Census Tract 366)
1.85 (Census Tract 367)

Cranford

24,169

$126,655

8,654

16,925

1.96

1.54 (Census Tract 372)

Metuchen

14,382

$124,317

5,203

9,331

1.79

N/A

South Orange

16,743

$133,555

5,139

8,570

1.67

1.30 (Census Tract 193)

Morristown

19,145

$95,885

8,156

12,915

1.58

1.56 (Census Tract 436)
1.64 (Census Tract 437)
1.67 (Census Tract 438)

Rahway

29,880

$74,164

11,188

17,466

1.56

1.34 (Census Tract 359)

Montclair

38,676

$117,151

14,469

22,448

1.55

1.08 (Census Tract 167)
1.25 (Census Tract 168)

Average

24,697

$120,064

9,026

15,381

1.72

1.49

Note: The table is sorted from largest to smallest by the 'Vehicle per household category.
Metuchen's census tract's data is not available.
Source: American Community Survey (ACS) 5-Year Estimates Census Data, 2018
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Parking Requirements for New Jersey Transit-Oriented
Downtowns and Developments

As previously indicated, the presence of the NJ
Transit train / commuter rail and bus systems in CBD’s
statewide, the walkable nature of these areas and
the availability of amenities often lead to reduced
parking requirements in transit corridors (areas within
a ¼-mile radius or 5-10 minute walk of these mass
transit assets). To further inform appropriate parking
requirements for the Westfield CBD Zone, THA
evaluated the parking requirements of other CBD
or downtown redevelopment areas in “comparable”
municipalities with NJ Transit train stations.
For residential uses, the minimum parking ratio
ranges from 1.00 space per unit to 1.80 spaces per
unit. For commercial uses, the parking ratio ranges
from 2.00 spaces per 1,000 SF to 4.00 spaces per
1,000 SF. For retail uses, the parking ratio ranges
from 2.00 spaces per 1,000 SF to 4.00 spaces per
1,000 SF. For restaurant use, some municipalities use
a parking ratio that based on the number of seats,

while others’ parking ratio based on the square feet.
Usually, each person occupies 15 square feet of
floor area intended for patron occupancy. The patron
area usually comprises 70% of the overall restaurant
spaces. Therefore, 0.3 parking spaces per seat
represents 14.0 parking spaces per 1,000 square feet.
For restaurant uses, the parking ratio ranges from 4.0
spaces per 1,000 SF to 20.0 spaces per 1,000 SF.
Based on this analysis, the average parking ratio
for residential use is approximately 1.47 spaces per
dwelling unit; the average parking ratio for commercial
use is approximately 3.03 spaces per 1,000 SF; the
average parking ratio for retail use is approximately
3.19 spaces per 1,000 SF; and the average parking
ratio for restaurant use is approximately 12.18
spaces per 1,000 SF. The table below summarized
the average parking ratio for different land uses in
comparable transit municipalities.

Average Parking Ratio Summary in Comparable Transit
Municipalities
Land Use

Parking Ratio

Residential

1.47 spaces/dwelling unit

Commercial

3.03 spaces/1,000 SF

Retail

3.19 spaces/1,000 SF

Restaurant

12.18 spaces/1,000 SF

Source: THA Consulting, Inc., 2020
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projects and in Westfield’s CBD Zone. The table
below lists the comparable multi-family, TOD housing
projects THA identified and including the number of
units, number of bedrooms, and number of parking
spaces built for each project.

Parking Utilization Survey of Comparable Residential
TOD Projects

To help identify appropriate parking requirements
for Westfield’s CBD Zone, THA surveyed the actual
residential parking utilization for TOD multi-family
housing projects in comparable redevelopment

Parking Supply for Comparable Multifamily, TOD Projects and the Parking Occupancy

Municipality

# of
Units

# of
BRs

# of
Parking
Spaces

ClaremontWestfield

Westfield

70

103

Savannah
Condos
Residences*

Westfield

35

Cranford Crossing
Apartment Homes

Cranford

Riverfront at
Cranford Station

Project

Parking
Ratio

Parking
Occupancy
(11PM)

Utilization
Parking
Unit
Ratio
Occupancy
by Unit
Rate
(11PM)

Adjusted
Parking
Ratio
by Unit
(11PM)

By
Unit

By
BR

93

1.33

0.90

74

1.06

91.4%

1.16

70

70

2.00

1.00

32

0.91

100.0%

0.91

50

96

68

1.36

0.71

44

0.88

96.0%

0.92

Cranford

127

232

150

1.18

0.65

116

0.91

96.4%

0.93

Woodmont
Station at
Cranford

Cranford

163

264

282

1.73

1.07

215

1.32

96.8%

1.34

The Albero

Cranford

24

39

36

1.50

0.92

15

0.63

87.5%

0.71

Woodmont
Metro
Apartments
at Metuchen
Station**

Metuchen

273

391

375

1.37

0.54

286

1.05

96.9%

1.06

South
Orange

215

299

261

1.21

0.71

150

0.70

94.9%

0.74

Montclair

258

365

258

1.00

0.71

209

0.81

96.3%

0.85

Bloomfield

224

334

274

1.22

0.82

248

1.11

92.0%

1.20

Berkeley
Heights

199

318

266

1.34

0.84

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Third & Valley***
Valley &
Bloom***
Avalon
Bloomfield
Station
The Modera
Berkeley Heights

Average per Project

1.39

0.81

0.94

0.98

*This project is a condo
**Parking occupancy data is provided by the parking garage management company - Nexus Properties
***Parking occupancy data was provided by the parking garage management company - Propark America
****This project contains 173 apartment units and 26 affordable units; in design phase
Source: THA Consulting, Inc., 2020
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THA conducted a parking occupancy survey or
obtained parking occupancy data of the 10 project
sites. Please note, Project 11 – The Modear Berkeley
Heights is still under design phase and has not been
built. Parking Occupancy refers to the number of
vehicles parked in parking spaces at a particular time
of day. To validate the actual utilization of the parking
spaces, THA performed the occupancy survey of
the projects on Tuesday, September 29, 2020 at
approximately 11PM. THA was conscious to conduct
the survey on a day and time when most, if not all,
residents would be at home. To determine the actual
parking ratio of each project, THA divided the total
parking utilization for each project by the total number
of occupied units, thereby identifying each project’s
actual parking utilization ratio.
To obtain the projects occupancy rate, THA made
phone calls to multiple projects and reviewed each
project’s website. The surveyed projects’ residential
units’ occupancy rate ranges from 87.5% to 98.9%
(due to COVID-19, some rental apartment projects
occupancy rates have decreased slightly). THA
adjusted the parking occupancy rate to each project’s
apartment occupancy rate.

Cranford Crossing, Source: NJTOD
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Based on the referenced survey, the average parking
ratio of the 11 projects is 1.39 parking spaces per unit
and 0.81 parking spaces per bedroom. Please note
the Savannah Condo Residences’ (Project 2) is a
condominium project while the remaining projects are
multi-family rental projects. The Woodmont Station at
Cranford project (Project 5) has the highest parking
ratio per unit among multi-family rental projects, with
a parking ratio of 1.73 parking spaces per unit. The
Albero Project (Project 6) has the highest parking
ratio per bedroom, with a parking ratio of 0.92
parking spaces per bedroom among multi-family
rental projects. The Avalon Bloomfield Station project
(Project 10) has the highest adjusted parking ratio
per unit among multi-family rental projects, with a
parking ratio of 1.20 parking spaces per unit. Figure 2
illustrates a location map of the surveyed comparable
projects.

Savannah Condo Residences

Comparable Residential Projects' Location Map

Source: THA Consulting, Inc., 2020
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• The existing conditions in Westfield's
CBD Zone including:

Recommended Parking Requirements

The following residential, commercial, retail, and
restaurant parking requirement recommendations for
Westfield’s CBD Zone are based on the data analysis
previously outlined in the ULUC:

» NJ Transit’s Westfield Station along
the Raritan Valley Line
» Numerous NJ Transit bus routes
» CBD Zone is a highly walkable
area with proximity to food, service
and shopping amenities

• The existing CBD Zone parking ratios in similar
transit oriented municipalities in New Jersey
• The parking utilization ratios for TOD projects
in similar train municipalities in New Jersey
» Parking occupancy survey results
yielding an average parking utilization of
1.39 parking spaces per unit and 0.81
parking spaces per bedroom

Based upon this information listed above, THA
recommends CBD Zone parking ratios for residential,
commercial, retail, and restaurant land uses as
follows:

• The recommended parking ratios in
TOD areas based on reports from
NJ Transit, ITE and ULI

Recommended Parking Requirements for Westfield CBD Zone
Land Use

Existing Parking Requirements

Recommended Parking
Requirements

Residential
Multifamily
Residential

0.8 spaces/1 BR unit
1.3 spaces/2 BR unit

1.35 parking spaces per total unit
count

1.9 spaces/3 BR unit

0.7 parking spaces per total bedroom
count

1.0 spaces/200sf GFA

4.0 parking spaces per 1,000KSF

Commercial
Professional Office

Business/
1.0 spaces/250sf GFA (under 50,000sf)
Administrative Office
1.0 spaces/300sf GFA (50,000+ sf)

3.0 parking spaces per 1,000KSF

Retail
General Retail
Sales/Services

1.0 spaces/300sf GFA

3.3 parking spaces per 1,000KSF

Restaurant
Predominantly Full
Service

1.0 spaces per 2 seats

12.0 parking spaces per 1,000KSF

Predominantly Take
Out

1.0 spaces/65sf GFA or 1.0 spaces/3
seats, whichever is greater

8.0 parking spaces per 1,000KSF

Source: THA Consulting, Inc., 2020
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